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INTRODUCTION.

The Companies Act, 1900, is the outcome of a long-pending Origin of the

movement for the amendment of the Companies Acts, 1862 to

1890. That there was room for amendment was very generally

admitted, hut there were wdde divergencies of opinion as to the

character of the amendments required, and although BiUs for

effecting various amendments were from time to time hrought

hefore Parliament they never made much progress. At last,

however, in November, 1894, the Board of Trade (the Right

Honourable James Bryce, M.P., being President) appointed a

Departmental Committee, consisting of the Right Honourable The Depart-

Lord Davey, the Hon. Mr. Justice Chitty, the Hon. Mr. Justice mitteeof 1895.

Vaughan Williams, Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart., M.P.,

Sir Albert K. RoUit, M.P., Mr. Henry Burton Buckley, U.C,

Mr. Francis Beaufort Palmer, Mr. John Smith (Inspector General

in Bankruptcy), Mr. Alexander F. Wallace, Mr. John HoUams,

Mr. Frank Crisp, Mr. E. Waterhouse, and Mr. Jamieson, "to

enquire what amendments are necessary in the Acts relating to

Joint Stock Companies incorporated ^ith limited liability with a

view to the better prevention of fraud in relation to the formation

and management of companies, and to consider and report upon

the clauses of a draft Bill which will be laid before them for this

purpose."

This Committee held frequent meetings, and devoted unstinted

time and labour to the questions submitted to it, and ultimately

made its report on 27th June, 1895, appending thereto, by way

of suggestion, a draft Bill for the amendment of the Acts.

In 1896, the Bill thus formulated by the Departmental Com- The Bill in

mittee was, with a few alterations suggested by the Boai-d of
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Trade, introduced into the House of Lords as a Government Bill,

and was referred to a Select Committee which proceeded to take

The Lords evidence. The Committee was re-appointed in 1897 and again in
Cominitte©. . . ,

1898 for the purpose of taking further evidence, and a large

number of witnesses were examined, including Lord Justice

Liudlej, Mr. Justice Romer, Mr. Justice [then Mr.] Buckley, the

writer, and others.

The evidence given went far to show that many of the most

drastic provisions of the BiU should be omitted and that others

should be amended.

The amended In 1899 the Select Committee was again appointed, and reported

1900. the Bill with extensive amendments which largely improved it.

The Bill so amended was, in 1900, introduced into the House of

Commons as a Government measure. In its passage through

Parliament it was amended in various respects, and on the

Eoyal Assent. 8th August, 1900, the Royal Assent was given and the Bill passed

into law.

In the process of evolution many clauses taken from the Bill of

the Departmental Committee have been discarded, many have been

more or less modified, and the residue thus modified affords, it is

hoped, an instance of the survival of the fittest.

Objection to The Bill as settled by the Departmental Committee was too

mratal^Com- cLrastic, and there can be no question that the amendments made

rndi^%^ve- lay the Select Committee of the House of Lords in 1899 greatly

ments by the improved the measure and removed its most obiectionable features.Howe of ^ *•

Lords. These amendments, besides removing many minor blemishes

—

(1) Struck out a series of clauses defining the duties and

liabilities of directors and promoters in terms going con-

siderably beyond the then existing law, and only too likely

to discourage prudent and honest business men from

becoming directors and promoters.

(2) Struck out a series of dangerous and objectionable provisions

requiring that a prospectus should, inter alitty state the

dates, parties, and short purport or efEect of every material
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contract and every material fact known to any director or

promoter.

(3) Struck out stringent provisions as to auditors, their duties

and liabilities.

(4) Struck out objectionable provisions for registering balance

sheets with the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies for

public inspection ; and lastly,

(5) Struck out certain clauses as to winding-up which, if they

had passed into law, would have placed it in the discretion

of the winding-up Judge to make an order declaring the

liability of any one or more of the members of a limited

company for the debts or some of the debts of the company

to be unlimited, and thus in effect destroy retrospectively

the very essence of its being.

The amendments made in the Bill as introduced in the Session The amend-

of 1900, though for the most part beneficial, were not comparable

in importance to those made by the House of Lords in 1899, and

in substance the Bill passed into law in the form in which it was

reported by the Select Committee of the House of Lords in 1899.

It is to be hoped that the Act, the preparation of which has

involved so much labour, will prove a success notwithstanding the

obscurity of much of its language.

Turning now to the provisions of the Act as passed, there can be Principal pro-
visions of the

no question that sect. 10, which specifies a number of matters Act.

which must be stated in a prospectus offering shares, debentures, or Prospectus,

debenture stock for public subscription, is of paramount importance.

This section is applicable not only to the first but to any subsequent

prospectuses, save only in the case where it merely invites existing

members or debenture or debenture stock holders of a company to

subscribe for further shares or debentures or debenture stock,

and subject to this, that certain statements may be omitted in the

cases specified in sub-sects. 4 and 6. Sect. 10, however, in all cases

requires a very large measure of disclosure of material facts to be

made in the prospectus. Not only have names of the vendors to

be stated, and the amount payable to each, but the prospectus must

«2

\
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also state the amount paid or payable for commission for under-

writing, the amount or estimated amount of preliminary expenses,

the amount paid or intended to be paid to any promoter, and the

consideration for such payment ; and full particidars must be given

of the nature and extent of the interest (if any) of every director

in the promotion of or in the property proposed to be acquired by

the company. There must also be stated the date of and parties

to every material contract, not being a contract entered into in the

ordinary course of the business carried on or intended to be carried

on by the company or a contract entered into more than three

years before the date of the publication of the prospectus. There

are also many other matters which have to be set forth ; and the

ordinary waiver clause in a prospectus is abolished, and directors

and others who fail to comply with the section are made responsible

in damages. As already indicated, certain qualifications of these

provisions are introduced by the section ; but the main features are

as above.

Minimum Next in importance to the prospectus section is sect. 6, whereby,
subscnp ion. ^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ company which on its formation offers shares for

public subscription, it is required that the memorandum or articles

of association and the prospectus shall state what is to be the

minimum subscription on which the directors may proceed to allot-

ment, and the company is forbidden to commence business or

borrow until that minimum subscription has been obtained.

Registration Next in importance to the provisions as to minimum subscription

and charges, comes sect. 14, which provides for the prompt registration with the

Registrar of Joint Stock Companies of various kinds of mortgages

and charges created by a company, more especially those for

securing debentures, those upon uncalled capital, those affecting

personal chattels, and those constituting a floating charge on the

undertaking or property. This clause should go far to meet the

complaint which has been made, that those who deal with a

company are imable to discover what its position is as regards

mortgages and charges. But to companies the section will

probably be found very burdensome.
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The next important provision to be considered is sect. 12, which Statutory

seeks to make the first meeting of the company more of a reality

than the one under sect. 39 (now repealed) of the Act of 1867, and

to induce shareholders to take an interest in the position of the

company.

There are numerous other clauses of the new Act of more or less Subordinate
• . 1 . J • 1 proTisions.
miportance, and in particular

—

Sect. 1, removing any doubts as to the conclusiveness of certi-

ficates of incorporation

;

Sect. 2, which seeks to prevent the naming of a director in

articles of association or in a prospectus unless he is qualified and

consents to act

;

Sect. 3, which seeks to discourage directors from acting without

qualification by imposing on them the obligation to pay to the

company bl. a day whilst improperly acting without a qualification
;

Sect. 4, which seeks to prevent allotment in the case of share

capital offered for public subscription unless the minimum sub-

scription specified in the prospectus has been taken up and the

application money has been paid
;

Sect. 8, which legalises underwriting and other commissions

where shares are offered for public subscription

;

Sect. 9, which provides for the filing of prospectuses with the

Registrar of Joint Stock Companies

;

Sect. 25, which allows a creditor to apply in a winding-up ; and

Sect. 33, which repeals Sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1867.

In the following pages the sections of the Act are set forth with As to the
notes and

explanatory Notes and illustrative Forms : these it is hoped may forms, &c.

be found useful.

As a member of the Board of Trade Committee, and as the

originator of not a few of the provisions contained in the Bill

submitted by that committee, and of divers of the amendments

made during the passage of the Bill of 1900 through Parliament,

the writer is necessarily possessed of knowledge which throws much
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light on the intention of the framers of the Act; hut in the follow-

ing pages he has not made reference thereto ; for " the Parlia-

mentary history of a statute is wisely inadmissible to explain it,'*

and, as laid down in the House of Lords, one can " only find the

true intent and the meaning of the Act from the Act itself," and

" what the Legislature intended to be done or not to be done can

only be legally ascertained from that which it has chosen to enact,

either by express words or by reasonable and necessary implica-

tion."

Besides the notes and forms, the writer has added (see pp. 101

to 112 inclusive) Addenda to the several volumes of " Company

Precedents," with a view to indicating generally how far the new

Act affects the law and practice as set forth in those volumes.

The thanks of the writer are due to his friend Mr. Frank Evans,

of the Chancery Bar, for his assistance in passing the work through

the press and preliminary thereto.

F. B. P.

5, New Square,

Lincoln's Inn,

November, 1900.

PEEFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

The first edition of this Work having been exhausted within

a few weeks of its publication, the Author now submits a New
Edition, in which he has added to the Notes, and has embodied

a number of the Forms prescribed by the Board of Trade with

reference to the Companies Act, 1900.

F. B. P.

Lincoln's Inn,

January, 1901.
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THE COMPANIES ACT, 1900

(63 & 64 Vict. c. 48).

An Act to amend the Companies Acts. [8th August, 1900.]

Be it enacted lay the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and

with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal,

and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the

authority of the same, as follows :

—

The Act of 1900 is, except as otherwise expressed, to apply to every
company {i.e., under the Act of 1862) whether formed before or after

the 1st of January, 1901 (sect. 31), and it may, therefore, be con-

venient to note the sections applicable in various cases.

Table showing applicability of the Companies Act, 1900.

Class of Ck>UFAiaES.

Companies registered before 1st January,
1901.

Limited hj Hhares

Limited by guarantee having a capital

divided into shares.

Limited by guarantee and not having a
capital divided into shares.

Unlimited with a capital divided into

shares.

Unlimited without a capital divided into

shares.

Companies registered on and after Ist

January, 1901.

Limited by shares

Limited by guarantee and having a capital

divided into shares.

Limited by guarantee and not having
capital divided into shares.

Unlimited with capital divided into shares.

Unlimited without share capital

Sections applicable on and from
1st January, 1901.

All except sects. 1 (2), 2, 4, where
there has been an allotment before

1st January, 1901, of shares offered

for public subscription, and sects. 6,

11, 12, 27.

All except sects. 1 (2), 2, 4, 5, where
an allotment to public before Ist

January, 1901, sects. 6, 7, H, 12,

27, 29.

All except sects. 1 (2), 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 10 in part, 11, 12, 13, 19, 26, 27,

29, 33.

All except sects. 1 (2), 4 in part, 6, 7,

11, 12, 27, 29.

All except sects. 1 (2), 2, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8,

11, 12, 19, 27, 29, 33.

All the sections except 27.

All except sects. 7, 11, 12, 29.

All except sects. 2 in part, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 12, 13, 19, 29, 33.

All except sects. 6, 7, 11, 12, 27, 29.

All except sects. 2 in part, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 11, 12, 19, 27, 29, 33.

P.
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Incoypomtton and Objects.

§ 1. 1.—(1.) A certificate of incorporation given "by the registrar in

Conclusive- respect of any association shall be conclusive evidence that all the
ness of certi- requisitions of the Companies Acts in respect of registration and

incorporation, of matters precedent and incidental thereto have been complied

with, and that the association is a company authorised to be

registered and duly registered under the Companies Acts.

(2.) A statutory declaration by a solicitor of the High Court

engaged in the formation of the company or by a person named

in the articlBS of association as a dii-ector or secretary of the com-

pany of compliance with all or any of the said requisitions shall

be produced to the registrar, and the registrar may accept this

declaration as sufficient evidence of such compliance.

(3.) The incorporation of a company shall take effect fi'om the

date of incorporation mentioned in the certificate of iucoi'poration.

(4.) This section applies to all certificates of incorporation,

whether given before or after the passing of this Act.

"A certificate of incorporation," &c. The object of this section is

to preclude all questions as to the conclusiveness and operation of a
certificate of in<orporation.

The Acts prescribe various conditions that must be complied with
prior to the issue of the certificate, and as Lord Cairns said in Peel's

Case (1867), 2 Ch. 674: "When once the memorandum is registered

and the company is held out to the world as a company undertaking
business, willing to receive shareholders, and ready to contract

engagements, then it Trould be of the most disastrous consequences
if, after all that has been done, any person was allowed to go back
and enter into an examination (it might be years after the company
had commenced trade) of the circumstances attending the original

registration, and the regularity of the execution of the document."
The section is a re-enactment with amplifications of the concluding

words of sect. 18 of the Companies Act, 1862 (which words are repealed

by sect. 33, infra). It also takes the place of sect. 192 (also repealed)

of the Act of 1862, which applied only to companies registered under
Part VII. of that /. ct. The words of sect. 18 thus repealed are "^The
certificate of incorporation of any company given by the registrar shall

be conclusive evidence that all the requisitions of this Act in respect

of registration have been complied with." In relation to this enact-

ment it was long since held that the words "the requisitions of this

Act in respect of registration " meant " the requisitions and conditions

precedent and incidental to registration," and, accordingly, that once
the certificate of incorporation was given, the company named therein

as incorporated was to be taken to be duly and effectually incorporated,

and all reference to prior mwtters was precluded.

Thus, in PeeVs Case (1867), 2 Ch. 674. the memorandum of associa-

tion had, after signature and before registration, been altered without
the privity of the signatories so materially that, in the words of Lord
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Cairns, " the alteration entirely neutralised and annihilated the § !•

original execution and registration of the document." The compauy
was, however, registered, and the registrar gave his certificate of

incorporation ; subsequently the question arose whether this ceititicate

was conclusive, seeing that according to sect. 6 of the Act the memo-
randum before registratitm has to be subscribed " by seven or more
persons associated for any lawful purpose," whereas here the signature
had been entirely annihilated. Nevertheless, it was held that the
registrar's certificate of incorporation was conclusive. " The certificate

of incorporation," said Lord Cairns, "is not merely a primd facie

answer, but a conclusive answer to such objections, .... when once
the certificate of incorporation is given nothing is to be inquired into

as to the regularity of the prior proceedings."
And shortly afterwards, Lord Chelmsford, L.C., dealing with the

same point in Oakes v. Tnrquand, L. E. 2 H. L. 323, said: "I think

that the certificate prevents all recurrence to prior matters essentiEil to

registration, amongst which is the subscription of a memorandum of

association by seven persons, and that it is conclusive that all previous

requisitions have been complied with."
See also in Salomon v. Salomon Sr Co., (1897) A. C. 22. The Court of

Appeal, whilst holding that the defendant company had been formed
"for an illegitimate purpose," and " for objects not authorized V)y the

Act," nevertheless held the certificate of incorpcTration conclusive,

although, as we have seen, sect. 6 requires that the subscribers should

be persons associated together for some "lawful purpose." On the

other hand, in Be National Debenture Corporation, (1891) 2 Ch. 505,

a learned judge refused to treat a certificate of incorporation as conclu-

sive where he found as a fact that the memorandum of association had
been subscribed by six persons only instead of seven ; thus in effect

treating the words " conclusive evidence " as meaning ^^primd facie

evidence," although the Legislature had purposely used the words
"conclusive evidence" in contradistinction to the words '^primd facie

evidence" used by it in sects. 31 and 37 of the same Act. This deci-

sion, however, was reversed on appeal on the ground that the evidence

did not establish the fact so found. Unfortunatt-ly, however, the

judges of the Court of Appeal let fall some dicta to the effect that if

the judge below had been right as to the facts, his decision would have

been correct in point of law. The Court, however, had no power to

overrule PeePs Case, and of course these mere dicta could in no way
derogate from the authority of the decision in that case. With refe-

rence to these dicta, Vaughan Williams, J., in Laxon Sf Co. (2), (1892)

3 Ch. 555, said that he did not understand how they could be reconciled

with the decision and words of the judgment of Lord Cairns in PeeVs

Case, ubi supra. And it is to be noted that the Court of Appeal in

Salomon v. Salomon ^ Co., as appears above, followed PeeVs Case. And
in Ladies' Dress Association v. Pulbrook, (1900) 2 Q. B. 376, 381, where

these dicta were relied on, Eomer, L. J., whilst holding them not

applicable, significantly added that " if it were not so it might be

necessary for us to consider whether these dicta could be justified."

However, the existence of the dicta was considered a sufiicient reason

for removing any doubts occasioned thereby. Hence this section,

which makes it clear beyond all cavil that the certificate of incorpora-

tion is conclusive, even as Lord Cairns decided in 1867. So far, there-

fore, as regards certificates issued prior to the Ist January, 1901, the

b2
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enactment is in effect declaratory of the law as it stood pri6r to that

date.

'• Shall be conclusive," &c. Looking to the above decisions and to

the additional words, it is clear that there is no further room for ques-

tioning the conclusiveness of certificates of incorporation. Thus, even
if the seven signatories to a memorandum were all written by one

person, or were all forged, the certificate would be conclusive that the

company was duly incorporated. So, too, if the signatories were aU.

infants, the certificate would be conclusive, whether the remarkable
decision in Laxon ^' Co. (2), (1892) 3 Ch. 555, that an infant is a
"person" within sect. 6, can or cannot be supported.

"A statutory declaration." See Form 1 in Appendix. The pro-

duction of this is a newly imposed condition. The section is emphatic
that it shall be produced to the registrar.

The registrar may accept the declaration as sufficient evidence of

such compliance. He, therefore, has a discretion, and accordingly if,

notwithstanding the declaration, he entertains any doubt or suspicion

as to whether the requisitions have really been complied with, he can
call for further evidence ; but, practically, the only question is whether
the document has been subscribed by seven persons, for almost all the

other requisitions which have to be complied with are as to the form
of the documents and the payment of fees.

It seems advisable to name some one in the articles of association

as the secretary of the company, so that the declaration may be made
by him. Any question as to the effect of a solicitor admitting that he
has been engaged in the formation of the company, or of one director

being put forward too prominently will thus be avoided.

" Shall take effect from the date," &c. These words come from
sect. 192 of the Act, 1862. The certificates in the past have usually
run thus :

—

"I hereby certify that Co., Limited, is this day incorporated
under the Companies Acts, 1862 to , and that the company is

limited."

It does not seem likely that the form will be altered so as to specify

some other date of incorporation.

Ajopointment and Qualification of Director.

Restrictiotis 2.— (1.) A person shall not be capable of being appointed

ment'or"^ ' director of a company by the articles of association, and shall not
^^*,^rti8emcnt be named as a director or proposed director of a company in any

prospectus issued by or on behalf of the company, unless, before

the registration of the articles or the publication of the prospectus,

as the case may be, he has by himself or by his agent authorised in

writing

—

(i) signed and filed with the registrar a consent in writing to

act as such director ; and
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(ii) either signed the memorandum of association for a number § 2. C^
of shares not less than his qualification (if any), or

signed and filed with the registrar a contract in writing

to take from the company and pay for his qualification

shares (if any).

(2.) On the application for registration of the memorandum and

articles of association of a company, the applicant shall deliver to

the registrar a list of the persons who have consented to be

dii'ectors of the company, and if this list contains tlie name of

any person who has not so consented the applicant shall be liable

to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds.

(3.) Provided that this section shall not apply to a company
registered before the commencement of this Act, or to a company
which does not issue any invitation to the public to subscribe for

its shares, or to a prospectus issued by or on behalf of a company

after the expu'ation of one year from the date at which the

company is entitled to commence business.

" Shall not be capable of being appointed director of a company by
the articles of association .... unless," &c. These words deal only
with the case specified, namely, actual appointment by the articles.

Where, then, it is desired to appoint a person by the articles as a
director he must comply with the conditions (i) and (ii).

But without complying with those conditions persons can, it would
seem, be named in the articles as "proposed" (Hrectors, and a power
can be inserted for some one {e.g., the subscribers to the memorandum
of association, or the majority of them) to appoint such persons to- be
directors. If no share qualification is required by the articles a person

can be named as a director, subject only to the consent being signed

and filed as required by sub-sect. (I) (i).

" Shall not be named as a director or proposed director of a com-
pany in any prospectus issued by or on behalf of the company,
unless," &c. These words plainly apply to a prospectus issued after

the registration of a company, but it seems very doubtful whether they

can be held to apply to a prospectus issued before the company's incor-

poration. Where they apply they cover both persons named as actual

directors and persons named as proposed directors.

The words do not extend to a prospectus which merely invites sub-

scriptions for debentures or debenture stock, and not shares. (See

sub-sect. (3).)

If no share qualification is required, a director may be named in the

prospectus, subject only to the signing and fihng of the consent as

required by sub-sect. (1) (i).

"Articles of association." These words no doubt refer to the

articles in force, whether in their original form or as altered by
special resolution,
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§ 2. "Or by his agent authorized in writing." Where a person is

named in the articles as a director the authority under which the agent

is authorized to sign must, if required, be produced to the registrar,

in order that he may ascertain whether the statutory requisition has

been comphed with. However, it may be that the statutory declaration

referred to in sect. 1 can be fraoned so as to cover this.

" Consent in writing." This may be a separate document for each

director, or several proposed directors may concur in one consent.

See forms in Appendix, infra^ p. 69. If preferred, an agent to sign

and file can be api)ointed thus :

—

I, the undersigned, hereby authorize Messrs. , of , to sign

my consent to act as a director of The Company, Limited, now
about to be registered under the Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900, and
to file such consent on my behalf with the Registrar of Joint Stock

Companies pursuant to sect. 2 of the Companies Act, 1900. As witness

my hand this day of .

"Where the director wishes to postpone as long as possible the filing

of his consent, or is about to go abroad, he may in writing authorize

his agent not only \.o file the consent, but also to &ign it.

"Either signed the memorandum of association," &c. If the

articles do not contain any clause requii-ing a qualification in shares,

the conditions in (ii) have not to be complied with ; but if the articles

contain such a clause, (ii) must be complied with.

In subscribing the memorandum of association it must be borne in

mind that a firm contract is thereby made as from the moment of incor-

poration to take and pay in money or money's worth for the shares

subscribed for, and that the subscriber will be liable, even though the

company should not become entitled to commence business, under
sect. 8. Hence, if the directors subscribe the memorandum for their

qualifications and then the company does not float, they will, to the

extent of their qualifications, be liable to pay up, e.g., to provide for

expenses. But if the alternative is adopted, namely, the filing of a
contract, the position of the directors is perhaps made easier, for the

contract to be filed may, it would seem, be made provisional on the

company becoming entitled to commence business.

It is presumed that where such a contract is required as a condition

precedent to the naming of a person as a director in the articles, the

contract should, as the company will not be in existence at the time,

be made with some one as trustee for the company.
The section clearly ofi'ers the two alternatives in (ii), where it is pro-

posed to name a person as a director in the articles, so that it can
hardly be maintained that one of the alternatives is not available ; and
as the section does not say with whom the contract is to be made, it is

appreheuded that a contract with a trustee for the intended company
will suffice. See Hartley's Case, 10 Ch. 157, in which Lord Cairns,

L. C, held in reference to sect. 2.5 of the Act of 1867 that a contract

with a trustee for an intended compan'v, if filed, was sufficient.

But where the contract is to be filed after incorporation, e.g., as a
condition precedent to naming some person as a director in a pro-

spectus, it should be made with the company itself or with a duly
authorized agent of the company.

*• Shall deliver to the registrar a list of the persons." This sub-
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sect. (2) in terms only operates on the application for registration of a § 2.

niPmorandum and (sic) articles of association, and therefore does not
ftpply to a company which is registered without articles, ep., where
Table A. is to apply. Perhaps, however, the Court will read in the
words "if any" after the words "articles of association."
The list is to specify the persons who have consented to be directors,

and is therefore not in terras confined to those who are appointed, by
the articles. It is apprehended that a person cannot be treated as
having consented if his consent be merely conditional, e.ff., if he has
signed a consent in writing to act as a director conditionally on the
company being registered with a specified, memorandum and articles,

or conditionally on a specified board being appointed as the first direc-

tors. If, however, the list is to include such persons, it is apprehended
that any condition should be stated in it, for otherwise a penalty would
be incurred under sub- sect. (3). The consent need not be in writing

;

a verbal consent brings the consentor within (he icords, unless, as seems
possible, the consent mentioned in sub-sect. (2) means the signed con-
sent referred to in paragraph (i) of the preceding sub-section. On the
other hand, there does not seem to be much object in filing lists of
consenting directors when their written consents are already on the file.

The applicant is to deliver the list to the registrar, and such appli-

cant must perform the statutory duty imposed on him. There is no
penalty for not delivering the list, but if the list c(mtain the names of
any persons who have not so consented, the applicant is to be liable to

the fine specified. See Form 4 in Appendix.

** Provided that this section," &c. This proviso is of great import-
ance. It enacts in effect that the section shall not apply

—

(a) To a company registered before 1st January, 1901 ; or,

(b) To a company which does not issue any invitation to the public

to subscribe for its shares ; or,

(c) To a prospectus issued by or on behalf of a company after the
expiration of one year from the date at which the company is

entitled to commence business.

As to (b), it is yet to be determined what is a company which " does
not " issue any invitation to the public to subscribe for its shares.

The words deal exclusively with a company which is about to be
registered ; and the question is, how is the registrar to be satisfied that

a company which it is thus proposed to register is one which "does
not " issue any invitation to the public to subscribe for its shares ? It

would seem that, in order to make sense, the words " does not " must
be taken to mean " is not about." That a company is not about to

issue an invitation to the public can be shown by reference to its

proposed memorandum or articles of association. Either of them may
show that no such invitation is in contemplation, e.g., by expressly

declaring that no such issue is to be made, or by making such provi-

sion for the issue of the shares as is inconsistent with their being

offered to the public for subscription. It appears, however, that a

declaration by the subscribers that the company " does not " issue

any such invitation will suffice. See Appendix, Form 41.

It is to be noted that a company which " does not " issue any invita-

tion to the public to subscribe for its shares is, by virtue of the proviso,

exempt from the provisions of the section notwithstanding that it is
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§ 2- about to issue an invitation to the public to subscribe for debentures
or debenture stock.

Is a company formed for reconstruction purposes—the shares in

which are to be offered to the members of the existing company—

a

company -which " does not " issue any invitation to the public to

subscribe for its shares ? It is apprehended that this question should
be answered in the affirmative, even when the reconstruction agree-
ment provides that shares not taken by the members of the old
company may be sold by the liquidator, and that he is to send out a
circular offering such shares for sale. It would seem that such
circular is not an invitation issued by the company within the meaning
of the section. And see sect. 10 (4), which tends to confirm this view.

"Entitled to commence business." As to this, see sect. 6.

Qualification 3.—(1.) Without prejudice to the restrictions imposed by the

last foregoing section, it shall be the duty of every director who is

by the regulations of the company required to hold a specified

share qualification, and who is not already qualified, to obtain

his qualification within two months after his appointment, or such

shorter time as may be fixed by the regulations of the company.

(2.) The office of director of a company shall be vacated if tlie

director does not within two months from the date of his appoint-

ment, or within such shorter time as may be fixed by the regulations

of the company, obtain his qualification, or if after the expiration

of such period or shorter time he ceases at any time to hold his

qualification : and a person vacating office under this section shall

be incapable of being re-appointed director of the company imtil

he has obtained his qualification.

(3.) If after the expiration of the said period or shorter time

any unqualified pei*son acts as director of a company, he shall be

liable to pay to the company the sum of five poimds for every day

during vi^hieh he so acts.

Object of section.—^The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900, do not

require any qualification shares for a director, or require that the

articles of association shall contain any quaUficatiou clause, and
Table A. in the first schedule to the Companies Acts, 1862, contains

no such clause. But articles of association generally contain a clause

to the effect that the qualification of a director shall be the holding of

so manj' shares. It has, however, been held that such a clause does

not mean that a man cannot be validly appointed unless he possess the

qualification, but that it is his duty to obtain it either by allotment or

transfer within a reasonable time after appointment. {Browne's Case,

9 Ch. 102.) After the expiration of a reasonable time he may be put
on the register in respect of his qualification {Lord Inchiquin's Case,

(1891) 3 Ch. 28) ; but if the officers of the company do not do this he
can continue to act without any practical danger, for there is no implied
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obligation to take the shares from the company, and the mere acting as § 3.

a director without qualification does not, it has be^n held, render him
liable to pay the cmpany any damages, unless, indeed, damage can be
proved. {Coventry and Dixon''s Case, 14 0. D. 660.)
The object of this section is to discourage these breaches of duty and

to compel a director who acts without the roquirod qualification to

compensate the company by payment of a deiinito sum by way of

liquidated damages.

" The duty of every director who," &c. These words apply only to

a person who is duly appointed to be a director, and not to a person
whose appointment is invalid. Thus, where the regulations provide

that no person shall be eligible as a director unless he holds a specified

qualification, the possession of such specified qualification is a condition

precedent to a valid election, and the election of a person who does not

possess that qualification is void. (Jenner^s Case, 7 C. D. 132.) The
section will not, it is apprehended, apply to a person so elected until

by some means he becomes a director dej'ure.

"Who is hy the regulations of the company required to hold a
specified qualification." These words in effect exclude a great many
cases, and in particular

—

1. Cases where Table A. applies.

2. Cases in which there are regulations, but without any share
qualification clause.

3. Cases in which the qualification required is not a share qualifica-

tion, e.ff., is a debenture or debenture stock qualification, or the
possession of an interest or office in some other company.

4. Cases in which there is a qualification clause, but that clause is

not applicable to the particular director, e.g., where the clause provides

that every director except A. B. shall have a share qualification, or that

the qualification of the directors, other than the first, shall be the

holding of, &c.

" To obtain his qualification." A qualification may, unless the

regulations otherwise provide, be properly obtained either by taking

the shares from the company or acquiring them by transfer, e.g., by
purchasing in the market. {Broivne's Case, 9 Ch. 102.) In the absence

of special provisions in the articles, a director who is the registered

holder of the required qualification shares is qualified, even though he
holds them merely as trustee for some other pprson. (Pulbrook v.

Richmond Consolidated Co., 610 ; Bainhridge v. Smith, 41 CD. 462,

and other cases ; Company Precedents, Part I. p. 431 .) And this is so

even where he is by the regulations required to hold the shares " in his

own right." And it has been held that a director is duly qualified if

he is one of several joint holders of the required qualification. {Glory

Paper Mills; Dunster's Case, (1894) 3 Ch. 473.)

It is apprehended that upon a reasonable construction of (2\ a
director who, when appointed, already holds the requisite qualification,

has obtained his qualification within the two months.

" Shall be vacated." These words import that the oflBce shall in the

specified event ipso facto become vacant.

"Any unqualified person acts as a director." The director having

vacated office under sub-section (2) ceases to be a director, and becomes
" an unqualified person."
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§ 3- " liable to pay to the company." These words give to the company
a right of action for the amount.

"For every day during which he so acts." It would seem that
these words refer only to a day ou which the unqualified person per-

forms some act as a director, and accordingly if he only acts on one
day in each week, the sum payable would be 5/. per week. The words
are not " whilst he remains a defacto dh-ector."

The period of limitation would seem to be two years, regard being
had to sect. 3 of the Civil Procedure Act, 1833 (3 & 4 Wm. 4, c. 42),

which in effect enacts that in " actions for penalties, damages or sums
of money given to the party aggrieved by any statute now in force or

hereafter to be in force." the action is barred unless brought within
two years after the cause of action arises. But see the case of

Thomson v. Lord Clanmn^-ris, (1900) 1 Ch. 718, in which the Court
of Appeal put a very forced construction .on the words, and, disre-

garding what appears to be the plain meaning, held in effect that the
words only applied to actions for penalties—"that damages or sums
of money " were mere surplusage ! If the period is not two years, it

is, under the same section, twenty years, for the section creates a debt,

and a statutory debt is a specialty. ( Cork Sf Bandon Rail. Co., 13 C. B.
826.)

It should be borne in mind that the section applies not only to all

companies, whenever registered, in which a share qualification is

required, but to all directors who have to so qualify, whether they are

the first or other directors of the company. To remind companies and
directors of this, articles of association should be so framed as to incor-

porate or refer to sect. 3.

Allotment.

Restriction as 4.— (1.) No allotment shall be made of any share capital of a

company offered to the public for subscription, unless the folloTN-ing

conditions have been complied with, namely,

—

{a) the amount (if any) fixed by the memorandum or articles of

association and named in the prospectus as the minimum
subscription upon which the directors may proceed to

allotment; or

{h) if no amount is so fixed and named, then the whole amount

of the share capital so offered for subscription,

has been subscribed, and the sum payable on application for the

amount so fixed and named, or for the whole amount offered for

subscrijition, has been paid to and received by the company.

"No allotment," &c. In the past it has been a very common thing
for unscrupulous directors to go to allotment on a totally inadequate
subscription. Cases have occurred in which the public has been
invited to subscribe for 20,000/., 50,000/., or 100,000/. of shares, and
upon a wretched subscription of a few thousands, or less, the directors

have gone to allotment. Not infrequently the result has been that

the money thus subscribed has soon been swallowed up in preliminary

expenses or litigation, and the concern, doomed to failure for want of

to allotment.
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capital, has, after draggling out a miserable existence, gone very soon § 4.
into liquidation in an insolvent condition, to the great dBtriment not

'

only of the subscribers, but of the unfortunate persons who have been
induced to become its creditors.

The dominant object of this clause is to stop this mischievous prac-
tice by insisting on the fixing of a minimum subscription (which is to
be stated in the memorandum or articles and in the prospectus) and
preventing the company from going to allotment unless this subscrip-
tion is obtained ; aud, further, providing that if no amount is named
as the minimum subscription, the amount to bo subscribed is to bo the
whole amount offered for cash subscription.

The following points must be borne in mind :

—

(1) The section does not apply unless share capital is offered for

public subscription, and therefore it does not apply to a
private company which makes no offer of shares for public
subscription, or to a company which only offers debentures
or debenture stock for public subscription, or to a case in

which the offer is not to the public, but to a select class of
persons, e.g., to members of a reconstructing company.

(2) It does not apply at all to a company which before 1 st January,
1901, has made an allotment of any of its shares offered for

public subscription.

(3) Where it has once applied, and the company has proceeded to

allotment, it will not apply a second time should the company
make a second or subsequent otfer of shares.

(4) The section prohibits allotment unless the minimum subscription

has been subscribed for, and the sum payable on application

for the sum fixed (which must not be less than 5 per cent, of

the nominal amount of the shares) has been paid. But
"subscribed" here means applied for—not taken; and as
long, therefore, as the applications are sufficient, the directors

can make as small an allotment as they choose, so far as this

section is concerned ; but, having regard to sect. 6, the com-
pany cannot commence business until the minimum subscrip-

tion is allotted, and until the company is entitled to commence
business it is apprehended that the contract constituted by
the application and allotment so made must be regarded as

provisional only. (See sub-sect. (3) of sect. 6.)

(5) The section leaves it to the parties to fix the amount of the
minimum subscription upon which the directors may proceed
to allotment. They may fix a large or small amount ; but it

must be borne in mind that the prospectus (see sect. 10, sub-

sect, (d), infra) has to specify the minimum subscription, and
if a small minimum subsi-ription is fixed, subscribers may not

improbably be deterred, especially if the public press call

attention to the fact and comment thereon unfavourably.

Nevertheless it seems not unlikely that the stringent character of

some of the provisions of the section will induce the fixing, in many
cases, of a very moderate minimum subscription ; for where shares are

offered for public subscription it is always more or less problematical

whether the response will or will not be full or liberal. Experience

has shown that the public is easily scared and not very discriminating.

It sometimes neglects a concern of substantial merit whilst rushing
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§ 4* imj)etuousIy to talie tip the shares of a mere speculation. Failure to

obtain the minimum subscription may render the whole expense of

formation and floating of the company useless. Thus, if a company
o£fers 100,000/. for subscription, and fixes 60,000/. as the minimum
subscription, it may not go to allotment until 60,000/. is subscribed.

It may be that 50,000/. has actually been subscribed, and that by a
slight modification of the scheme 50,000/. would be amply sufficient

;

but, having fixed 60,000/., the company is by the section in effect pre-

cluded from taking advantage of the large number of subscriptions

obtained. Of course the difficulty could be met by the promoters
taking up the balance, but they might not be prepared to discharge
that burden. The conclusion, then, seems to be that the minimum
subscription should be fixed at the lowest possible figure. Where this

is done the prospectus will probably seek to justify the fixing of such a
figure, or endeavour to meet adverse criticism, e.g., by some such state-

ments as follows :

—

" The minimum subscription is fixed by the articles of association at

per cent, of the shares offered, but the directors reserve power to

decline to allot unless what they consider to be a sufficient subscrip-

tion is obtained."

"Having regard to the stringent provisions of sect. 4 of the Companies
Act, 1900, the minimum subscription has by the articles of association

been fixed at a nominal amount, namely, per cent, of the shares

offered ; but, having regard to the amount underwritten [or to the
magnitude of the undertaking], the directors have resolved that a
considerably larger subscription is required, and will exercise their

discretion accordingly."

" Has been subscribed," &c. As no allotment is to be made until

the specified amount has been subscribed, it follows that sub-

scribed here means applied for, and does not mean applied for and
taken up.

If, then, 50,000 1/. shares is fixed as the minimum subscription, and
50,000 shares are applied for and \s. per share {i.e., 5 per cent.) has
been paid up on application, the company may proceed to allotment of

the whole or any part of the shares applied for. The section does not
preclude allotment unless and until the allotment comprises the mini-

mum subscription : it contains nothing to prevent the directors from
going to allotment on less than the minimum subscription, if only the
minimum subscription has been applied for and the application money
has been paid up. Thus, supposing that the minimum subscription is

50,000, and that 50,000/. of shares have been applied for. The
directors can at once, if they choose, go to allotment as regards the

50,000/. shares, or any part thereof ; but of course they must bear in

mind, regard being had to sect. 6, that they will not be able to

commence business until the full amount of the minimum subscription

has been allotted; and, what is more, that the contracts for the

taking of the shares actually allotted wiU be provisional only. (See

sect. 6 (3).)

(2.) The amount so fixed and named and the whole amount

aforesaid shall be reckoned exclusively of any amount payable
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otherwise than in cash, and is in this Act referred to as the mini- § 4.

mum subscription.
"

"Exclusively of any amoimt payable otherwise than in cash."
Considering that by the words at the coDimoncement of the section

its operation is limited to shares "offered to the public for subscrip-
tion," it is not easy to understand the above words. It is not allow-
able to go into the history of the section in committee, or to refer to

the discussion in Parliament. The intention must be gathered from
the words of the section. Perhaps this can best be ascertained by
reading into paragraphs (a) and (b) of sub-sect. (1), after the con-
cluding word, the words "such amount to be reckoned exclusively of

any amount payable otherwise than in cash." In the result the words
probably refer to shares to be issued to vendors and to shares which
are to be made payable otherwise than in cash, e.g., by the transfer of

shares in or securities of another company.

(3.) The amount payable on application on each share shall not

be less than five per cent, of the nominal amount of the share.

Thus, upon a 1/. share, the amount payable on application must
be at least Is. (whereas before the Act it was very commonly 2s.), and
so upon a 10/. share the amount payable on application must be 10*.,

whereas it is very commonly 1/., or more, per share.

(4.) If the conditions aforesaid have not been complied with on

the expiration of forty days after the first issue of the prospectus,

all money received fi-om applicants for shai'es shall be forthwith

repaid to the applicants without interest, and, if any such money
is not so repaid within forty-eight days after the issue of the pro-

spectus, the directors of the company shall be jointly and severally

liable to repay that money with interest at the rate of five per

centum per ann\im from the expiration of the forty-eight days

:

Provided that a director shall not be liable if he proves that the

loss of the money was not due to any misconduct or negligence on

his part.

Looking to the very onerous provisions of this paragraph, directors

wiU no doubt take the utmost care to preclude any danger to them-
selves ; thus

—

They may fix the minimum subscription so low that there will be a

practical certainty of its subscription, regard being had to underwriting

and to what they themselves will be prepared to do towards making
up any deficiency.

They will take care that the application money is paid into a sound
bank and that it cannot be drawn out without their privity and
consent.

They will take care that until the minimum subscription is made
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§ ^ and tlie application money is paid in, no part of the application inoiiey

is paid out.

If within forty-eight days the minimum subscription is not made,
and the application money satisfied, they will at once repay the

application moneys.
The period of forty days runs from the "Jirsi issue of the pro-

spectus," which is apparently, unless the contrary be proved, the date

on the prospectus. See sect. 9 (2), and see the notes on that section,

infra.

Looking to this sub-section, it is apprehended that the application

money is specifically appropriated for return in the event mentioned,

and, until that event, does not become the absolute property of the

company. Accordingly, Moseley v. Cressey^s Co. (1 Eq. 403) will not

apply.

(5.) Any condition requiring or binding any applicant for

shai-es to -waive compliance witli any requirement of this section

shall be void.

" Any condition requiring," &c. These words probably refer to a
condition in the prospectus or in the form of application, but the words
would not appear to preclude a fresh contract by the application, for,

although the words at the commencement of sect. 4—"no allotment
shall be made"—are very emphatic, it is clear from sect. 5 that they
do not make an allotment in contravention illegal, for sect. 5 expressly
provides that such an allotment is only to be " voidable at the instance
of the applicant within one month after the statutory meeting."
Suppose then that the minimum subscription is not reached, the directors

can send out a circular stating the fact, and proposing a modification
of the scheme which would render a much smaller subscription
sufficient, and ask applicants to sign a fresh application for shares,

and agreeing to waive paragraph (4) of sect. 4, and paragraph (1) of
sect. 5 ; or, in the alternative, the directors might send out a circular

stating the fact, and proposing a modification in their scheme and the
adoption, by special resolution, of a reduced minimum subscription,

and enclosing a fresh prospectus altered accordingly, and then ask the
parties to sign and send in fresh applications with reference to that
prospectus.

(6.) This section, except sub-sect. (3) thereof, shall not apply to

any allotment of shares subsequent to the first allotment of shares

offered to the public for subscription.

EfFectof 5,— (1.) An allotment made by a company to an applicant in

allotoent. Contravention of the foregoing provisions of this Act shall be

voidable at the instance of the applicant within one month after

the holding of the statutoiy meeting of the company and not

later, and shall be so voidable notwithstanding that the company
is in course of being wound up.



(2.) If any director of a company knowingly contravenes of § 5.

permits or authorises the contravention of any of the foregoing

pro\'isions of this Act with respect to allotment he shall be liable

to compensate the company and the allottee respectively for any

loss, damages, or costs which the company or the allottee may have

sustained or incurred thereby : Provided that proceedings to recover

such loss, damages, or costs shall not be commenced after the expi-

ration of two years from the date of the allotment.

"Voidable at the instance of the applicant." These words indicate

an intention that an allotment in contravention of sect. 4 shall not be
void, but merely voidable. The distinction between void and voidable

contracts is well recognized.

Where the contract is void there is no contract in existence ; but in

the case of a voidable contract there is a contract, and although that

contract is capable of being avoided, it is binding until effectually

avoided. See Oakes v. Turquand (L. R. 2 H. L. 325, 346), in which
Lord Chelmsford, L. C, said :

" The distinction between void and
voidable contracts is one which will be found very necessaiy to be
borne in mind when we come to consider the words of the Companies
Act, 1862, upon which the question of Oakes's liability will ultimately

turn. It is a settled rule of law, as Mr. Justice Crompton said in

Clarke v. Dickson (E. B. & E. 148), 'that a contract induced by fraud is

not void, but voidable only at the option of the party defrauded.' If

it were otherwise, if a contract induced by fi'aud were void, there would
be an end of the question in this case, because a contract void in itself

can have no valid beginning, and Oakes never would have become a
shareholder of the company." Hence if an applicant entitled to avoid

on the ground that the allotment was made in contravention of sect. 14

does not in fact avoid the contract within one mouth after the holding
of the statutory meeting of the company, he loses his right to make it

void on that ground ; and further, it is apprehended that if before the

expiration of the mouth he elects definitively to affirm the contract, he
will be estopped from subsequently avoiding it on such ground, for

that is the general rule as to voidable contracts. See Company Prece-

dents, Part I., p. 104. Thus, if the allottee, after discovery that an
allotment has been made in contravention of sect. 4, treats the contract

as subsisting, e.g., by endeavouring to sell the shares {Ex parte Briggs,

1 Eq. 482), by executing a transfer of the shares {Craivley''s Case, 4
Ch. 322), by paying calls or instalments or receiving dividends (-S'eAo/ey

V. Central Rail. Co., 9 Eq. 266 ; and Kent v. Freehold Land Co., 4
Eq. 588 ; Shearman^s Case, 75 L. T. 385), or by attending and voting

at a general meeting in person or by proxy {Sharpley v. Louth, §'c. Co.,

2 C. D. 66'i), he may lose his right to avoid the allotment. See,

further, Company Precedents, Part I., p. 105.

The statutory meeting.—See as to this sect. 12, in/ra.

This meeting is to be held within a jieriod of not less than one
month, nor more than three months, from the date at which the com-
pany is entitled to commence business. See sect. 6.

But the only company which is required by sect. 12 to hold the

statutory meeting thus referred to is a company " limited by shares,
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§ O' and registered after the commencement of the Act," and therefore

sect. 5, sub-sect. (1) would appear to be inapplicable in other cases,

e.g., guarantee companies or unlimited companies having, in either

case, a share capital.

"And shall be so voidable notwithstanding that the company is in
course of being wound up." This is a notable provision for the pro-
tection of the allottee, for apart fi-om this provision it -would no doubt
have been held that the principle of Onkes v. Turquand (L. E. 2 H. L.

325) was applicable, namely, that a voidable contract of membership
cannot be avoided after the commencement of a winding-up.

How to be avoided.—In order to effectually avoid, the applicant

should notify to the company that he avoids the contract and demands
repayment of his money and the removal of his name from the register

of members. If the company complies with this request he will be
free

(
Wriyhfs Case, 7 Cli. 55 ; Reese River Co. v. Smith, L. R 4

H L. 64 and 74) ; but if the company refuses to assent to the avoid-

ance the allottee should, by action or by motion or summons under
sect. 35 of the Companies Act, 1862, proceed to enforce his repudiation.

See, further, Company Precedents, Part I., pp. 103, 104.

If a winding-up has commenced, the notice should be addressed not
only to the company, but also to the liquidator, and proceedings should
be taken in the Court having jurisdiction to wind up the company, the
actual form of proceeding depending on whether the applicant has or
has not been placed on the list of contributories. See Company Pre-
cedents, Part II.

"Knowingly contravenes," &c. The word "knowingly," it is

apprehended, means neither more nor less than making or concurring
in the making of an allotment knowing that the same is made in

contravention of sect. 4. See Twycross v. Grant, 2 C. P. Div. 542. If the
director knows the facts he cannot, it is conceived, excuse himself on
the ground that he bona fide believed the allotment to be justified. S. C.

" Compensate the company and the allottee respectively." This is

a heavy burden to cast on the directors, and the provision emphasises
the necessity for making the minimum subscription small, or absolutely

ensuring the subscription thereof, or else taking care in all respects

to comply with the provisions of sect. 4.

As to the company's " loss, damages and costs," these would appear
to include all expenses incurred by reason of the allotment having
been made in contravention ; but it is apprehended that the words do
not include damage occasioned by reason of the loss of membership,
for the contravention would be the allotment, and it can scarcely be
held that the company is entitled to damages for the avoidance by the
allottee of an allotment which ought not to have been made.
As to the loss, damages and costs of the allottee, these should

include all his legal expenses of enforcing the repudiation and obtaining
repayment of the money paid by him with interest, but should not
include damages for loss of the shares. But if the allottee has elected

to afiirm the contract and keep the shares, or if the time has passed
for exercising the right to avoid, it would seem that the measure of
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damages, if any, must be regulated with reference to the value of tlio § 5.

shares. Peek v. Derry, 37 C. D. 592.

"Two years from the date of allotment." These words preclude
any question as to the period of limitation. The commencement of
proceedings is to be reckoned from the issue of the writ.

6.—(1.) A company shall not commence any business or exercise RestrictloM

any borrowing powers unless

—

raent'orbuFf-'

{a) shares held subject to the payment of the whole amount

thereof in cash have been allotted to an amount not less

in the whole than the minimum subscription ; and

{)>) every director of the company has paid to the company on

each of the shares taken or contracted to be taken by
him, and for which he is liable to pay in cash, a propor-

tion equal to the proportion payable on application and

allotment on the shares offered for public subscription

;

and

(c) there has been filed with the registrar a statutory declaration

by the secretary or one of the directors, in the prescribed

foiTii, that the aforesaid conditions have been complied

with.

(2.) The registrar shall, on the filing of this statutory declara-

tion, certify that the company is entitled to commence business,

and that certificate shall be conclusive evidence that the company

is so entitled.

(3.) Any contract made by a company before the date at which

it is entitled to commence business shall be provisional only, and

shall not be binding on the company until that date, and on that

date it shall become binding.

(4.) Nothing in this section shall prevent the simultaneous offer

for subscription of any shares and debentures or the receipt of any

application.

(5.) If any company commences business or exercises borrowing

powers in contravention of this section, every person who is

responsible for the contravention shall, without prejudice to any

other liability, be liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds for

every day during which the contravention continues.

(6.) Nothing in this section shall apply to a company registered

before the commencement of tliis Act.

p. c
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§ 6. (7.) This section shall not apply to any company where there is

no invitation to the public to subscribe for its shares.

This section (see paragraphs (6) and (7)) does not apply (1) tea
company registered before 1st January, 1901 ; or (2 j to a company
where there is no invitation to the pubhc to subscribe for its shares,

i.e., before it commences business ; or (3) to any company which has

not a capital divided into shares.

" Commence any business." These words are very wide, but they

evidently do not include the issue of prospectuses or the making of

provisional contracts, or the allotment of shares. See sub-sect. 1 (a)

and sub-sect. 4.

"Exercise any borrowing powers." Borrowing would seem to be
included in the words "commence any business," but the presence of

the additional words emphasises the intention that borrowing is not to

be allowed. Nothing is said about raising money on perpetual

debenture stock. That is not borrowing ; it would, however, seem to

fall within the words " commence business."

Under sect. 4 there can be no allotment unless the minimum sub-

scription has been applied for, and under sect. 6 (1), paragraph («),

the company is paralysed unless the minimum subscription, at least, is

allotted ; that is to say, until then it cannot commence business.

Nevertheless, neither section prevents the company from making an
allotment which comprises less than the minimum subscription. See

note, supra, p. 12. But, of course, if the allotment comprises less

than the minimum subscription, this section prevents the company
from commencing business until the minimum subscription has been

allotted, and the allotments made in the interim are provisional only.

** Every director of the company has paid." These words place it

in the power of any director to preclude the company from commenc-
ing business by abstaining from paying up the allotment money on his

shares. In view of this provision it would be well to provide in the

articles that a director shall ipso facto vacate office if he does not pay
up in accordance with sub-sect. 1 [b) on every share, whether forming
part of his qualification or not, which is taken by him within a
specified period.

" A statutory declaration." It is to be noted that, although the
filing of the declaration is made a condition precedent to commencing
business or borrowing (see sub-sect. 1 (c) ), the obtaining of the
certificate is not a condition precedent to either of such acts. It is, of

course, desirable to obtain the certificate, for that certificate is conclu-

sive evidence that the company is entitled to commence business ; but
the company is not bound to obtain it before commencing business.

"When the conditions (o), {b) and (c) have, in fact, been satisfied, it

may at once proceed to business, and obtain the certificate subsequently
in due course.

The registrar is not given any discretion as to the issue of the
certihcate; his duty is purely ministerial : the section enacts that on the
filing of the declaration the registrar shall certify that the company
is entitled to commence business.
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" Conclusive " evidence. As to the meaning of " conclusive," seo I ^•

the cases cited in the notes to sect. 1 , and see also Company Precedents,
Part II., p. 681, and Hadleiyh Castle Gold Mines, (1900) 2 Ch. 419.

"Any contract," &c. These words are veiy wide and appear to
include every contract, including contracts of membership. It would
seem, therefore, that even where the company has allotted not less
than the whole of the minimum subscription, and has given notice
thereof to the allottees, and so completed contracts with them, each
such contract still remains provisional, and will not become absolutely
binding untU the conditions {b) and (c) have been satisfied.

"Shall be provisional only." The meaning of these words
appears to be that the contract is conditional on the company becoming
entitled to commence business. It is apprehended that there is no
need to insert an express condition to that effect in each contract, for
the statute implies it. Nevertheless, it may be convenient to set out
the condition in the contract in some cases.

" And on that date shall become binding." These words are
remarkable ; they apparently enact that every such provisional con-
tract shall on that date become binding, and thus to confirm by statute
every such provisional contract ; but it is conceived that the true con-
struction is that the words merely operate to terminate the provisional
status of the contract and to make it absolute, and therefore that any
right to repudiate or rescind

—

e.g., for misrepresentation—will remain
undisturbed.

"Nothing in this section shall," &c. Under this sub-section

a company is left at liberty to issue a prospectus offering simul-
taneously shares or debentures or debenture stock for subscription.

" If any company commences." This stringent provision will, no
doubt, discourage those who are aware of it from acting in contraven-
tion of the section, but it seems not xmlikely that the section will be
overlooked in a good many cases.

" Every person who is responsible for the contravention." These
words appear to include the directors, managers and other executive

officers who take part in any contravention of the section, and, having
regard to sub-sect. (1) (c), the secretary will in many cases be hit by
the clause.

" This section shall not apply," &c. This, of course, means no invi-

tation upon its formation to subscribe for its shares. Hence, if a
company on its formation merely issues a prospectus inviting public

subscriptions for debentures or debenture stock, the section does not

apply. So, too, if the company is a mere reconstruction, and only

notifies the shareholders in the old company to subscribe, the section

would not apply.

And once the company has commenced business without breach of

the section, it is exempt for the future from the provisions of the

section. Thus, if a company makes arrangements to purchase a
business, and to issue its shares or part of them credited as paid up

c2
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§ 6. in payment .for that business, and determines not to invite tlie public

to subscribe for shares, it can commence business without complying
with the conditions of the section, and then later on it can offer shares

or debentures or debenture stock for public subscription.

Return as to 7,— (1,) Whenever a company limited by shares makes any

allotment of its shares, the company shall within one month there-

after file with the registrar

—

(a) a return of the allotments, stating the number and nominal

amount of the shares comprised in the allotment, the

names, addresses, and descriptions of the allottees, and

the amount (if any) paid or due and payable on each

share ; and

(b) in the case of shares allotted in whole or in part for a

consideration other than cash, a contract in writing con-

stituting the title of the allottee to such allotment,

together with any contract of sale, or for services or

other consideration in respect of which such allotment

was made, such contracts being duly stamped, and a

return stating the number and nominal amount of shares

so allotted, the extent to which they are to be treated as

paid up, and the consideration for which they have been

allotted.

(2.) If default is made in complying with the requirements of

this section, every director, manager, secretary, or other officer of

the company, who is knowingly a party to the default, shall be

liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds for every day dming

which the default continues.

The object of this section is to aflFord those who deal or propose to

deal with a company the means of ascertaining approximately the

position of the company as regards its issued shares. Under the law
as it stood before this Act (sect. 26 of the Act of 1862) a company was
only bound once a year to make a return showing its capital issue,

and, accordingly, a search at the registrar's office in many cases

afforded very little information, for the filed return very commonly
showed onlj' the position six or eight months before the search. This
was supplemented by sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1867, which
provided for the filing of contracts as to shares issued for a considera-

tion other than cash ; but even after compliance with both sections the
information disclosed was not up to date. The section now under
consideration brings matters up very nearly to the date of search.

The first sub-section is divided into two parts, (a) and {b).

Part (a) requires "a return of the allotments," stating certain par-

ticulars, including " the amounts (if any) paid, or due and payable on
each share "

; and a question arises whether this return, having regard
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to the return required by part (b), is to include all shares allotted, § 7-
including those which are allotted in whole or part for a consideration
other than cash, or only those which are to bo paid for in cash.
Probably the latter construction is the correct one; for otherwise, in
the case of shares allotted in whole or part for a consideration other
than cash, they must be mentioned in two returns, viz., that under (a)
and that under (b), which might lead to confusion.

(b) This paragraph is in substitution for sect. 25 of the Companies
Act, 1867, which is repealed by sect. 33, infra. It is peculiarly
framed, for in the case specified it requires the tiling

—

(1) of a contract in writing constituting the title of the allottee to
such allotment, and

(2) of any contract of sale or for services, or for other consideration
in respect of which such allotment was made, and

(3) of a return stating the number and nominal amount of shares so
allotted, the extent to which they are to be treated as paid
up, and the consideration for which they have been allotted.

It is clear that in every case the contract (1) and the report (3) must
be filed, but as to (2) it is apprehended that, the word being "any"
as distinguished from "a," there is no need to- file such a contract
when there is none—or, in other words, that it is not necessary to

manufacture such a contract in order to comply with the section.

It is apprehended that the object is to meet the case of a principal

contract for sale followed by a sub-contract conferring title on the
allottee, as in Kharashhoma, ^'c. Syndicate, (1897) 2 Ch. 451, 456, and
to compel the filing of both in order to furnish the fullest information.
Very commonly, however, the allottee's title is constituted by the

sale contract, and it is submitted that where this is the case it is suffi-

cient to file the sale contract : in filing that, everything required by the
section is in fact filed.

This sub-section only deals with shares allotted for a consideration

other than cash ; it does not cover the case of shares allotted on a cash
basis and afterwards paid up wholly or in part by making over to the
company property or rendering to it services which it is willing to

accept in satisfaction of the amount of the shares or some part thereof.

Sect. 25 of the Act of 1867 having been repealed (see infra, sect. 33),

the law, as it stood under the Act of 1862, stands ; and under that law
shares, whether subscribed in the memorandum or otherwise taken up,

have to be paid up in cash or otherwise. " If a man contracts to take
shares he must pay either in money or money's worth, and payment in

either will be a satisfaction." Per Giffard, L. J., in Baglan Hall
Colliery Co., 5 Ch. 346, 355. And in the same case he says (p. 354)

that he does not see that " payment in kind according to a subsequent

contract with the company is inconsistent with such a memorandum.
If there be a contract of such a nature that on a bill filed by the

company it could not bo set aside, a payment for shares in kind
according to that contract is legal."

Hence, if shares are issued to A. on a cash basis there is nothing to

prevent a subsequent contract that the amount or part thereof shall be
satisfied by making over to the company property or rendering it

services which the company is willing to accept in satisfaction.

Moreover, the section in no way interferes with Sparyo's Case, 8 Ch,
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§ ( 407, and accordingly any hondjide transaction between a company and
a sliareliolder which in an action for calls would support a plea of

payment is, d fortiori, sufficient.

Penalty.—The penalty is very onerous, namely, 50/. per day ; but
it is only to be enforced against a director, manager, secretary or
other officer who is knowingly a party to the default. " Knowingly "

means "knowing the facts," and a man commits the offence if he
knows of the allotment or knows of the contract and does not procure
compliance with the section ; and it is apprehended that the mere fact

that he erroneously believed that he had complied with the section

would not afford a defence. Tivycross v. Grant, 2 C. P. D. 469.

Commissions, 8.— (1.) Upon any offer of shares to the public for siibscription,

' it shall be lawful for a company to pay a commission to any person

in consideration of his subscribing or agreeing to subscribe, whether

absolutely or conditionally, for any shares in the company, or pro-

curing or agreeing to procure subscriptions, whether absolute or

conditional, for any shares in the company, if the payment of the

commission and the amount or rate per cent, of the commission

paid or agreed to be paid are respectively authorised by the articles

of association and disclosed in the prospectus, and the commission

paid or agreed to be paid does not exceed the amount or rate so

authorised.

(2.) Save as aforesaid no company shall apply any of its shares

or capital money either directly or indirectly in payment of any

commission, discount or allowance to any person in consideration

of his subscribing or agreeing to sxibscribe, whether absolutely or

conditionally, for any shares of the company, or procui'ing or

agreeing to procure subscriptions, whether absolute or conditional,

for any shares in the company, whether the shares or money be so

applied by being added to the purchase money of any property

acquired by the company or to the contract price of any work to

be executed for the company, or the money be paid out of the

nominal purchase money or contract price, or otherwise.

(3.) But nothing in this section shall affect the power of any

company to pay such brokerage as it has heretofore been lawful for

a company to pay.

**To the public for subscription." This sub-section only applies

where there is an offer of shares to the public for subscription. It is

not, therefore, available in the case of a strictly private company or

where the shares are only offered privately for subscription; but it is

conceived that an offer made by circular to the public or some section

thereof will be an offer *' to the public for subscription" even though
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there be no advertisement in the press. But it is to be noted that if § 8-

shares are oflFered to the public for subpcription the sub-section applies
evpn though none of the phares so offered be allotted to the public.

Hence, if the directors and their friends want to take up the shares
themselves and yet to obtain a commission, they can, it would seem,
agree to pay a commission for underwriting, and then offer the shares
to the public for subscription, and then in allotment give to themselves
and their friends as members of the public a preference.

" Whether absolutely or conditionally." These words appear amply
suflBcient to cover both the case of a man who subscribes absolutely

and the case of a man who only underwrites, that is to say, subscribes
conditionally.

"If the payment of the commission," &c. It is to be noted that
payment of the commission must be authorised by the articles. It is

not sufficient to authorise the payments by the memorandum of

association unless the articles vest in the directors generaUy or
specifically the power to exercise that authority.

"And the amount or rate per cent." Looking to these words, it

will be sufficient if the articles provide that a specified sum may be
applied in paying the commission, or a sum not exceeding a specified

amount, or that a particular rate per cent, may be paid, or a payment
not exceeding a particular rate per cent. It seems sufficient if the
articles state the maximum amount or rate per cent, which is to be
paid, and then the prospectus discloses the actual amount paid or

agreed to be paid. See sect. 10, sub-sect. (A).

" Does not exceed." Looking to these words, it is essential that the

capital payments shall be kept within the limits fixed by the articles

of association.

"Save as aforesaid no company shall apply any of its shares or

capital money either directly or indirectly," &c. These words leave

a company, even where not offering shares to the public for subscrip-

tion, at liberty to apply any of its profits, including premiums on
shares, in paying commissions in accordance with the existing practice

;

but they prohibit the company from applying any of its shares or

capital money to the payment of commissions, except in a case coming
within sub-sect. 1.

"Either directly or indirectly." What may be the meaning of

these words has yet to be determined. The word " directly " is clear

enough. It is apprehended that the word " indirectly" is intended to

point to a transaction by which the company by some device provides

for the prohibited payment, e.g., by making it one of the terms of the

contract with the vendor that he shall pay the required commission.

See James v. Eve, L. R., 6 H. L. 385.

" Added to the purchase money." If, as a matter of fact, it can be

made out that there has been an addition to the purchase money in

order to cover the commission, the section will have been contravened.
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§ 8- «' Or the money be paid out of the nominal purchase money or

contract price." These words pi-obably point to a case in which it

cannot be said that the amount has been added to the purchase money,
but in which the purchase money has been fixed with reference to the
fact that the vendor or contractor will pay such commission, and does
in fact pay the same.

** Or otherwise." These words must, no doubt, be construed as ejus-

dem generis, and they include any other like device under which the
company in substance gives shares or capital money for payment of

the commission.

*• Such brokerage." It was decided in Metropolitan, 8fc. Ltd. v.

Scrimgeour, (1895) 2 Q. B. 604, that an ordinary brokerage paid to a
broker for his services in relation to the issue of capital is legal.

There the commission was at the rate of 2h_ per cent, on- the shares
placed. Sub-sect. (3) gives a statutory sanction to the decision of a
Court, some of the rulings of which have in late years occasionally

caused surprise.

Prospectus.

5'iliiigof 9.— (1.) Every prospectus issued by or on behalf of a company
p pec us.

^^ ^ relation to any intended company shall be dated, and that

date shall, unless the contrary be proved, be taken as the date of

publication of the prospectus.

(2.) A copy of every such prospectus shall be signed by every

person who is named therein as a director or proposed director of

the company, or by his agent authorised in writing, and shall be

filed with the registrar on or before the date of its publication.

(3.) The registrar shall not register any prospectus unless it is

so dated and signed. No prospectus shall be issued until so filed

for registration, and every prospectus shall state on the face of it

that it has been so filed.

"Every prospectus," &c. That is, every "prospectus, notice, cir-

cular, advert, sement, or other invitation, offering to the public for sub-

scription or purchase any shares or debentures " or " debenture stock "

"of a company." See sect. 30. Hence a prospectus which only

conveys information and makes no offer is not within the words. See
Appendix, Form 24a.

" By or on behalf of a company or in relation to any intended com-
pany." This applies the section to every company registered under
the Companies Acts

—

i.e., the Act of 1862 and the Acts amending the
same. See sect. 30. It also extends to every prospectus issued before
the company is registered.

Moreover, it is not confined to prospectuses of a company or notices

inviting persons to subscribe for shares, as was the now repealed sect. 38
of the Act of 1867. It applies also to a prospectus which offers
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shares, debentures, or debenture stock for sale, e.g., where they are § 9-

taken by vendors or financiers and then offered for sale.

" Date of prospectus." The prospectus must be dated, and the
date is of importance, as, unless the contrary is proved, it is to be
taken as the date of publication of the prospectus. . See sect, 2(1) and
sect. 4 (4),

A copy of the prospectus must be filed on or before the date of its

publication, and unless "so signed and dated" it is not to be registered,
"

•which probably means that a copy must not bo accepted for filing

unless it is "so dated and signed." Apparently, therefore, it may
bear a date posterior to that of the filing. On the other hand, it must,
before it is issued, state on the face of it that it has been filed before
being issued—which must mean that a copy of it has been filed—but
the date of filing need not be mentioned. Presumably, as a copy must
be filed, that copy also must state that the prospectus has been filed,

although when the prospectus is signed—and it must be signed before
filing—it has not been filed. To make sense, the words " proposed
to be issued " should be read into sub-sect. (2) after the word
" prospectus."

" No prospectus shall be issued until," &c. This makes compliance
with the section a condition precedent to the issue *of a prospectus as
defined by sect. 30. If a prospectus not duly dated and signed is

submitted for filing the registrar will reject it.

The section extends not merely to the first prospectus, but to all sub-
sequent prospectuses. If a prospectus is issued before it has been
filed the issue is illegal, and those who make it are criminally liable

{Reg. V. Tyler, (1891) 2 Q. B. 594); and, further, any one who sub-
scribes on the faith of a prospectus so issued is entitled to repudiate

his contract, for an application for shares induced by an illegal pro-

spectus cannot, it is apprehended, be held binding.

Afortiori, if the prospectus thus wrongfully issued states, in apparent
compliance with the section, that it has been filed, this false statement

entitles any subscriber to repudiate his contract and to take pro-

ceedings under the Directors' Liability Act, 1890.

10.—(1.) Every prospectus issued by or on behalf of a company, Specific re-

or by or on behalf of any person who is or has been engaged or t^partkulare

interested in the formation of the company, must state

—

of prospecttifi.

The object of this section is to compel the disclosure in a prospectus

of a series of facts which the legislature considers it material to have
disclosed to subscribers.

"Prospectus" means " any prospectus, notice, circular, advertise-

ment or other invitation, offering to the public for subscription or

purchase any shares or debentures [or debenture stock] of a company."
See section 30.

" Issued by or on behalf of the company." The words " or in rela-

tion to any intended company," which occur in section 9, do not appear
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8 ^Q- here, but the -nrords " or by or on behalf of any person -who is or has
been enp^aged or interested in the formation of the company" appear
to be "sride enough to cover a prospectus issued by the promoters before
the registration of a company—especially having regard to the words
of sub- sect. (4)

—"subject, &c., this section shall apply to any pro-
spectus, whether issued on or with reference to the/ormation of a com-
pany or subsequently."

• Section 31 makes the section apply to every company registered

under the Companies Acte, whether formed before or after the com-
mencement of the Act (1st January, 1901), although sub-sect. (4)

exempts companies, in certain circumstances, from compl^dng with
certain parts of the section.

(a) the contents of the memorandmn of association, with the

names, descriptions, and addresses of the signatories, and

the number of shai'es subscribed for by them respectively;

and the number of founders or management shares, if

any, and the nature and extent of the interest of the

holders in the property and profits of the company ; and

" The contents," &c. Everything in the memorandum except the
signatures of the witnesses is to be set out. As the practice is to sign

the names in full the whole memorandum is practically required to be
copied into the prospectus. There seems to be no objection to the
method now adopted of printing the contents of the memorandum in

the fold of the prospectus, and referring to it in the body of the
document. See sub-sects. (4) (a) and (6) as to not setting out the
memorandum in certain cases.

Subscribed—». e., in the memorandum.

" Founder*' or management shares." The memorandum itself

usually states all that is required by the section as to the founders'

and management shares (if any), but sometimes those shares are

merely mentioned there without specifying the nature and extent of

the interest of the holders in the property and profits of the company,
and in such case these particulars must be added in the prospectus.

Sub-sects. (4) (a) and (6), whilst permitting the omission of the
memorandam from a prospectus issued more than a year after the
company is entitled to commence business, or an advertisement, do
not extend this provision to the particulars as to the founders' or

management shares.

(b) the number of shai-es, if any, fixed by the articles of asso-

ciation as the qualification of a director, and any provision

in the articles of association as to the remuneration of the

dii'ectors ; and

"Articles of association." This expression must mean the articles

in force when tlxe prospectus is issued, including any alterations that
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may have been made by special resolution. That this is the true § 10-

construction is obvious when one considers that the section applies not
only to new companies but to companies formed before Ist January,
19U1, many of which may have altered their articles again and again
before they issue a prospectus under this section. The section does
not say the original articles.

Suppose that a company was registered under Table A, and after-

wards adopted new regulations ; these are not strictly articles of

association, but probably the words would be held to cover them.

Qualification.—There is no obligation to insert in the articles any
qualification clause, but if such a clause be inserted and provide for a
share qualification, the number of shares must be stated in the
prospectus. A debenture or debenture-stock qualification need not be
mentioned in the prospectus.

(c) the names descriptions and addresses of the dii-ectors or

proposed directors ; and

Where sect. 2 is applicable, the provisions of that section must be
borne in mind, as it restricts in certain cases the n'aming of directors

in a prospectus.

(^ the minimum subscription on which the directors may
proceed to allotment, and the amount payable on appli-

cation and allotment on each share ; and in the case of a

second or subsequent offer of shares, the amount offered

for subscription on each previous allotment, and the

amount actually allotted ; and the amount, if any, paid

on such shares ; and

" Minimum subscription." As regards shares, the minimum sub-
scription is dealt with by sect. 4, supra. The Act, however, does not
contain any similar provision as regards debentures or debenture
stock, and accordingly it is open to argument that this section (10)
only requires the minimum subscription as regards shares to be stated.

But the words are wide enough to cover both. The expression "the
minimum subscription on which the directors may proceed to allot-

ment" is perfectly sensible, whether applied to shares or debentures
or debenture stock, and may, consistently with reason, be read as

referring, in regard to shares, to the minimum subscription mentioned
in clause 4, and as regards debentures or debenture stock, to such
minimum subscription as may be fixed in the prospectus. But when
the whole of sub-sect, (d) is read, and note is taken of the fact that

the clause is silent as to debentures and debenture stock, whereas
shares are expressly mentioned, and when the clause is read with
sect. 4 (1) and (2), wherein the new expression "minimum subscription"

is defined, there can be little doubt that sect. 10 (dj applies to shares,

and shares only.
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§ ^Q- *' And in the case of a second or subsequent offer." This is a most
onerous provision, as the company may in the course of time have
made a number of issues of shares.

(<?) the number and amount of shares and debentures issued, or

agreed to be issued, as fully or paiily paid up otherwise

than in cash, and in the latter case the extent to which

they are so paid up, and in either case the consideration

for which such shares or debentures have been issued or

are proposed or intended to be issued ; and

"The consideration." It is apprehended that it will.be sufficient

to state the general nature of the consideration, and that it will not be
necessary in each case to set out all the details of the consideration.

Re S. Frost ^ Co., (1899) 2 Ch. 207.

(/) the names and addresses of the vendors of any property

purchased or acquired by the company, or proposed so to

be purchased or acquired, wliich is to be paid for wholly

or partly out of the proceeds of the issue offered for

subscription by the prospectus, or the piu'chase or acquisi-

tion of which has not been completed at the date of

publication of the prospectus, and the amount payable in

cash, shares, or debentures, to the vendor, and where

there is more than one separate vendor, or the company

is a sub-purchaser, the amount so payable to each

vendor ; and

" Of the Vendors," &c. This stringent provision must be read in

conjunction with sub-sect. (2) of sect. 10, infra. The object is to strip

off the mask which in the past was too often used to conceal the real

vendor. But the wording of the sub-section is verj' general, and covers

many cases which can scarcely have been contemplated. Take, for

example, the case of a manufacturing company carrying on a going
business, in the course of which it always has in hand a considerable

amount of materials supplied on credit, and paid for periodically or by
instalments. Does the sub-section apply to every such case, and
render it necessary to specify the name of each vendor and the amount
payable to him ? If the property " is to be paid for whollj' or partly

out of the proceeds of the issue," it is apprehended that the sub-section

applies ; but when goods have been sold on credit, so that the property
has passed and the company has obtained possession, it may be that

such goods do not fall within the words "the purchase or acquisition

of which has not been completed at the date of the publication of the
prospectus." The acquisition in such case has been completed.

There is no proviso here like that in (A).

(^) the amount (if any) paid or payable as purchase money in
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cash, shares, or dehentures, of any such property as afore- _ § ^Q-

said, specifying the amount payable for good-\s'ill ; and

The concluding' words will render it necessary or expedient to specify
the amount payable for goodwill separately in the contract, for where
it is not so stated difficulty will or may arise as to the apportionment.

(^) the amount (if any) paid or payable as commission for sub-

scribing or agreeing to subscribe, or procuring or agreeing

to procure subscriptions, for any shai-es in the company,

or the rate of any such commission ; and

See sect. 8, which legalises such payment.
It would seem that underwriting and placing contracts are not

material contracts, the dates aud parties to which must, under
paragraph (A-), ii\fra, be stated in the prospectus, but it is safer to

specify them.

(i) the amount or estimated amount of preliminary expenses

;

and

If the amount is stated, as by this paragraph required, the dates and
parties to the contracts can scarcely be material to subscribers.

Perhaps, too, such contracts come within the proviso to paragraph {k).

It is not to be necessary to disclose the amount or estimated amount
of preliminary expenses in a prospectus pubUshed more than one year

after the date at which the company became entitled to commence
business. See sub-sect. (4) (a).

(/) the amount paid or intended to be paid to any promoter

and the consideration for any such payment ; and

See as to what persons are promoters, Company Precedents, Part I.,

p. 54 ; also Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate, (1899) 2 Ch.

392 ; Glucksiein v. Barnes, (1900) A. C. 240.

(A) the dates of and parties, to every material contract, and a

reasonable time and place at wliieh any material contract

or a copy thereof may be inspected : Provided that this

requirement shall not apply to a contract entered into in

the ordinary course of the business carried on or intended

to be carried on by the company, or to any contract

entered into more than tliree years before the date of

publication of the prospectus ; and

"Dates and parties." This prorision is in substitution for sect. 38

of the Companies Act, 1867, repealed by sect. 33, infra. There is no

definition in the Act of the term " material contract." The expression,
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§ 10. no doubt, means any contract matprial to the subscriber in deciding

whether he will or will not subscribe in response to the prospectus.

It would seem, therefore, that, subject to the proviso, every contract

which throws light on the value of the company's shares, debentures
or debenture stock, is material.

As the sub- sect, provides for inspection, it apparently only applies

to contracts in writing.

"Where the prospectus is published more than one year after the
company is entitled to commence business, the obligation to disclose

material contracts is limited to a period of two years prior to the pro-

spectus. Sub-sect. (4) (b), infra. But this is not much of a concession.

" Provided that," &c. This proviso is of the highest importance,
for it alleviates, to some extent, the almost intolerable burden which
the preceding words impose.

AVhether a particular contract has been entered into in the ordinary
course of the business carried on, or intended to be carried on, by the
company is a question of fact.

Contracts made before the incorporation of the company {e.g., by
the vendors) may be regarded as contracts entered into in the ordinary

course of the business " intended to be carried on by the company."

"More than three years before," &c. Thus a company is relieved

from the necessity of going back for an indefinite period. The material

contracts which have to be specified are only those entered into within

three years before the date of publication of the prospectus. And see

the possibly shorter time in the case mentioned in sub-sect. (4) (b).

(/) the names and addresses of the auditors (if any) of the

company ; and

(w) full particulars of the nature and extent of the interest

(if any) of every director in the promotion of or in the

property proposed to be acquired by the company, with a

statement of all sums paid or agreed to be paid to him in

cash or shares by any person either to qualify him as a

director or otherwise for services rendered by him in

connection witb the formation of the company.

"Full particulars." The object of this is to enable subscribers to

judge how far the directors who invite subscriptions are independent

and trustworthy. A., B. and C. named in a prospectus may constitute

an apparently independent and trustworthy board, but if the fact be
disclosed that they are all in the pay or under the control of the

vendors or promoters the subscriber wiU be placed on his guard.

(2.) For the piu-poses of this section every person shall be

deemed to be a vendor who has entered into any contract, absolute

or conditional, for the sale or purchase, or for any option of pur-



chase, of any property to be acquired by the company, in any case § l^*

where

—

(a) the purchase money is not fully paid at the date of publica-

tion of the prospectus ; or

"For the purpose," &c. This sub-section must be read in connec-
tion with sub-sect. (I) (f), supra.

" Deemed to be a vendor," &c. See note to sub-sect. (1) (f), supra.

(h) the purchase money is to be paid or satisfied wholly or in

part out of the proceeds of the issue offered for subscrip-

tion by the prospectus ; or

(c) the contract depends for its validity or fulfilment on the

result of such issue.

(3.) Where any of the property to be acquired by the company

is to be taken on lease, this section shall apply as if the expression

" vendor " included the lessor, and the expression " purchase

money " included the consideration for the lease, and the expres-

sion " sub-purchaser " included a sub-lessee.

(4.) This section shall not apply to a circular or notice inviting

existing members or debenture holders of a company to subscribe

for further shares or debentures, but, subject as aforesaid, this

section shall apply to any prospectus whether issued on or with

reference to the formation of a company or subsequently : Pro-

vided that

—

" Shall not apply," &c. These words afford much needed relief in

certain cases.

" Subject as aforesaid," &c. These words make it clear that the

section is not confined to the first issue, except in the cases expressly

mentioned.

{a) the requirements as to the memorandum of association, and

the qualification, remuneration, and interest of directors,

the names, descriptions, and addresses of directors or

proposed directors, and the amount or estimated amoimt

of preliminary expenses, shall not apply in the case of a

prospectus published more than one year after the date at

which the company is entitled to commence business; and

(b) in the case of a prospectus published more than one year

after the date at wliich the company is entitled to com-

mence business, the obligation to disclose all material
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§ 10. contracts shall be limited to a period of two years imme-

diately preceding the publication of the prospectus.

"The requirements," &c. These requirements are those set forth

in sub-sect. (1) in the earlier part of clause (a) and in clauses (b), (c),

(i) and (m).

"Entitled to commence business." See sect. 6.

" Shall be limited," &c. This limitation to two years immediately
preceding the publication of the prospectus is of great importance.

(5.) Any condition requiring or binding any applicant for shares

or debentures to waive compliance with any reqidrement of this

section, or purporting to affect him with notice of any contract,

document, or matter not specifically referred to in the prospectus,

shall be void.

"Any condition," &c. Sect. 38 of the Companies Act, 1867, did
not prohibit a condition for waiver, and it has for many years been
customary to insert waiver clauses in prospectuses so as to protect the

directors and promoters from the dangers of the enactment, although
the exact effect of waiver clauses has never been precisely ascertained.

See Greemcood V. Leather-shod Wheel Co., (1900) 1 Ch.421 ; Company
Precedents, Part I., p. 125. But this sub-section invalidates any such
condition in the case of a prospectus issued after 31st December,
1900. The section goes further, for it invalidates any condition

binding any applicant to waive or purporting to afPect the subscribers

with notice of any contract, document or matter not specifically referred

to in the prospectus. Thus it is useless to say in a prospectus to which
the section applies that applicants will be deemed to have notice of

contracts not specifically referred to.

The words " specifically referred to " will probably be held to mean
referred to by dates and names of parties.

(6.) Where any such prospectus as is mentioned in this section

is published as a newspaj)er advertisement, it shall not be necessary

to specify the contents of the memorandum of association or the

signatories thereto, and the number of shares subscribed for by
them.

This sub-section affords only a small measure of relief. It is there-

fore material to consider whether an advertisement cannot be so framed
as to avoid the necessity of setting out the mass of detail which the
section requires in a prospectus. As to this it is apprehended that if

the advertisement is not a prospectus " offering to the public for sub-
scription or purchase shares or debentures or debenture stock," it is

not touched by the section. Thus an advertisement which does not
actually offer for subscription but states that the company is issuing a
prospectus whereby it offers for subscription cei-tain shares, debentures
or debenture stock, and that the prospectus states so and so, and that
copies may be obtained at specified places, appears not to be a
prospectus within the section.
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(7.) In the event of non-eompliance with any of the require- § *-^'

ments of this section, a director or other person responsible for the

prospectus shall not incur any liability by reason of the non-com-

pliance, if he proves that

—

(a) as regards any matter not disclosed, he was not cognisant

thereof; or

(b) the non-compliance arose from an honest mistake of fact on

• his part.

Provided that in the event of non-compliance with the require-

ments contained in paragraph (m) of sub-sect. (1) of this section

no director or other person shall inciu* any liability in respect of

such non-compliance unless it be proved that he had knowledge of

the matters not disclosed.

"In the event of non-compliance," &c. It is material to consider
whether the breach of the provisions of this section will g^ve to persons
who subscribe on the faith of a prospectus to which.the section applies

and are prejudiced, a right of action for damages against the directors

and others responsible for the prospectus. In Crouch v. Steel, 3 E. & B.
402, the broad principle was laid down that whenever a statutory

duty is created, any person who can show that he has sustained injury
from the non-performance of that duty, can bring an action for

damages against the person on whom the duty is imposed ; but in

Atkinson v. Netccastle and Gateshead Waterworks Co. (1877), 2 Ex. Div.

441, it was decided that this proposition could not be supported—that

it was too widely stated—and that in determining whether a person
prejudiced by the non-performance of a statutory duty was entitled to

bring an action for damages, regard must be had to the purview of the

legislature in the particular Act, and the language employed therein.

See also Coidey v. Neicmarket Local Board, (1892) A. C. 345, and
Municipality of Pictou v. Geldert, (1893) A. C. 524, and Saunders v.

Jlolborn District Board of Works, (1895) 1 Q. B. 64 ; Johnston v. Con-

sumers^ Gas Co. of Toronto, (1898) A. C. 447, 454 (in which last case

the observations of Lord Cairns, in Atkinson v. Newcastle Waterworks
Co., are cited, with approval, by Lord Macnaghten in delivering the

judgment of the Privy Council).

These decisions also go to show that the fact that there is a penalty

imposed for a breach of the statutory duty, affords cogent evidence that

it was not intended that individuals prejudiced should be entitled to a

right of action. Now sect. 10 of the Act of 1900 imposes no penalty

for breach of the duties thereby imposed. Further, the section is

substituted in part for sect. 38 of the Companies Act, 1 867, and under
that section the subscriber had a right of action against the directors

and promoters for breach of the statutory duty thereby created ; and it

is absurd to suppose that Parliament can have intended, in substituting

sect. 1 of the Act of 1 900, to give subscribers a less effective remedy.

Assuming, then, that the subscriber has an implied right of action for

damages sustained by means of a breach of the statutory duty, this

Bub-section limits the liabihty of the directors in important particvdars.

P. »
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§10. " He was not cognisant thereof." These words it is apprehended
mean merely that he did not know of the matter disclosed. The
section does not impose on the director the duty to search for and
obtain information as to facts not within his own knowledge.

Thus, a director only has to consider what contracts he personally is

cognisant of, and which of them he has to disclose, but is not bound
to investigate the whole position and history, so as to find out every
material contract.

•'Honest mistake of fact." This relates to facts which by the

section have to be stated ; thus, if by an honest mistake the directors

state that A. B. is the vendor, whereas C. D. is the vendor, the directors

will be absolved.

Whether a particular contract is or is not material within para-
graph (k) of sub-sect. (1) is a question of fact, and if *by an honest
mistake the directors hold that it is not material, they will be absolved.

The fact that they have taken legal advice, and have acted thereon,

will afford some evidence of honesty.
In this respect the section improves the law as it stood under

sect. 38 of the Companies Act, 1867. Under that section a mistake as

to the materiality of a contract afforded no defence to an action.

{Twycross v. GraiU, 2 C. P. D. 469.)

The onus proband!.—If the plaintiff in an action proves a breach of

the sub-section, he is not bound to go further and prove that the
director or other person sued was cognisant of the matter not disclosed,

or that he acted dishonestly. It is for the defendant to set up and
establish, if he can, one of the defences allowed by this sub-section.

In this respect the enactment follows the analogy of the Directors

Liability Act, 1890.

(8.) Nothing in this section shall limit or diminish any liability

which any person may incur under the general law apart from this

section.

Hence any action which would lie, apart from this section, will stiU.

be available. Thus, even if the prospectus compHes with the section,

it may by reason of untrue or misleading statements give a subscriber

the right to take legal proceedings for rescission of bis contract, or for

compensation or damages, under the Directors Liability Act, 1 890, or

in an action of deceit. See, further, Company Precedents, Part I.,

pp. 106 et seq.

Restriction

on alteration

of terms
mentioned in

prospectus.

U. A company shall not prior to the statutory meeting vary the

terms of a contract referred to in the prospectus, except subject to

the approval of the statutory meeting.

This singular provision must be borne in mind in framing contracts.

The section implies that the contract referred to therein is a contract

to which the companj' is a party, or is a contract made after the com-
pan3''s incorporation with some person acting on behalf of the company,
for obviously the company cannot vary the terms of a contract to which
it is not a party.
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It is to be noted that there is no limitation or restriction. The § H*
prospectus is to specify every material contract with the exceptions
therein mentioned, and, therefore, by this section the company is

deprived of any power to assent to a variation of any such contract
until the statutory meeting, except subject to the approval of the
statutory meeting.
Looking to the pecixliar terms of this section, it will be desirable in

framing preliminary contracts to allow and provide for various alterna-
tive modes of carrying them out, so as to avoid the necessity for

variation. For example, if a contract is made for the sale to the
company of property for 100,000^., payable as to 80,000/. in cash and
2u,000/. in paid-up share?, it may be desirable to insert a provision to

the effect that if the subscription does not amount to a specitied sum
the company shall have the option of satisfying part of the cash by
the allotment of further paid-up shares, or debentures, or other
securities, or of excluding some of the properties sold and reducing the
purchase-money proportionately. The exercise of an option thus given
by the contract will not, of course, be a variation of the contract.

The statutory meeting is to bo held within a period of not less than
one month, nor more than three months, from the date at which the
company is "entitled to commence business." See sect. 12 (1).

As to when a company is so entitled, see sect. 6, supra. It should
be noted that that section does not apply to a company where there is

no invitation to the public to subscribe for its shares. The section

can only refer to companies which are required by the Act of 1900 to

hold "the statutory meeting," that is to say, the statutory meeting
required by sect. 12. As to the companies to which sect. 12 applies,

see notes thereto, infra.

Statutory Meeting.

12.— (1.) Every company limited by shares and registered after First statu-

the commencement of this Act [i.e., 1st January, 1901] shall,
oj^JomJ^yf

within a period of not less than one month nor more than three

months from the date at which the company is entitled to com-

mence business, hold a general meeting of the members of the

company, which shall be called the statutory meeting.

The object of this section (sect 12) is to give a reality to the first

meeting under sect. 39 of the Companies Act, 1867, which is repealed

by sect. 33 of the Act of 1900, and, before its repeal, applied to eVery

company formed under the Act of 1862 after the 31st August, 1867. A
meeting was to be held within four months from the incorporation of

the company, but such meetings were in general of little or no practical

utility, for the meeting was usually called without the specification of

any particular purposes, and thus when the shareholders came together

there was nothing to do. The usual practice was for the chairman to

make a speech stating that the meeting was held in compliance with

the statute, that there was no business to transHct, and that the board

hoped in due course to be able to give a satisfactory account of the

progress of the company. If questions were asked, it rested with the

chairman to answer them or not as he chose, and if resolutions were

d2
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§ 12. proposed other than votes of thanks he usually ruled them out of

order.

Few persons attended such meetings, and the holding of them had
become to a great extent a farce. The dominant notion of this section

is that by providing for a report to the meeting as to the position of

the company, and by giving to the meeting considerable powers,

shareholders wiU be induced to attend and look after their own
interests. If this hope should prove well founded, there can be no
doubt that the section may operate beneficially.

" Limited by shares and registered after the eommencement of this

Act." Hence the section does not apply to unlimited companies, or

to companies limited by guarantee (even where these companies have
a capital divided into shares), or to companies registered before

1st January, 1901.

"Entitled to commence business." These words must be read in

conjunction with sect. 6, but in the case of a company where there

is no invitation to the public to subscribe for its shares it is entitled

to commence business immediately on its incorporation, for sect. 18

of the Act of 1862 declares that it shall "be capable forthwith of

exercising all the powers of an incorporated company"; and, as

Lord Macnaghten said in a recent case, " The company attains

maturity on its birth. There is no period of minority, no interval

of incapacity." And the words of this section must be read accord-

ingly.

"General meeting." Under sect. 39 of the Companies Act, 1867,

a general meeting was required to be held within four months of the
registration of a company, but that section is repealed by the Act of

1900, s. 33.

(2.) The directors shall, at least seven days before the day on

which the meeting is held, forward to every member of the com-

pany a report certified by not less than two directors of the com-

pany, or, where there are less than two directors, by the sole director

and manager, stating :

—

{a) the total nimiber of shares allotted, distinguishing shares

allotted as fully or partly paid up otherwise than in cash,

and stating in the case of shares partly paid up the extent

to which they are so paid up, and in either case the

consideration for which they have been allotted
;

{h) the total amount of cash received by the company in respect

of such shares, distinguished as aforesaid
;

(c) an abstract of the receipts and payments of the company
on capital account to the date of the repoi-t, and an

account or estimate of the preliminary expenses of the

company

;

{d) the names, addresses, and descriptions of the directors,
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auditors (if any), manager (if any), and secretary of the § 12'.

company ; and
{e) the particulars of any contract, the modification of which is

to he suhmitted to tlie meeting for its approval, together

with the particulars of the modification or proposed

modification.

See sect. 11, supra.

(3.) The report shall, so far as it relates to the shares allotted by
the company, and to the cash received in respect of such shares, and
to the receipts and pajTnents of the company on capital account, he

certified as correct hy the auditors (if any) of the company.

(4.) The directors shall cause a coj)y of the report, certified as

hy this section required, to he filed with the registrar forthwith

after the sending thereof to the members of the company.

(5.) The directors shall cause a list showing the names, descrip-

tions, and addresses of the members of the company, and the

nimiber of shares held by them respectively, to be produced at the

commencement of the meeting, and to remain open and accessible

to any member of the company during the continuance of the

meeting.

(6.) Tlie members of the company present at the meeting shall

be at liberty to discuss any matter relating to the formation of the

company, or arising out of the report, whether previous notice has

been given or not, but no resolution of which notice has not been

given in accordance with the articles of association may be passed.

(7.) The meeting may adjourn from time to time, and at any

such adjourned meeting any resolution of which notice has been

given in accordance with the articles of association, either before or

subsequently to the former meeting, may be passed, and the

adjourned meeting shall have the same powers as an original

meeting.

"Any resolution of which notice has been given." If notice has
been given, a resolution in accordance with it may be passed at the

statutory meeting, and if the notice is insuflBcient to cover what is

desired, the meeting can be adjourned and a further notice can be
given.

"Articles of association" (sub-sect. 7). These words should, it is

submitted, be treated as including Table A., where applicable. See

sect. 15 of the Act of 1862.

^' Of which notice," &c. The notice, to be effective, must be givei^
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§12. in accordance with tlie articles. Hence, unless they are in exceptional

tenns, it must be given by the directors, for as a rule members cannot

give notice of additional business.

(8.) If default is made in filing such report as aforesaid or in

holding the statutory meeting, then, at the expiration of fourteen

days after the last day on which the meeting ought to have been

held, any shareholder may petition the Court for the winding up

of the company, and upon the hearing of the petition the Court

may either direct that the company be wound up, or give directions

for the report being filed or a meeting being held, or make such

other order as may be just, and may order that the costs of the

petition be paid by any persons who in the opinion of the Court

are responsible for the default.

" Petition the Court for winding up." This provision makes a new
ground for the presentation of a winding-up petition. The discretion

given to the Court is wide, but there would not be much use in

ordering the report to be filed unless a meeting to discuss it were also

at the same time directed to be held. The order as to the report,

and probably as to the meeting also, would have to be against the
directors, who probably would be ordered to pay the costs, even if no
winding-up order were made.

Extra-
ordinary
general
meeting'.

13.— (1.) Notwithstanding anything in any regiJatious of a

company, the directors of a company shall, on the requisition of

the holders of not less than one-tenth of the issued capital of the

company upon which all calls or other sums then due have been

paid, forthwith j)roceed to convene an extraordinary general meet-

ing of the company.

(2.) The requisition must state the objects of the meeting, and

must be signed by the requisitionists and deposited at the office of

the company, and may consist of several documents in like fonn,

each signed by one or more requisitionists.

(3.) If the directors of the company do not proceed to cause a

meeting to be held within twenty-one days from the date of the

requisition being so deposited, the requisitionists, or a majority of

them in value, may themselves convene the meeting, but any
meeting so convened shall not be held after three months from the

date of such deposit.

(4.) If at any such meeting a resolution requiring confirmation

at another meeting is passed, the directors shall forthwith convene

a. further extraordinary general meeting for the purpose of eon-
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sideriug the resolution and, if thought fit, of confirming it as a § 13»

special resolution ; and, if the directors do not convene the meeting

within seven days from the date of the passing of the first resolu-

tion, the requisitionists, or a majority of them in value, may them-

selves convene the meeting.

(5.) Any meeting convened under this section by the requisi-

tionists shall be convened in the same manner, as nearly as possible,

as that in which meetings are to be convened by directors.

The above section in effect renders applicable certain clauses which
are usually inserted in honestly framed articles of association, and
nullifies the restrictions sometimes inserted by thoughtless draftsmen
or unscrupulous promoters, in the latter case in order to place obstacles

in the way of shareholders who press for a general meeting. By
means of this section the control of a company is really placed in the
hands of the shareholders.

Mortgages and Charges.

14.— (1.) Every mortgage or charge created by a company after Registration

the commencement of this Act and being either

—

Mi™cliafK^'*

[It is to be noted that this section only applies to certain kinds of

mortgages and charges, and not generally to all mortgages and
charges. Thus a specific mortgage or charge of land, or of a conces-

sion or patent or copyright, is not within the section unless it is to

secure any issue of debentures or debenture stock. So, too, a
mortgage by deposit of dock warrants, bills of exchange, and other

mercantile documents is not within the section unless it is to secure an
issue of debentures or debenture stock. The question for considera-

tion in each case is, whether the particular security comes under (a),

(A), (c), or id) below ; if not, it is exempt from registration under this

section.]

(rt) a mortgage or charge for the purpose of securing any issue

of debentures; or

'• Debentures." This expression includes debenture stock. See

sect. 30.

{h) a mortgage or charge on uncalled capital of the company; or

As to the validity of such securities, see Company Precedents,

Part I., p. 786.

(c) a mortgage or charge created or evidenced by an instrument

which, if executed by an individual, would require regis-

tration as a bill of sale ; or

See note as to bills of sale, infra, p. 43.
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§ 14. (jcl) a floating charge on the undertaking or property of the

company,

A floatiBg charge on the undertaking or property of a company is a

security whicL takes effect as a present effective charge on the property,

both present and future, of a company, but with power for the company,
save so far as its powers are restricted by the terms of the charo;e, to

sell, exchange, mortgage or deal with its property for the time being

in the ordinary course of its business as if the debentures did not

exist until a receiver is appointed, or a winding up commences, or the

company stops business. See, further, Company Precedents, Part III.,

pp. 65 et seq.

In some cases the company's power thus to deal with its property is

restricted by the terms of the security, e.g.^ by prohibiting the creation

of prior mortgages ; but the existence of such restrictions does not

deprive the charge of its character as a floating charge unless, indeed,

the restriction go so far as to negative all incidents of a floating

charge.

shall, so far as any security on the company's property or under-

taking is thereby conferred, be void against the liquidator and any

creditor of the company, unless filed with the registrar for regis-

tration in manner required by this Act within twenty-one days

after the date of its creation, but without prejudice to any contract

or obligation for repajTuent of the money thereby secured.

** So far as any security." Thus, whilst the security on the property

is avoided, the company's obligation to pay the money secured is not

avoided : it may therefore be expedient to insert a provision enabling

the lender to call in his loan at once if the security is not duly registered

within the twenty- one days.

"Any creditor." These words, it is conceived, include any creditor

present or future, and whether secured or not secured. The words
used are quite general, and there seems no sufficient reason to confine

them to creditors existing at the date of the mortgage or charge, or at

the date when it ought to have been registered, or to treat the word
"creditor" as meaning unsecured creditor exclusively. If, then, a
company gives a mortgage or charge to A. which should be registered

within the section, but is not in fact registered, and afterwards the
company gives another mortgage to B. to secure money lent or owing,
and B registers his mortgage, the mortgage to A. will be void as

against B.

"Filed with the registrar." Does the section apply to oral mort-
gages and charges or only to those expressed in writing? It is not
easy to answer this question. It is true that paragraph (1) of the
section says that the various securities therein mentioned shall be void
unless

'^filed with the registrar for registration in manner required by
this Act within twenty-one days " after creation ; but it is not easy to

treat this as meaning that the instrument must physically be placed on
Xt\Q file. It cannot be supposed that all mortgages and charges,
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including thousands of debentures from time to time issued, are, § 14.

instead of being left in the hands of the mortgagees, to be placed on
the file at Somerset House, Sub-sect. (7), which merely provides that

the company shall " supply the registrar with the particulars required
for registration," is an indication that the instrument itself is not to be
placed on the file. And, moreover, that sub-section speaks of a mort-
gage or charge "requiring registration," thereby showing that filing

and registration are synonymous. The fact that the right to inspect

the copy of the instrument kept by the company is given by sub-sect. (9)
to members and creditors only points in the same direction ; for if the
instrument is to be placed on the file at Somerset House and thereby
open to inspection by the public, there can be no reason why the copy
kept by the company should not also be open to the public. Further,

the registrar is by sect. IG empowered to enter a memorandum of satis-

faction on the register, but he is not empowered to hand over any filed

document or required to make any indorsement on it. And it is

perfectly clear that debentures, whether secured by a trust deed or not,

need not be physically filed. Where they create a pari passu charge
sub-sect. (4) points out what manner of "registration" shall be *' suffi-

cient" ; and sub-sect. (6) and sect. 18 show that debentures are to bo
"issued" or "delivered," and that before delivery they are to bear
copies of the registrar's certificate. Sub-sect. (6) sljows that this certifi-

cate is not to be given till after registration, and if registration meant
leaving permanently with the registrar there could be no subsequent
delivery. Upon the whole it would seem only reasonable to construe

the words " filed with the registrar for registration in manner required"

as meaning filed temporarily, i.e., in order to give the registrar an
opportunity of registering the same, and the writer understands that

the registrar acts accordingly. Whether this be the meaning or

whether the words "filed with the registrar" mean that the docu-

ment is to be physically placed and retained on the file, it would seem
to follow that the section cannot apply to a mortgage or charge which is

created orally, and that in this respect the enactment follows the lines

of the Bills of Sales Act, 1878, and deals with instruments, not trans-

actions. See infra, p. 45, and Form 36 in Appendix.

(2.) "Where the mortgage or cliarge comprises property outside

the United Elingdom, it shall, so far as that property is concerned,

be sufficient compliance with the requirements of this section if a

deed purporting to specifically charge such property be registered

notwithstanding that further proceedings may be necessary to make

such mortgage or charge valid or effectual according to the law of

the country in which such property is situate.

As to mortgaging property which is abroad, see Company Prece-

dents, Part I., p. 780, and Part III., pp. 56 et seq., 114, 353.

(3.) The registrar shall keep, with respect to each company, a

register in the prescribed form of all such mortgages and charges

created by the company after the commencement of this Act [*.^.,

1st January, 1901]^ and requiring registration imder this section,
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§ 14. and shall, on payment of the preserihed fee, enter in the register,

with respect to every such mortgage or charge, the date of creation,

the amount secured hy it, short particulars of the property mort-

gaged or charged, and the names of the mortgagees or persons

entitled to the charge.

"Prescribed," i.e., by the Board of Trade. See sect. 30.

(4.) Provided that where a series of debentures containing any

charge to the benefit of which the debentiu-e holders of that series

are entitled pari passu is created by a company, it shall be sufficient

to enter on the register

—

{a) the total amount secured by the whole series ; and

{h) the dates of the resolutions creating the series and of the

covering deed, if any, by which the security is created or

defined ; and

(c) a general description of the property charged ; and

(rf) the names of the trustees (if any) for the debenture holders.

" Series of debentures containing any charge." By sect. 30 the

expression debenture includes debenture stock unless the context other-

wise requires. The above words are appropriate in relation to deben-
tures, but not in relation to debenture stock. A "series" of debenture

stock is an incongruous expression. Debenture stock certificates do
not contain any charge. See Forms 36 and 37 in Appendix.

It is said that the registrar requires production of the debentures.

(5.) "Where more than one issue is made of debentures in the

same series, the company may require the registrar to enter on the

register the date and amount of any j^articular issue, but an omis-

sion to do this shall not affect the validity of the debentures issued.

" Same series." This means the " series of debentures containing

any charge to the benefit of which the debenture holders of that series

are entitled pari passu " mentioned in sub-sect. (4), and sub-sect. (5)

means that, although some of the debentures are issued at one time

and others at other times, one registration under sub-sect. (5) shall be
sufiicient.

(6.) The registrar shall give a certificate under his hand of the

registration of any mortgage or charge registered in pursuance of

this section, stating the amount thereby secured (which certificate

shall be conclusive evidence that the requirements of this section as

to registration have been complied with), and the company shall

cause a copy of the certificate so given to be endorsed on every

debenture or certificate of debenture stock which is issued by the
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company, and the payment of which is secured by the mortgage or § 14.

charge so registered.

'* Conclusive." As to the meaning of this word, see the cases cited
in the notes to sect. 1

,

(7.) It shall he the duty of the company to register every

mortgage or charge created hy the company and requiring regis-

tration under this section, and for that purpose to supply the

registrar with the particulars required for registration ; hut any

such mortgage or charge may be registered on the application of

any person interested therein,

** It shall be the duty," &c. Thus a statutory duty is imposed on
the company, and a company which omits to do that which the law
requires it to do is a criminal offender. Per Bowen, L. J., Reg. v.

Tyler and International Commercial Co., (1891) 2 Q. B. 588, 596.

Penalties were in that case imposed for the defaults to which the
case relates, and penalties for a breach of duty under sub-sect. (7) are
imposed by sect. 18.

(8.) The register kept, in pursuance of this section, of the

mortgages and charges of each company shall be open to inspection

by an}' person on payment of the prescribed fee, not exceeding one

shilling for each inspection.

(9.) Every company shall cause a copy of every instrument

creating any mortgage or charge requiring registration under this

section to be kept at the registered office of the company, and to

be open to insj)ection by the members and creditors of the company

on payment of such fee, not exceeding one shilling for each inspec-

tion, as may be fixed by the regulations of the company. Pro-

vided that in the case of a series of uniform debentures a copy of

one such debenture shall be sufficient.

Bills of sale.—(Sub-sect. (1) (c).) The above section requires regis-

tration of "A mortgage or charge created or evidenced by an instrument

which, if executed by an individual, would require registration as a

bin of sale."

Definitions.—These words in effect refer to the Bills of Sale Act,

1878 (41 & 42 Vict. c. 31), and to the Bills of Sale Act, 1878, Amend-
ment Act, 1882 (45 & 46 Vict. c. 43), which, with certain exceptions,

require the registration of all bills of sale, whereby the holder or

grantee has power, either with or without notice, and either imme-
diately or at any future time, to seize or take possession of any personal

chattels comprised in or made subject to such bill of sale (sect. 3 of.
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§ 14. 1878). The expressions "bill of sale" and "personal chattels " are
defined in sect. 4 of the Act of 1878 as follows :

—

" The expression * bill of sale ' shall include bills of sale, assign-

ments, transfers, declarations of trust without transfer, inventories of
goods with receipt thereto attached, or receipts for purchase moneys
of goods and other assurances of personal chattels, and also powers of

attorney, authorities, or licences to take possession of personal chattels

as security for any debt, and also any agreement whether intended or
not to be followed by the execution of any other instrument by which
a right in equity to any personal chattels, or to any charge or security

thereon, shall be conferred, but shall not include the following docu-
ments : that is to say, assignments for the benefit of the creditors of the
person making or giving the same, man-iage settlements, transfers or
assignments of any ship or vessel or any share thereof, transfers of

goods in the ordinary course of business of any trade or calling, bills

of sale of goods in foreign parts or at sea, bills of lading, India
warrants, warehouse keepers' certificates, warrants or orders for the
delivery of goods, or any other documents used in the ordinary course
of business as proof of the possession or control of goods, or autho-
rising or p\irporting to authorise, either by indorsement or by delivery,

the possessor of such document to transfer or receive goods thereby
represented."

To this definition must be added an exception introduced by the
Bills of Sale Acts, 1890 and 1891 (53 & 54 Yict. c. 53 and 54 iS: 55 Yict.

c. 35), namely, that "An instrument charging or creating any security

on or declaring trusts of imported goods given or executed at any
time prior to their deposit in a warehouse, factory or store, or to their

being reshipped for export, or delivered to a purchaser not being the
person giving or executing such instrument, shall not be deemed a bill

of sale within the meaning of the Bills of Sale Acts, 1878 and 1882."

"Personal chattels." The Act of 1 878 declares that—" The expres-

sion ' personal chattels ' shall mean goods, furniture, and other articles

capable of complete transfer by delivery, and (when separately

assigned or charged) fixtures and growing crops ; but shall not include

chattel interests in real estate, nor fixtures (except trade machinery as
hereinafter defined) when assigned together with a freehold or lease-

hold interest in any land or building to which they are affixed ; nor
growing crops when assigned together with any interest in the lands
on which they grow ; nor shares or interests in the stock, funds, or
securities of any government, or in the capital or property of incor-

porated or joint stock companies ; nor choses in action ; nor any stock

or produce upon any farm or lands which by virtue of any covenant or
agreement, or of the custom of the country, ought not to be removed
from any farm where the same are at the time of making or giving
such bill of sale."

" Trade machinery." Sect. 5 of the Act of 1 878 provides as follows

:

—"From and after the commencement of this Act trade machinery
shall, for the purposes of this Act, be deemed to be personal chattels,

and any mode of disposition of trade machinery by the owner thereof

•which would be a bill of sale as to any other personal chattels shall be
(leemed to be a bill of sale within the meaning of this Act. For the
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purposes of this Act :—
* Trade machiaery ' means the machinery used 8 14.

in or attached to any factory or workshop

:

Ist. Exclusive of the fixed motive powers, such as the water wheels
and steam engines, and the steam boilers, donkey engines,
and other fixed appurtenances of the said motive powers

;

and
2nd. Exclusive of the fixed power machinery, such as the shafts,

wheels, drums, and their fixed appurtenances, which transmit
the action of the motive powers to the other machinery, fixed

and loose, and
3rd. Exclusive of the pipes for steam, gas, and water in the factory

or workshop.
The machinery or effects excluded by this section from the

definition of trade machinery shall not be deemed to be
personal chattels within the meaning of this Act.

' Factory or workshop ' means any premises on which any manual
labour is exercised by way of trade, or for purposes of gain, in or
incidental to the following purposes or any of them ; that is to say,

(o) In or incidental to the making any article or part of an
article ; or,

(i) In or incidental to the altering, repairing, ornamenting, finish-

ing, of any article ; or

(c) In or incidental to the adapting for sale any article."

Attornments, &c.—By sect. 6 of the Act of 1878, it is provided that
"Every attornment, instrument, or agreement, not being a mining lease,

whereby a power of distress is given or agreed to be given by any
person to anj' other person by way of security for any present, future,

or contingent debt or advance, and whereby any rent is reserved or
made payable as a mode of providing for the payment of interest on
such debt or advance, or otherwise for the purpose of such security

only, shall be deemed to be a biU of sale, within the meaning of this

Act, of any personal chattels which may be seized or taken under such
power of distress. Provided that nothing in this section shall extend
to any mortgage of any estate or interest in any land, tenement, or

hereditament which the mortgagee, being in possession, shall have
demised to the mortgagor as his tenant at a fair and reasonable rent."

Separate assignment.—By sect. 7 of the Act of 1878, it is pro-
vided that " No fixtures or growing crops shall be deemed, imder
this Act, to be separately assigned or charged by reason only that they
are assigned by separate words, or that power is given to sever them
from the land or building to which they are affixed, or from the land

on which they grow, without otherwise taking possession of or dealing

with such land or building, or land, if by the same instrument any
freehold or leasehold interest in the land or building to which such
fixtures are affixed, or in the land on which such crops grow, is also

conveyed or assigned to the same persons or person."

With reference to the above it may be convenient here to refer to a

few leading decisions on the Acts.

The Acts deal with the registration of instruments, not of transactions.

"It is to be borne in mind," said Fry, L. J., in United Forty-pound

Loan Club v. Bexton, (1891) 1 Q. B. 28, n., "that these statutes do not

require that any transaction shall be put into writing; they only
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§ 14. require that if a transaction be put into writing and be of a particular

character, then that it shall be registered : otherwise it shall be void."

Pledges.—Thus where goods are pledged as security for a loan and
delivered to the pledgee^ a document signed by the pledgor recording

the transaction and regulating the rights of the pledgee as to the sale,

is not a bill of sale. Ex parte Hubbard, (1896) 17 Q. B, D. 690.

Possession before instrument.—So, too, an oral agreement giving

security followed by possession is not a bill of sale, even though after-

wards, or simultaneously therewith, a document is drawn up and
signed recording the arrangement. Charlesworth v. Mills, (1892)
A. C. 231 ; Ramsay v. Margrett, (1894) 2 Q. B. 18.

When Charlesicorth v. Mills was before the Court of Appeal (25

Q. B. D. 425), Lord Esher considered that such a record must be a bill

of sale, because where the terms of an agreement are reduced to

writing, the written document must be adduced in evidence in order to

prove the title ; but on appeal this notion was held to be erroneous,

and Lord Halsbury, L. C, said that it appeared to him that there had
been a confusion, both in the argument and in one of the judgments,
between what it was necessary to establish in a court of law where
you are proving a transaction and the operative part of a transaction

already completed.

Inventories and receipts.—"Inventories of goods with receipt

attached thereto" are not bills of sale unless it is made out that they

are instruments on which the title of the transferee depends. Hence,
if the transferee obtains title by an oral contract and payment, an
inventory and receipt subsequently given do not constitute a bill of

sale. MarsdenY. Meadows, 7 Q. B. 1). 80 ; Ramsay y. Margrett, (1894)
2 Q. B. 18.

Licences to take possession.—The expression "Authorities and
licences to take possession of personal chattels as security for any
debt," means a licence to take possession against the will of the

licensor—a licence to a person not in a position to take possession

when he chooses. If the real transaction does not depend on the

power of one party to take possession against the will of the other,

but on the one voluntarily giving and the other receiving possession,

that is not an authority or licence to take possession of personal

chattels. Per Lord Esher, M. E., in Ex parte Hubbard (1886), 17

a. B. D. 697 ; and see Charlestvorth v. Mills, (1892) A. C. 231.

A licence to sell chattels implies a licence to seize. Per Eomer, J.,

Johns V. Ware, (1899) 1 Ch. 363. Hence an oral charge, coupled

with a written power to sell, is a bill of sale.

" Right in equity." This expression means a right in equity as

distinguished fiom a legal right. Reeves v. Barlow, 12 Q. B. D. 439
;

Ex parte Hubbard, 17 Q. B. D. 700. Accordingly the words do not

cover a document which only regulates the exercise of a legal right.

Per Bowen, L. J., in the case last mentioned.

Agreement for bill of sale.—An agreement to give a bill of sale

need not be registered as a bill of sale ; that is to say, non-registration
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does not render it void, and accordingly the Court can without regis- § 14.
tration make an order for specific performance of such an agreement,

'

or give damages for the breach thereof. Ex parte Homan, Re Broad-
bent, 12 Eij. 598 ; Ex. parte Hauxwell, 23 C. D. G27.

But an instrument which only gives a right in equity is clearly

•within the words of the statute, " by which a right in equity to any
personal chattels or any charge or security thereon shall be conferred."

In this respect the Act of J 878 precludes the contention on the A.ct

of 1854 advanced, though without success, in Ex parte Mackay, 8

Ch. 643.

Sale and hiring agreement.—Sometimes parties desiring to raise

money prefer to carry the thing through bj' a sale of property coupled
with a right of repurchase. This, if done bond fide, is not an evasion
of the Act, for " there is all the difference in the world between a
mortgage and a sale with a right of repurchase ; but if the transaction

is completed by redemption or repurchase, as the case may require,

there is no difference in the actual result." Per Lord Macnaghten,
North Central Waggon Co. v. Manchester, See. Rail. Co , 13 App.
Cas. 544.

In the case last mentioned a sale and purchase was made, and was
followed by a hiring agreement. The gale and purchase was oral and
the hiring agreement in writing, and it was held that the latter was
not a bill of sale, inasmuch as the transaction of sale and purchase was
complete without any assurance of any kind.

Where, however, it is found as a fact that there is no real sale and
purchase, and that the object is to create a security for money, the

documents may be held to be a bill of sale. Re Walton, 25 Q. B. D. 27.

An attornment clause in a mortgage of land, whereby in effect a
power of distress arises, is a bill of sale. Ex parte Kennedy, 21

Q. B. D. 384, C. A.

Mortgage conveying trade machinery.
—

"WTiere a deed conveys
landed property on which there is trade machinery, without any
express words dealing with the trade machinery, it is not a bill of

sale, and the trade machinery will pass as fixtures {Re Yates; Batchel-

dor V. Yates, 38 C. D. 112), and it has been held that the same rule

applies even where the instrument purports to convey the land

together with the fixed trade machinery thereon, for it is considered

that this is a mere expression of what is otherwise implied, and the

rule is that eipressio eortim quce tacite insunt nihil operatur. Brooke v.

Brooke, (1894) 2 Ch. 600.

On the other hand, it has been held that if the conveyance purports

to convey the land together with all and singular the fixed and
moveable plant, machinery and fixtures, it may be a bill of sale even
as to the fixtures. Small v. National Provincial Bank of England,

(1894) 1 Ch. 686.

The test whether a mortgage of a building and fixtures requires

registration under the Bills of Sale Act as respects the fixtures, laid

down by Ex parte Barclay (1874), L. R. 9 Ch. 576, namely, that it

depends on whether the deed gives power to the mortgagee to sell or

take possession of the fixtures separately from the building, is not

limited to leaseholds, but is equally applicable to a mortgage of free-

holds, notwithstanding that in the latter case fixtures might be deemed
to pass as part of the fee simple. Johns v. Ware, (1899) 1 Ch. 359.
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§ 14. Debentures of a company charging its undertaking and all its pro-

perty, both present and future, were held not to require registration

under the Bills of Sale Act, 1878. Standard Manufacturing Co., (1891)
1 Ch. 627. But they clearly come under paragraphs (a) and (d) of

sub-sect. (1) of this section.

Renewable bills of sale.—Under the Act of 1854, it was held that

if a bill of sale was given by A. to B., it was open to the parties to

make an arrangement for renewal of that and any succeeding bills

within the twenty-one days allowed for registration, and thus avoid

or postpone the necessity for registration. It was contended that

such an arrangement was an evasion of the Act, but the contrary

was held. Ramsden v. Lupton, 9 Q. B. 17. By sect. 9 of the Bills

of Sale Act, 1878, such arrangements were invalidated. The Com-
panies Act, 1900, however, contains no corresponding provision, and
accordingly it would seem that the scheme of successive bills of sale

will be open for adoption.

Power of attorney to g^ve bill of sale.—Where the giving of an
immediate bill of sale is undesirable, the company can give the lender
a power of attorney to execute in certain events a bill of sale on the
company's behalf. Furnivall v. Hudson^ (1893) 1 Ch. 335.

Eectification 15. A judge of the High Court, on being satisfied that the
of register.

omission to register a mortgage or charge within the time required

by this Act, or the omission or misstatement of any pai*ticular with

respect to any such mortgage or chgrge, was accidental, or due to

inadvertence or to some other sufficient cause, or is not of a nature

to prejudice the position of creditors or shareholders of the com-

pany, or that on other grounds it is just and equitable to grant

relief may, on the application of the company or any person

interested, and on such terms and conditions as seem to the judge

just and expedient, order that the time for registration be extended,

or, as the case may be, that the omission or misstatement be rectified.

" A Judge of the High Court." The application, in default of rule,

may be made by motion or summons.

"Inadvertence " has been defined judicially as meaning negligence

or carelessness where the circumstances show an absence of bad faith.

Per Huddleston, B., Ex parte Lenanton (1889), 53 J. P. 262 ; see also

Re Jackson ^- Co., (1897) 1 Ch. 348, where ignorance of law was held
"inadvertence," and other cases in Company Precedents, Part II.,

p. 676.

"Just and equitable." These words are very wide: they give the
Court the fullest judicial discretion, and no doubt will be held to

include a case in which the company has wilfully omitted to register

and the application is made by the party prejudiced.
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The corresponding power to rectify, available under the Bills of § 16.

Sales Act, 1878 (e. 14), is more limited : it only gives power where the
omission was accidental or due to inadvertence, and it has been held
that the Court will not exercise tho power to rectify where the non-
registration was due to inadvertence if the rights of third parties have
become vested, e.g., where tho grantor has become bankrupt, and tho
right of his trustee in bankruptcy has therefore become vested. Ex
parte Furber, (1893) 2 Q. B. 122.

'• On the application of the company or any person interested." The
company may make the application, but " any person interested" may
also apply. This expression means, it is apprehended, any person
who is interested under the mortgage or charge.

" On such terms and conditions." Hence the Court may impose
conditions, e.g., that notice should be given of the order.

16. The registrar may, on evidence being given to his satisfaction Entry of

that the debt for which any registered mortgage or charge was

given has been paid or satisfied, order that a^ memorandum of

satisfaction be entered on the register, and shall if required furnish

the company with a copy thereof.

17. The registrar shall keep a chronological index, in the pre- Iriiex to

scribed form and with the prescribed particulars, to the mortgages mortgages

or charges registered under this Act. ^^ charges.

18. If any company makes default in complying with the Penalties,

requirements of this Act as to the registration of any mortgage or

charge created by the company, the company and every director,

manager, and other officer of the company, who knowingly and

wilfully authorised or permitted such default shall, without pre-

judice to any otlier liability, be liable on summary conviction to a

fine not exceeding one hundred pounds ; and if any person know-

ingly and wilfully authorises or permits the delivery of any

debenture or certificate of debentm^e stock required by this Act to

be registered, without a copy of the certificate of the registrar being

endorsed upon it, he shall, without prejudice to any other liability,

be liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding one hundred

pounds.

This section imposes a penalty, not exceeding 100/., for the breach

of the latter part of sub-sect. 6 of sect. 14, which applies in the case of

a series of debentures registered under sub-sect. 4.

But the drafting of sect. 18 is defective, for it speaks of a "certifi-

cate of debenture stock required by this Act to be registered." But

P. B
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§ 18. the Act does not require such a certificate to be registered ; it only

requires the mortgage or charge by which payment is secured to be
registered.

*' ' Wilfully,' means that the act is done deliberately and intention-

ally, not by accident or inadvertence, but so that the mind of the

person who does the act goes with it." Per Lord Russell, C. J., Reg.

V. Senior, (1899) 1 Q. B. 283, 290.

Enforcement of penalties. This Act imposes a number of penalties,

and as it is (sect. 32) to have effect as part of the Act of 1862, it

follows that the provisions of that Act as to the recovery of penalties

are applicable. Those provisions are contained in sects. 65 and 66,

which in effect provide that all offences under the Act made punishable

by any penalty may bo prosecuted summarily before one or more
justices, and that the justices may direct the whole or any part of any
penalty imposed to be applied in or towards payment of the costs of

the proceedings, or in or towards rewarding the persons upon whose
information or at whose suit such penalty has been recovered.

By virtue of sect. 29 of the Indictable Offences Act, 1848 (11 & 12

Vict. c. 42), it is in effect provided that any of the stipendiary magis-
trates of the Metropolitan Police Courts, or any stipendiary magistrate

for any county, borough, or place, shall have power to do alone what-
ever is authorized to be done by one or more justice or justices ; and
under sect. 30 of the same Act the Lord Mayor of London and any
alderman sitting at the Mansion House or Guildhall is empowered to

do any act allowed to be done by any one justice.

Proceedings for the recovery of penalties may therefore be taken by
any one, including a common informer.

Annual Summary.

Annual 19.— (1.) The suirmiarj mentioned in sect. 26 of the Companies

'T^^c^' f
^^'^' ^^^^i shall be so framed as to distinguish between the shares

c. 89. issued for cash and the shares issued otherwise than for cash or only

partly for cash, and shall, in addition to the particulars required

by that section to be specified, also specify

—

(a) the total amount of debt due from the company in respect

of all mortgages and charges which require registration

under this Act, or which would require such registration

if created after the commencement of this Act ; and

{h) the names and addresses of the persons who are the directors

of the company at the date of the summary.

(2.) The list and summary mentioned in the said sect. 26 must

be signed by the manager or by the secretary of the company.

Section 26 of the Companies Act, 1862, is as follows :

—

26. Every company under this Act, and having a capital divided
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into shares, shall make, once at least in every year, a list of all § 19.

persons who, on the fourteenth day succeeding the day on which the
ordinary general meeting, or if there is more than one ordinary
meeting in each year, the first of such ordinary general meetings is

held, are members of the company ; and such list shall state the names,
addresses, and occupations of all the members therein mentioned, and
the number of shares held by each of them, and shall contain a sum-
mary specifying the following particulars :

—

(1.) The amount of the capital of the company, and the number of

shares into which it is divided
;

(2.) The number of shares taken from the commencement of the
company up to the date of the summary

;

(3.) The amount of calls made on each share
;

(4.) The total amount of calls received

;

(5.) The total amount of calls unpaid

;

(6.) The total amount of shares forfeited
;

(7.) The names, addresses, and occupations of the persons who have
ceased to be members since the last list was made, and the
number of shares held by each of them.

The above list and summary shall be contained- in a separate part
of the register, and shall be completed within seven days after such
fourteenth day as is mentioned in this section, and a copy shall forth-

with be forwarded to the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.

** The total arnoimt of debt," &c. This is an entirely new departure.

It will render the annual summary much more enlightening as to the

company's position ; but it is obvious that the particulars required will

not necessarily disclose the whole of the company's mortgages or

charges, inasmuch as there are, or may be, mortgages or charges not
requiring registration.

See Form 40 in Appendix.

20. Sections 45 and 46 of the Companies Act, 1862, shall Amendment

apply to companies having a capital di\'ided into shares, and the yj^^ ^ gg

words " and not having a capital divided into shares " in those ^- *^> *^-

sections shall be repealed.

The sections here referred to are in the terms following :

—

45. Every company under this Act [anr/ tiot having a capital divided

into sharesi shall keep at its registered office a register containing

the names and addresses and occupations of its directors or managers,
ar.d shall send to the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies a copy of

such register, and shall from time to time notify to the registrar any
change that takes place in such directors or managers.

46. If any company under this Act
(
and not having a capital divided

into shares'] makes default in keeping a register of its direcrtors or

managers, or in sending a copy of such register to the registrar in

compliance with the foregoing rules, or in notifj"ing to the registrar

e2
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§ ^0' any change that takes place in such directors or managers, such delin-

quent company shall incur a penalty not exceeding bl. for every day
during which such default continues, and every director and manager
of the company who shall knowingly and wilfully authorise or permit
such default shall incur a like penalty.

Appointment
of auditors.

Audit.

21,—(1.) Every company shall at each annual general meeting

appoint an auditor or auditors to hold office until the next annual

general meeting.

(2.) If an appointment of auditors is not made at an annual

general meeting, the Board of Trade may, on the application of

any member of the company, appoint an auditor of the company

for the current year, and fix the remuneration to be paid to liim by

the company for his services.

(3.) A dii'ector or officer of the company shall not be capable of

being appointed auditor of the company.

(4.) The first auditors of the company may be appointed by the

directors before the statutory meeting, and if so appointed shall

hold office until the first annual general meeting, unless previously

removed by a resolution of the shareholders in general meeting, in

which case the shareholders at such meeting may appoint auditors.

(5.) The directors of a company may fill any casual vacancy in

the office of auditor, but while any such vacancy continues the

surviving or continuing auditor or auditors (if any) may act.

This and the two following sections depart, to some extent, from
the provisions usually inserted in articles of association, and from
those in Table A. In future, it seems desirable to frame the articles

in accordance with the sections, for they must have effect.

Whether these sections apply to banking companies, in regard to

•which special provisions are made by the Companies Act, 1879, is,

perhaps, not quite clear, but it is apprehended that the general enact-

ment should not be held to interfere with the special legislation of the
Act of 1879. Generalia specialibus non derogant.

"Every company." That is to say, every company "registered
under the Companies Acts." See sect. 30.

Remunera-
tion of

auditors.

22. The remuneration of the auditors of a company shall be

fixed by the company in general meeting, except that the remime-
ration of any auditors appointed before the statutory meeting, or

to fill any casual vacancy, may be fixed by the directors.
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''Except that," &c. If the statutory meeting referred to in the §22.
section means the meeting referred to in sect. 12, as it is submitted it

~
does, it should be observed that that section only applies in the cases
of companies limited by shares, and registered after the 31st December,
1900. Except, therefore, in the case of such a company, the articles

ought to expressly authorise the directors to fix the remuneration of
the first auditors.

23. Every auditor of a company shall have a right of access at Rights and

all times to the books and accounts and vouchers of the company, fu^tora
and shall be entitled to require from the directors and officers of

the company such information and explanation as may be necessary

for the performance of the duties of the auditors, and the auditors

shall sign a certificate at the foot of the balance sheet stating

whether or not all their requirements as auditors have been com-

plied with, and shall make a report to the shareholders on the

accounts examined by them, and on every balance sheet laid before

the company in general meeting during their tenure of office ; and

in every such report shall state whether, in their opinion, the

balance sheet referred to in the report is properly drawn up so as

to exhibit a true and correct ^dew of the state of the company's

affairs as shown by the books of the company ; and such report

shall be read before the company in general meeting.

Where applicable. It would seem that the provisions contained

in sections 21, 22 and 23 of the Companies Act, 1900, are supple-

mental to, and not in substitution for, provisions as to audit contained

in the Companies Act, 1879 (where applicable), and in articles of

association or regulations of a company, and, accordingly, that the Act

of 1900 does not relieve an auditor from the necessity of complying

with such provisions, even though the latter impose obligations

beyond those imposed by the Act of 1 900. In so far, however, as the

Act of 1900 is inconsistent with the earlier provisions, the Act must,

of course, prevail.

And it may be that sections 21, 22 and 23 of the Act of 1900 should

be held in no way to apply to banking companies subject to the Act

of 1879. Generalia specialibus non derogant. See Garnett v. Bradley,

3 App. Cas. 944, 952.

" Books and accounts and vouchers." These words, it is apjire-

hended, mean all the books, not merely the books of account of

the company. Hence they include the minute book and letter

books.

"Requirements." This word appears to be used in its popular

sense and not so as to refer merely to what the auditor is entitled tp

require under the preceding words of the section.
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§ 23. Where the auditor's requirements are not complied with, the auditor

should specify in his certificate in what respects they have not been
complied with ; and if there is no balance-sheet on which to place the

certificate then the auditor should so specify in his report. But if the

specification "of the instances of non-compliance be length}- there seems
no objection to the certificate stating that all the requirements have
not been complied with without specification of details, provided that

it refers to the report for the details.

" Sign a certificate .... and shall make a report." The certificate

and report referred to in sect. 23 must be separate and separately

signed, even though both be placed on the balance-sheet. There
would, however, be no objection, if it be desired, to connect the

certificate with the report by inserting in .the certificate a reference

to the "subjoined" or "accompanying" report; aud, as an alterna-

tive, where thought expedient, the certificate might set out the report

verbatim, thus :—I certify, &c., and I report to the shareholders that,

&c. Signed A. B. If, however, this course be adopted, it will still

be necessary that the auditor should make and sign the report

separately, and send it in to the directors to be placed before the

shareholders.

As regards the form of certificate, it may run thus :
—

" Auditor's Certificate.

" In accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act, 1900, I
certify that all my requirements as auditor have been complied
with.'"'

And the report might run thus :

—

" To the Shareholders of the Company, Limited.

" Auditor's Report.

" I have audited the above balance-sheet [or, the company's balance-
sheet, dated the day of ], and in my opinion such balance-
sheet is properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of
the state of the company's affairs as shown by the books of the
company."

"As shown by the books." These words do not, it is apprehended,
limit the auditor's duties to a comparison of the figures. No doubt he
has to examine the books ; but, as Lord Justice Lindley said, In re The
London and General Bank, (1895) 2 Ch. 683 : "He does not dis-
charge his duty by doing this without inquiry, and without taking
any trouble to see that the books themselves show the company's
true position. He must take reasonable care to ascertain that they
do so."

Winding-up.

AppUcation 24. The pro%dsions of sect. 2 of the Joint Stock Companies
An-angement Act, 1870, shall apply not only as between the com-
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pany and the creditors, or any class thereof, but as between the § 24.

company and the members, or any class thereof; ^^*^*- *'• ^^*»

This alteration is an improvement on the law as it stood before the
Act, for, although under the Act of 1 870 it was long since held that
an arrangement or compromise where there were several classes of
creditors could modify the rights of such classes inter se, there was no
power where there were several classes of members to modify their
rights ttiter se. This section, however, gives the requisite power, and
no doubt it will be useful in some cases.

Thus, if in a windiug-up there are preference shares entitling their
holders to a preference as regards capital, and ordinary shares, it will

be possible to adopt a scheme under which the holders of both classes

of shares will be bound to take paid-uj) shares in a new company in
specified proportions, but of the same class.

25. In a voluntary winding-up an application under sect. 138 Amendment

of the Companies Act, 1862, may be made by any creditor of the Vict. c. 89,

8. 138, as to
company. applications.

This section distinctly improves the Act of 1862 and removes what
in practice has been found a serious defect. Section 138 of the Act
of 1862 only gives power to the liquidator or any contributory of the
.company to apply to Court in a voluntary winding-up, hence it was
long since held that a creditor could not apply.

He might see the winding-up mismanaged and delayed, but he had
no right to apply to the Court having jurisdiction to order the com-
pany to be wound up for directions to the liquidator ; his remedy was
to apply for a winding-up order. (See Poole Fire Brick and Blue Clay
Company (1873), 17 Eq. 268.)

In all cases the unpaid creditors of a company which is being wound
up voluntarily are interested, and where the company is insolvent are

exclusively interested in the winding-up thereof, and it certainly seemed
unreasonable that those who wei'e so interested had no locus standi to

apply to the Court for directions, especially as any contributory, how-
ever small or remote his interest, was in a position at once to apply.

Under this section a creditor will be able amongst other things to

apply for an order on the liquidator to admit his claim, or for directions

to the liquidator as to the conduct of the winding-up in any specified

particular, or for an order that the liquidator shall do or abstain

from doing some particular thing, or for an order that the liquidator

shall bring in and pass his accounts; and there will be many other

cases in which applications will be available. The alteration made
by this section would seem in a great measure to render super-

vision orders needless in future. The special features of a supervision

order were that creditors could apply, and that actions, &c. against the

company were ipso facto stayed, but now, without a supervision order,
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§ 25. creditors can apply, and the Court can make an order to restrain or

stay actions and other proceedings.

Defunct Companies.

Amendment 26.— (1.) Where a company is being Avoiind xip and tlie registnir

striking uas reasonable cause to believe that no liqiudator is acting, or that

de^nercom- ^^ affairs of the company are fully wound up, and the returns

panies off required to be made by the liquidator have not been made for a

period of six consecutive months after notice bv the registrar

demanding the retirrns has been sent by post to the registered

address of the company, or to the liquidator at liis last kno"«Ti

43 Vict. c. 19. place of business, the provisions of sect. 7 of the Companies Act,

1880, shall apply in like manner as if the registrar had not

within one month after sending the second letter therein mentioned

received any answer thereto.

(2.) In sub-sect. (5) of the said sect. 7, after the words " or

member," in each place where they occur, shall be inserted the

words " or creditor," and in the same sub-section, after the word
" operation," the words " or otherwise " shall be substituted for the

word " and."

As amended, sect. 7 of the Act of 1880 appears to run as follows :
—

(1.)—(a) Where the registrar of joint stock companies lias reasonable
cause to believe that a comjiany, whether registered before or after the
passing of this Act, is not carrjdng on business or in operation, or (b)

where a company is being wound up and the registrar has reasonable
cause to beheve that no liquidator is acting, or that the affairs of the
company are full}' wound up [in the case of (a)] he shall send to the
company by post a letter inquiring whether the company is carrying
on business or in operation [and he may, in the case of ,b) send by
post to the registered address of the company, or to the hquidator at

his last-known place of business, a notice demanding the returns re-

quired to be made by the liquidator].

(2.) If [in the case of (a)] the registrar does not within one month
of sending the letter receive any answer thereto, he shall within
fourteen days after the expiration of the month send to the company
by post a registered letter referring to the first letter, and stating that
no answer thereto has been received by the registrars and that if an
answer is not received to the second letter within one month from the
date thereof, a notice will be published in the Gazette with a view to
striking the name of the company off the register.

(3.) If [in the case of (a)] the registrar either receives an answer
from the company to the effect that it is not carrying on business or in
operation, or does not within one month after sending the second letter

receive any answer thereto, [or, if in the case of (b)] the returns re-

quired to be made by the liquidator have not been made for a period
of six consecutive months after notice b^ the registrar demanding the
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returns has been sent by post to the registered address of the company, § 26.
or to the liquidator at his last-known place of business, [then, in either

the case of (a) or (b)] the registrar may publish in the (razette and
send to the company a notice that at the ex[tiration of three months
from the date of that notice the name of the company mentioned
therein will, unless cause is shown to the contrary, be struck off the
register, and the company will be dissolved.

(4.) At the expiration of the time mentioned in the notice the
registrar may, unless cause to the contrary is previously shown by such
company, strike the name of such company off the register, and shall

publish notice thereof in the Gazette, and on the publication in the
Gazette of such last-mentioned notice the company whose name is so

struck off shall be dissolved : Provided that the liability (if any) of

every director, managing officer, and member of the company shall

continue and may be enforced as if the company had not been dis-

solved.

(5.) If any company or member or creditor thereof feels aggrieved
by the name of such company having been struck off the register in

pursuance of this section, the company or member or creditor may
apply to the Superior Court in which the company is liable to be wound
up ; and such Court, if satisfied that the company was at the time of

the striking off carrying on business or in operation, or othericise that

it is just so to do, may order the name of the company to be restored

to the register, and thereupon the company shall be deemed to have
continued in existence as if the name thereof had never been struck

off ; and the Court may by the order give such directions and make
such provisions as seem just for placing the company and aU, other
persons in the same position as nearly as may be as if the name of the
company had never been struck off.

(6.) A letter or notice authorized or required for the purposes of this

section to be sent to a company may be sent by post addressed to the
company at its registered office, or, if no office has been registered,

addressed to the care of some director or officer of the company, or if

there be no director or officer of the company whose name and address

are known to the registrar, the letter or notice (in identical form)
may be sent to each of the persons who subscribed the memorandum
of association, addressed to him at the address mentioned in that

memorandum.
(7.) In the execution of his duties under this section the registrar

shall conform to any regulations which may be from time to time made
by the Board of Trade.

(8.) In this section the Gazette means, as respects companies whose
registered office is in England, the London Gazette ; as respects com-
panies whose registered office is in Scotland, the Edinburgh Gazette ;

and as respects companies whose registered office is in Ireland, the

Dublin Gazette.

But it must be admitted that sect. 26 of 1900 is open to another

construction, and that the enactment therein, that " the provisions of

sect. 7 of the Companies Act, 1880, shall apply [in like manner as if

the registrar had not within one month after sending the second letter

therein mentioned received any answer thereto]," in case of the liqui-

dator's return not being made, may mean that where the returns
" have not been made for a period of six consecutive months " before

the registrar demands them, and then after his demand the retun^
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§26.

Pro^-isions as

to companies
limited by
guarantee.

are not sent -within a month the registrar may proceed to publish in

the Gazette, &.c.

As to the returns, see Part II., 8th ed., pp. 737, 738 ; and also

pp. 274 et seq.

Companies limited hy Guarantee.

27.— (1.) A company limited by guarantee shall not be capable

of haATJig a capital divided into shares, unless the memorandimi of

association so provides, and specifies the amount of its capital

(subject to increase or reduction in accordance with the Companies

Acts) and the number of shares into which the capital is divided.

Under sect. 9 of the Companies Act, 1862, it was not necessary, in

the case of a company limited by guarantee", to specify the capital in

the memorandum of association ; it was sufficient, as appears by
sect. 14 of the Act and Form C in the second schedule, to specify the

capital in the articles of association, and that capital (being a regula-

tion, not a condition) could be altered from time to time by special

resolution. Hence the power to increase and reduce capital, conferred

by sect. 12 of the Act of 18fi2 and sect. 9 of the Act of 1867, and by
the Act of 1877 was only given to a " company limited by shares,"

and not to a company limited by guarantee with a capital divided into

shares. But this sub-section renders it necessary henceforth to specify

the capital in the memorandum. In the result, the capital becomes a
"condition" of the memorandum, which can only be altered (see

sect. 12 of the Act of 1862) in the manner permitted by the Acts.

Nevertheless, the words "subject to increase or reduction in accordance

with the Companies Acts " indicate, it is submitted, an intention that

the provisions of the Acts of 1862, 1867 and 1877, as to increase and re-

duction, shall apply, although those provisions are in terms only applic-

able to companies limited by shares. None of the other powers by the

Acts expressed to be given exclusively to companies limited by shares

are, by this section, made applicable to companies limited by guarantee,

e.g., power to consolidate shares, and to convert shares into stock,

sect. 12 of the Act of 1862
;
power to sub-divide shares, sect. 21 of the

Act of 1867
;
power to issue share warrants, sect. 27 of the Act of

1867.

The special feature of companies limited by guarantee, with a share

capital, was that the hard and fast rules as to capital applicable in the

case of a company limited by shares were relaxed, and the share-

holders could, by special resolution, deal with the capital as thej- chose.

The destruction of this feature takes away the principal inducement
to register this form of company instead of a company limited by
shares. Nevertheless, it may still be desirable, in some cases, to form
companies limited by guarantee with a nominal capital divided into

shares, for it will be possible in such a companj- to have two classes of

members—namel}', those who hold shares and those who are members
without holding shares, e.g., a class of persons who may be called the

founders, and to whom a share of the profits may be given. This

would not be in contravention of sub-section (3). Moreover, com-
panies of this kind are exempt from sects. 7 and 12 of the Act of 1900

as to returns of allotments and the statutory meeting.
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(2.) Every provision in any memorandum or articles of associa- § 27.

tion or resolution of a company (whetlier limited by guarantee or

othermse) purporting to divide the undertaking of the company

into shares or interests shall for the purposes of this section bo

treated as a provision for a capital divided into shares, notwith-

standing that the nominal amount or number of the shares or

interests is not specified thereby.

This sub-section is curiously expressed. It does not apparently make
void any such provision, for the language is very different to that used
in sub-sect. ^3). It appears to recognise that a memorandum may
contain a provision dividing the undertaking into shares and yet nut
specifying the nominal amount or number of the shares, and it declares

that such a provision shall, for the purposes of this section, be treated

as a provision for a capital divided into shares. Perhaps the true con-

struction is that the Legislature is here dealing, not with registered

documents, but with documents proposed to be registered ; so that if a
memorandum proposed to be registered states that the undertaking is

divided into (say) 10,000 shares, it cannot, looking to paragraph ( 1), be
registered unless it goes on to state the amount, and number of the
shares. If this be the true construction, the sub-section goes far to

abolish a very convenient mode of constitution which has been occa-

sionally adopted, e.g., in the case of the Beira Railway Company,
Limited. According to that mode the company was registered as a
company limited by guarantee, and the articles stated that the under-
taking was to be deemed to be divided into so many (say 100,000)
shares [of no nominal value or amount], and the members became
holders of those shares. There was no liability beyond the guarantee
in respect of the shares unless the regulations imposed a liabihtj', but
of course, every member in the winding-up was liable for the amount
guaranteed, say 10/. per member. Thus it was rendered possible to

avoid the grave difficulty that sometimes arises in fixing the capital

value of a speculative undertaking, and there were various other

advantages incident to the mode of incorporation—a mode which
borrowed its special features from the cost book mining company for

centuries prevalent in Cornwall and Devon. Unfortunately, however,
this mode incidentally enabled the parties to escape from the capital

duty payable on a nominal capital, and obstacles were placed in the

way of those who desired to register companies in accordance with this

mode. Subsequently it was held by the High Court (Malleson v. General

Mineral Patent Syndicate, Limited, 1894, 3 Ch. 538) that a company
limited by guarantee could, by special resolution, adopt regulations

dividing its undertaking into a number of shares as above ; and this

of course made it clear that these obstacles were unj ustifiable, for it is

well settled that a company cannot legally adopt by special resolution

regulations which could not legally have been embodied in its original

articles of association. Hence this sub-section.

There is, however, nothing in the section to prevent the adoption of

the common expedient of vesting shares in trustees and declaring that

the beneficial interest in such shares shall be regarded as a joint stock,

and be deemed to be divided into a number of shares of no nominal
amount, e.g., 100,000, transferable either by the delivery of the
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§ 27. certificates or by transfer registered in books kept by either trustees

or other nominees. Moreover, the section does not appear to cover
every mode of providing for a division of the undertaking into shares.

(3.) In the case of a company limited by guarantee and not

having a capital divided into shares, every provision in the memo-
randum or articles of association or in any resolution of the com-

pany purporting to give any person a right to participate in the

di-s-isible profits of the company otherwise than as a member shall

be void.

(4.) This section shall apply only to companies registered after

the commencement of this Act.

False Statements.

Tenalty for 28. If any person in any return, report, certificate, balance

ment. sheet, or other document, required by or for the purposes of this

Act, wilfidly makes a statement false in any material particular,

knowing it to be false, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and

shall be liable on conviction on indictment to imprisonment for a

tenn not exceeding two years, with or without hard labour, and on

summaiy conviction to imprisonment for a term not exceeding four

months, with or without, hard labom', and in either case to a fine in

lieu of or in addition to such imprisonment as aforesaid : Provided

that the fine imposed on summary conviction shall not exceed one

hundred pounds.

" Eequired by or for the purposes of this Act." The documents
thus referred to are :

—

The certificate of incorporation mentioned in sect. 1.

The statutory declaration referred to in sect. 1.

The list of persons who consented to be directors referred to in

paragraph 2 of sect. 2.

The statutory declaration referred to in sect. 6, paragraph 1 (c).

The certificate mentioned in sect. 6 (2).

The returns referred to in sect. 7, paragraph (a) and in paragraph {b).

The report referred to in sect. 12.

The certificates mentioned in sect. 12 (3) and in sect. 14 (6).

The particulars required for registration under sect. 14.

The returns referred to in sect. 19.

The notices referred to in sect. 45 of the Companies Act, 1862, as
modified by sect. 20 of the Act.

The certificate and report and balance sheet referred to in sect. 23.

"Wilfully." This word means that the act is done deliberately

and intentionally, not by accidept or inadvertence, but so that tb©
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miud of the person wlio does the act goes with it. {Per Lord Russell, § 28.
C. J., Beff. V. Senior, (1899) 1 Q. B. 291.)

''

Conversion of Stock info Shares.

29. Every company limited by shares, and which has in Conversion of

pursuance of the Companies Act, 1862, converted any portion of shares.

its shares into stock, may so far modify the conditions in its 25 & 26 Vict,

memorandiun of association, if authorised to do so by its articles

as originally framed or as altered by spacial resolution in manner

provided in the Companies Act, 1862, as to reconvert such stock

into paid-up shares of any denomination.

This is a useful addition to the Acts. The section is not fi*araed like

sect. 9 of the Act of 1867. It does not say that the company, if

authorised by its regulations, may bi/ special resolutibn so far modify,

but merely that a company may do it if authorised by its regulations.

Hence, if the articles contain the requisite power to reconvert stock

into paid-up shares, that power can be exercised ia the manner therein

specified, e.g., by the directors or by the company in general meeting,

or by special resolution. And if the articles do not contain the

requisite power the reconversion can nevertheless be effected by a
single special resolution (see CampbeWs Case, 9 Ch. 1), or the special

resolution can insert the power in the articles and at the same time

vest that power in the directors, so that they can, the moment the

resolution is passed, effect the reconversion.

When the reconversion is effected otherwise than by special resolu-

tion, there is no such provision for giving notice to the registrar as

there is in the case of a conversion of shares into stock. (See sect. 28

of 1862.)

SupjylementaL

30. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

Definitions.

The expression " Companies Acts " means the Companies Act,

1862, and the Acts amending the same
;

The expression " company " means a company registered under

the Companies Acts

;

The expression " director " includes any person occupying the

position of director, by whatever name called
;

The expression "registered" means registered under the Com-

panies Acts

;

The expression "prescribed" means prescribed by the Board

of Trade;

The expression " prospectus " means any prospectus, notice,

circular, advertisement, or other invitation, offering to the
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public for subscription or purchase any shares or deben-

tiu-es of a company

;

The expression " debenture " includes debenture stock

;

Other expressions have the same meanings as in the Companies

Act, 1862.

"The expression 'prospectus,'" &c. The definition of the term
prospectus, which is to have effect unless the context otherwise re-

quires, is very mateiial, and must steadily be borne in mind in relation

to the foregoing sections of the Act.

In sect. 2 the expression is applicable subject to the qualification

that the prospectus is one issued " by or on behalf of the company."
In sect. 4 the definition applies without qualification, except that it

onl3' applies to a prospectus offering sharesfor.public subscription. Sect. 8

only refers to prospectuses of companies offering shares for ptiblic

subscription. In sect. 9 the definition is qualified by the presence of

the words, " issued by or on behalf of a company or in relation to any
intended company." In sect. 10 the definition is qualified by the
words, " issued by or on behalf of a company, or by or on behalf of any
person who is or has been engaged or interested in the formation of

the company,"

Application
of Act.

31. This Act shall, except as otherwise expressed, apply to everj^

company, whether formed before or after the commencement of

this Act \_i.e., 1st January, 1901].

The sections which affect companies registered before, as well as

companies registered after, the commencement of this Act, are the
following :—Ss. 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14 to 18, 19, 20, 21 to 23,

24, 25, 26, 28, 29, and 33 (2).

of'????!"'' ^^' '^^^ Companies (Winding-up) Act, 1890, and this Act, shall

Vict. c. 63, have effect as part of the Companies Act, 1862 ; but nothing in this

^" " ^' section shall be construed as extending the Companies (Winding-up)

Act, 1890, to Scotland or Ireland.

Repeal. 33.— (1.) Sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1867, and the other

enactments mentioned in the schedule to this Act, to the extent

specified in the third column of that schedule, are hereby repealed.

(2.) No proceedings under sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1867,

shall be commenced after the commencement of this Act.

** Section twenty-five," &c. The section is as follows :
—" Every

share in any company shall be deemed and taken to have been issued

and to be held subject to the payment of the whole amount thereof in

cash, unless the same shall have been otherwise determined by a
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contract duly made in writing and filed with the Registrar of Joiat § 33.
Stock Companies at or before the issue of such shares."

This section is repealed, that is to say, as from January 1st, 1901,
and in the result the provisions by the section superadded to those of
the Act of 1862 are abrogated, and the provisions of the Act of 1862
in regard to payment for shares stand as origiaally framed and in
force before the Act of 1867.

Under the Act of 1 862 a shareholder is liable for the full amount of
his shares save so far as the amount may have been paid up by a
preceding holder of the same shares. This obligation is not very
clearly expre33ed in the Act, but that it exists is clearly settled by
many important decisions. The payment may be made either in cash,

or by making over to the company property which it has power to

acquire, or renderiug it services, which it is willing to accept in satis-

faction of the amount of the share or any specified portion thereof.

See, further, Company Precedents, Part I., p. 183.

"No proceedings," &c. This is a very singular enactment. It

merely prohibits proceedings under sect. 25 of the Act of 1867. It

does not retrospectively repeal that section. It does not provide that

shares intended to have been issued as paid up for a consideration

other than cash, but by the operation of sect. 25 rendered payable in

cash, are to be considered paid-up shares, or that the liability thereon
is to be extinguished. It merely says that no proceedings shall be
taken. Hence, if shares for a consideration other than cash have been
issued as paid up between 1st September, 1867, and 1st January, 1900,

and no sufficient contract was filed pursuant to sect. 25, the shares are

to be taken to be payable in cash, and in a winding-up therefore they
cannot be treated as paid-up shares for they were not validly issued as

paid-up shares. Accordingly, in distributing the assets the other

shareholders must first be paid off, and the holders of the so-called

paid-up shares can only participate in the surplus. It will, however,
be open to the holders of the so-called paid-up shares to apply for

relief under the Companies Act, 1898, either before or after the

winding-up.

Proceedings under sect. 25.—This means proceedings to enforce

the liability to pay in cash imposed by section 25, that is to say, by
bringing actions for calls while a company is a going concern, or by
placing shareholders on the list of contributories and obtaining balance

orders against them when the company is being wound up. Whether
the sub-section precludes the company from making calls, setting off,

or claiming a lien, or proceeding under the Act of 1862, is not clear.

Operation of repeals.—It must be borne in mind that sect. 38 of the

Interpretation Act, 1889, provides that ""Where this Act, or any Act
passed ofler the commencement of this Act, repeals any other enact-

ment, then, unless the contrary intention appears, the repeal shall

not

—

(a) Affect any right, privilege, obligation or liability acquired,

accrued or incurred under any enactment so repealed, or

(ft) Affect any penalty, forfeiture or punishment incurred in respect

of any offence committed against any enactment so repealed,

or

(c) Affect any investigation, legal proceeding or remedy in respect
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§ 33. of any such right, privilege, ohligation, liability, penalty,

forfeiture or punishment as aforesaid
;

and any such investigation, legal proceeding or remedy may be in-

stituted, continued or enforced, and any such penalty, forfeiture or

punishment may be imposed as if the repealing Act had not been
passed.

Application
(o Scotlaud.

34. This Act shall apply to Scotland, subject to the following

provisions and modifications :

—

(1.) "Solicitor of the High Court" shall mean enrolled law

agent [see s. 1 (2) ] ;

(2.) The provisions of this Act with respect to the registration

of mortgages and charges shall not apply to companies

registered in Scotland [see ss. 14—18] ;

(3.) All prosecutions for offences or fines shall be at the instance

of the Lord Advocate or a procurator fiscal as the Lord

Advocate may direct.

Commencc-
meut.

35. This Act shall, except as otherwise expressed, come into

operation on the first day of January one thousand nine hundred

and one.

Short title. 36. This Act may be cited as the Companies Act, 1900, and

may be cited with the Companies Acts, 1862 to 1898.

See sect. 33.
SCHEDULE.

Enactments Repealed.

Session and Chapter.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 89 .

.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 131..

Short Title.

The Companies Act,

1862.

The Companies Act,
1867.

Extent of Repeal.

Section eighteen, from "A certifi-

cate " to the end of the section.

In sections forty-five and forty-six,

the "Words '
' and not having a

capital divided into shares."
Section one hundred and ninety-two.

Sections twenty-five,

and thirty-nine.

thirty-eight,
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FORMS.
The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

[5s. registration stamp.]

Declaration of Compliance with the requisitions of the Form 1.

Companies Acts, made pursuant to sect. 1 (2) of the Statutory

Companies Act, 1900 (63 & 61 Yict. c. 48) on behalf of registration

, , 1 . , , of company.
a company proposed to be registered as

The , Limited.

Presented for filing by .

— of , solemnly and sincerely declare that I am [state

qualification, as :

—

a solicitor of the High Court engaged in the formation of the said

company; or,

a person named as a director of the said company in the articles of

association of the said company ; or,

a person named as the secretary of the said company in the articles

of association of the said company]

and that aU the requisitions of the Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900,

in respect of matters precedent to the registration of the said com-

pany and incidental thereto have been comj)lied with [save only

the payment of the fees and sums payable on registration].

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing

the same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of the Statutory

Declarations Act, 1835.

A declaration to the above effect must be produced to the Registrar
of Joint Stock Companies on presenting the memorandum and articles

for registration, and may be accepted by him as sufficient e\'idence of

compliance with the Acts. See Companies Act, 1900, sect. 1.

The declaration must be made before^ a justice of the peace, notary

f2
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Form 1. puHic, or commissioner to administer oaths in the Supreme Court of

Judicature.

The words " save only," &c. do not appear in the official form, but

unless some such exception is introduced it will be difficvdt to make
the declaration otherwise than at the registration office, after payment
of the fees.

Form 2.

Contract to

take qualifi-

cation in

proposed
company.
Sect. 2 of

Act of 1900.

AN AGEEEMENT made the -
of , B. of , C. of , and D. of

daj of , between A.

(hereinafter called

the proposed directors), of the one part, and M. as trustee for the

company proposed to be formed as hereinafter mentioned, of the

other part. Whereas it is proposed forthwith to register under the

Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900, a company Hmited by shares, to be

called the Company, Limited, with a capital of /. divided

into shares of /. each. And whereas the articles of associa-

tion of the said company have been prepared and have been approved

by the parties hereto, and by the said articles the said A., B., C,
and D. are named as the first directors, and by such articles it is

declaxed that the qualification of a director is to be the holding of

shares in the company of the nominal value of 1.

Now therefore it is agreed as follows :

—

1. Each of the proposed directors shall take from the company

and pay for liis qualification shares aforesaid, and the company

shall be at Hberty to allot the same to him.

2. If the company shall not wdthin weeks from the date

hereof become entitled to commence business, either of the parties

hereto may by notice in WTiting to the other rescind this agree-

ment, and after adopting this agreement the company shall for the

purpose of this clause stand in the place of the said M.

3. The said M. shall use his best endeavours to procure the

adoption hereof by the company.

4. Upon the adoption hereof by the company in such manner as

to render the same binding on the company, the said M. shall stand

discharged from all liability hereimder.

As witness, &c.

This agreement should be signed, if possible, before the articles of

association are signed. It wUl not, however, be required where the
directors have signed the memorandum of association for their quah-
fication shares. See Companies Act, 1900, sect. 2.
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No. of Certificate . Form 3.

The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900. Consent to act
•"^ as director.

[5«. registration stamp.]

Consent to act as Director of The—-, Limited, to be

signed and filed pursuant to sect. 2 (1) (i) of the

Companies Act, 1900 (63 & 64 Yict. c. 48).

Presented for filing by .

To the Eegistrar of Joint Stock Companies.

I [we] the undersigned hereby testify my [our] consent to

act as director[s] of The , Limited, pursuant to sect. 2 (1) (i)

of the Companies Act, 1900.

[Tabular form in three columns :—(1) signature, (2) address, (3) de-

scription. If a director signs by " his agent authorized in writing,"

the authority must be produced and a copy filed.]

Dated, &c.

No. of Certificate , &c. Form 3a.

I [we] the undersigned hereby testify my [our] consent to act as Consent to

a director [directors] of The , Limited, jDursuant to s. 2 (1) of named in

the Companies Act, 1900, and to my [our] name[s] berog inserted ^^"^'^''^^ ^

as a director [directors] in the prospectus of the above company

which it is proposed to issue, and I [we] authorize Messrs.

of to file this consent with the Registrar of Joint Stock

Companies, pursuant to section 2 of the Companies Act, 1900.

As witness my [our] hands this day of .

The consent is to be signed by the proposed director, or "by his
agent authorized in writing." See sect. 2 of the Act of 1900.

If the consent is signed by an agent, add after the signature the
words " by N. of , the duly authorized agent of the said A. B."
The document should be filed before or along with the articles and

before the prospectus is published. See sect. 2 of the Act of 1900,

supra, p. 4,
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Form 3b.

Consent to

naming in

prospectus
merely.

I [we] the undersigned hereby testify my [our] consent to my
[our] name[s] being inserted as a director [directors] of The

,

Limited, and in the prospectus thereof which it is proposed to

issue, and I [we] authorize Messrs. of , to file, &c.

[as in Form 4].

The above form will be used where, after registration of the com-

pany, it is proposed to issue a prosj)ectus offering shares for subscrip-

tion and no such consent has previously been filed. See sect. 2 of the

Act of 1900.

Form 4 No. of Certificate

liist of

persons con-
senting to be
directors.

The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

[5s. registration stamp,]

List of the Persoks who have consented to be Directors of

The , Limited, to be delivered to the Registrar pur-

suant to sect. 2 (2) of the Companies Act, 1900 (63 & 64

Yict. C.48).

Presented for filing by .

To the Eegistrar of Joint Stock Companies.

I [we] the undersigned hereby give you notice pursuant to

sect. 2 (2) of the Companies Act, 1900, that the following persons

have consented to be directors of The , Limited.

[Name, address, and description in tabiilar form under such three

headings.]

Signature, address, and description of

applicant for registration

Dated, &o.

This Hst must be delivered to the registrar by the appHcant for

registration on making his appUcation. See sect. 2 (2) of the Com-
panies Act, 1900.
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The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900. Form 5.

Company limited by shares. Memorandum

Memorandum of Association of The Company, Limited. tion.

1. The name of the company is The Company, Limited.

2. The registered office of the company will be situate in

England [^or Scotland or Ireland, as the case may hel.

3. The objects for which the company is established are :

—

(1) To acquire, etc.

(2) To carry on, etc.

(3) Etc., etc.

4. The liability of the members is limited.

5. The capital of the company is /. divided into shares

of /. each.

[6. The minimum subscription on which the directors may
proceed to allotment is shares.]

Sect. 4 of the Companies Act, 1900, allows the specification of the

minimum subscription to be in the memorandum or articles of

association. But as a general rule it seems preferable to insert it in

the articles of association.

We, the several persons whose names and addresses are sub-

scribed, are desirous of being formed into a company in pursuance

of this memorandum of association, and we respectively agree to

take the number of shares in the capital of the company set

opposite our respective names :

—

Names, Addresses, and Descriptions of

Subscribers.

No. of Shares taken by
each Subscriber.

Dated the day of .

"Witness to the above signatures :

—

Where an agent signs, the proper plan is to sign thus:—"A. B.,

of , his duly authorized agent." And, to satisfy sect. 2(1) (iij of

the Act of 1900, it should be stated that the agent is " didy authorized

in writing.''^ That the signature may be by an agent, see Whitley

Partners, 32 0. D. 337.
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Form 5. In subscribing the memorandum, particulars should be taken that

the signatures are legible. Not uncommonly one or more signatures

are qiiite undecipherable. Where there can be any doubt, it is

desirable to bring with the memorandum a clearly written list showing
the names, addresses, and descriptions of the subscribers. As to

descriptions, care should be taken to make these clear, especially where
a subscriber has no profession. If needs be, insert the words " no
occupation." In the case of a clerk, state what sort of position he
holds, as, for instance, clerk to a merchant, or secretary to a public

company.
There must be at least seven subscribers, but there may be as many

more as the promoters choose. Each subscriber must take at least one

share, and must write opposite to his name the number of shares he
takes. Where the shai-es are of different classes, the class of shares

should be stated, e.g., "one preference," or "one ordinary."

By subscribing a person becomes bound to take from the company
the shares set opposite his name, and to pay for them either in money
or money's worth, and unless otherwise agreed he is bound to pay in

money.
A subscriber becomes entitled to his shares without any further

allotment. {London and Provincial, Sfc. Co., 5 C. D. 525.) If, how-
ever, all the shares in the company are allotted to other persons, he
will not be bound to take up the shares he has subscribed in the memo-
randxim. (^Macldey's case, 1 C. D. 247.)

By the joint operation of section 112 of the Stamp Act, 1891, and
section 7 of the Finance Act, 1 899, a statement of the amount which
is to form the nominal share capital of any company to be registered

with limited liability is to be delivered to the Registrar of Joint Stock

Companies in England, Scotland, or Ireland, and a statement of any
amount of increase of capital of any company, now registered or to be
registered with limited liability, shall be dehvered to the said registrar,

and every such statement shall be charged with an ad valorem duty of

5s. for every 100/. and any fraction of lOOZ. over any multiple of 100/. of

the amount of such capital, or increase of capital, as the case may be.

Following are a few examples of the amount payable on the registration

of the memorandum and articles of association of a company limited by
shares :

—

Nominal Capital.

£
1,000

5,000

10,000

20,000

30,000

50,000

80,000
,

100,000

200,000

500,000

1,000,000

Amount Payable.

£ s. d.

5 15

18 15

32 10

60

87 10

142 10

225

280

535

1,300

2,551 5
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Form 6.

REGISTRATION on and after 1st January, 1901.

The followiiig directions as to procedure may be useful :

—

(1) Prepare the memoranduiu of association. This, as provided by
section 8 of the Couipanios Act, 1862, must specify

—

(a) The name of tlie company, with the addition of the word
"limited " as the last word of such name.

(b) The part of the United Kingdom, whether England,
Scotland, or Ireland, in which the registered office of the
company is proposed to be situate.

(c) The objects for which the proposed company is to be
established.

(d) A declaration that the liability of the members is limited.

(e) The amount of capital with which the company proposes
to be registered, divided into shares of a certain iixed

amount.
There must be at least seven subscribers, and no subscriber

is to take less than one share ; and each subscriber must write

opposite to his name his address and description and the
number of shares he takes.

Anyone may be a subscriber, including a woman, whether
married or not, and a foreigner, and, perhaps, even an infant.

(See p. 4, supra.)

(2) The memorandum must bear a 10s. stamp ; and must be signed
by each subscriber in the presence of, and be attested by, one
witness at the least.

(3) Prepare, also, the articles of association, unless the inconvenient
course of registering without articles is to be adopted ; and let

those articles be framed with due regard to the Companies Act,

1900. (See Forms 6 to 21, infra.) And take particular care,

if the company is to issue an invitation to the public to subscribe

for shares, that the articles specify the luinimum subscription,

as provided for in sects. 4 and 6 of the Act of 1900.

(4) The articles of association should be expressed in separate para-
graphs, and numbered arithmetically. They may adopt aU or

any of the provisions contained in Table A. to the first schedule

to the Companies Act, 1862. They must be signed by the sub-
scribers to the memorandum of association.

(5) Let the articles of association be printed and bear a 10«. stamp

;

and let them be signed by each subscriber in the presence of,

and be attested by, one witness at the least.

(6) If any person is appointed by the articles a director, take care

that he either subscribes the memorandum for his qualification,

if any, or enters into an agreement to take up such qualification.

(See Form 2, and sect. 2 of the Act of 1900.)

(7) Let all the pei-sons who have consented to be directors sign a
consent in writing, to be filed with the registrar. (See Form 3,

and sect. 2 of the Act of 1900.)

(8) Prepare a list of persons who have consented to be directors, as

by sect. 2 (3) required. (See Form 4.)
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Form 5. (9) Let a statutory declaration be made by a solicitor of the High
" Court engaged in the fonnation of the company, or by a person

named in the articles of association as a director or secretary of

the company, of compliance with the requisitions of the Acts in

respect of registration and of matters precedent and incidental

thereto. See Form 1.

(10) Take the memorandum and articles of association and the

consents (Form 3), and the consent list (Form 4), and declaration,

and any agreement to take qualification shares, to the Registrar

of Joint Stock Companies, Somerset House, Strand, for registra-

tion, together with an authority in writing by the director to file

his consent to act, and to file his contract to take quaHfication

shares, and j)ay to the registrar the requisite fees on registra-

tion, namely, those fixed by Table B in the first schedule to the

Companies Act, 1862, and the additional fee of 5s. per 100^. of

capital imposed by the Finance Act, 1899.

(11) In the case of a private company let the application for regis-

tration be in the terms of Form 41 in Appendix.

(12) In due course the registrar will issue his certificate of in-

corporation.

Articles of Association.

Clattses in Relation to the Act of 1900.

In settling articles of association of a company, whether to be
registered before or after the Companies Act, 1900, comes into opera-

tion (1st January, 1901), care should be taken to frame them in accord

with that Act, and to provide for the various matters which under its

enactments may or must be provided for. And it seems desirable,

looking to the heavy penalties with which the Act bristles, to insert

reminders of the directors' obligations under the Act—reminders which
may perchance save them from some of the many pitfalls which the

Legislature has prepared for them. !^ o one may plead ignorance of

law, but it takes, nevertheless, a long time before the provisions of an
Act of Parliament are brought home to the mind of the average
director. So, too, where an opportunity occurs of altering the articles

of a company registered before the new Act comes into operation, it is

desirable to alter them as above suggested.

Forms 6 to 21, infra^ will afford an indication of what seems
expedient.

Form 6. As regards all allotments from time to time made, the directors

Eetum of shall comply with sect. 7 of the Companies Act, 1900.
allotments. *

The section refeiTed to provides for returns to the registrar of allot-

ments and contracts as to paid-up shares. Penalty for defaidt, 60/.

per day. (See supra, p. 20.)

The above clause should be inserted early in the articles.

Omit the words in brackets if the company is registered after

31st December, 1900.
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If the company shall offer any of its shares to the puhlic for Form 7.

subscription :— Restrictions

on allotments.

(a) The directors shall not make any allotment thereof unless

and imtn at least per cent, of the shares so offered

shall have been subscribed, and the sums payable on appli-

cation shall have been paid to and received by the company;

but this provision is no longer to apply after the first

allotment of shares offered to the public for subscription

has been made.

(b) The amount payable on application on each share so offered

shall not be less than 5 per cent, of the nominal amount of

the share.

The above clause embodies the leading provision of sect. 4 of the
Companies Act, 1900. See supra, p. lU.

It may be useful as a reroinder.

commiiisions.

If the company at any time shall offer any of its shares to Form 8.

the public for subscription, the directors may exercise the powers Underwriting

conferred on the company by sect. 8 of the Companies Act, 1900, ^'^^^}^^y

but so that the commission shall not exceed 10 per cent, on the

shares in each case offered.

See as to these provisions, sect. 8, supra, p. 22, and the note to

Form 29, infra.

In some cases it may be desirable to substitute the words " imder-

written or placed " for the word " offered."

The directors shall not commence any business or exercise any Form 9.

of its borrowing powers imtil the company has become entitled Commence-

to commence business within the meaning of sect. 6 of the
^Jl^^g^g

Companies Act, 1900.

This clause will only be inserted where the company is registered

after Slst December, 1900, and invites the pubUc to subscribe for

shares.
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Form 10. The directors shall duly comply with the requirements of sect. 14

Eeoister of of the Companies Act, 1900, in regard to its registration of mort-
mortgages

grasres and charsres therein specified and otherwise.
and. cnargef . o o o x

Considering the serious liabilities which directors and others may
incur by not complying with this section, it seems desirable to insert a
reminder.

The clause can be inserted in the article relating to borrowing.

Form 11. The statutory meeting of the company shall, as required by

The statute
^^^^' ^^ ^^ ^^^ Companies Act, 1900, be held within a period of

meeting. not less than one month or more than three months from the date

at which the company shall be entitled to commence business, and

the directors shall comply with the other requirements of that

section as to the report to be submitted and otherwise.

The above clause is a reminder of sect. 12 of the Act of 1900. See

supra, p. 35.

Form 12. The directors may, when they think fit, and shall, on the requisi-

Requisition
tion of the holders of not less than one tenth of the issued capital

for general of the company upon which all calls or other sums then due have
mee ings.

been paid, forthwith proceed to convene an extraordinary general

meeting of the company, and in the ease of such requisition the

following provisions shall have effect :

—

(1) The requisition must state the objects of the meeting and

must be signed by the requisitionists and deposited at the

office and may consist of several documents in like form

each signed by one or more requisitionists.

(2) If the directors of the company do not proceed to cause a

meeting to be held within twenty-one days from the date

of the requisition being so deposited, the requisitionists or a

majority of them in value may themselves convene the

meeting, but any meeting so convened shall not be held

after three months from the date of such deposit.

(3) If at any such meeting a resolution requiring confirmation

at another meeting is passed, the directors shall forthwith

convene a further extraordinary general meeting for the

purpose of considering the resolution and if thought fit of

confirming it as a special resolution, and if the directors do
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not convene tlie meeting within seven days from the date Form 12.

of the passing of the first resolution, the requisitionists or a

majority of them in value may themselves convene the

meeting.

(4) Any meeting convened under this clause by the requisi-

tionists shall be convened in the same manner as nearly as

possible as that in which meetings are to be convened by
directors.

The above clauses follow very closoly the wording of sect. 13 of the

Act of 1900. It is usual to provide in articles of association for meet-
ings on requisition, and it sooms desirable to adopt the statutory

provision exclusively.

Qualification of Directors.

The Act of 1900 to some extent alters the law as regards qualifica-

tion of directors, but it does not attempt to enact that the regulations

of the company must in any case provide for a share qualification. On
the contrary, it leaves it entirely to the company and its promoters to

say whether the directors are to be bound to hold any qualification

whatever ; and apart from the Act there is no obligation to make in the
regidations any provisions for such qualification, and in the absence of

any such provision a person who does not hold any shares or any
interest in the company can, nevertheless, be appointed to be a
director. Table A to the Companies Act, 1862, contains no provision

for quahfication of directors.

This being so, it is for those who form a company to determine
whether it is or is not desirable to impose a qualification. If a qualifi-

cation is fixed b}' the articles of association sect. 2 of the Act of 1900
at once comes into operation and restricts the right in such case of a
company inviting the public to subscribe for its shares to appoint a
person as a director, or to name him in a prospectus, unless ho complies

with the conditions set out in that section—conditions which directors

may not be ver}^ ready to comply with.

If in any case it is deemed inexpedient to impose these conditions,

it is open to the subscribers to the memorandum and articles to omit

any share qualification clause or to confine it to directors other than the

first directors, or to provide that the quahfication of the directors shall

be fixed by resolution of the statutory meeting to be held pursuant to

section 12 of the Companies Act, 1900. If any one of these alterna-

tives be adopted the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of section 2 of

the Act of 1900 become inappUcable, at any rate until the time comes
for issuing a prospectus. Besides section 2 of the Act of 1 900, atten-

tion must be drawn to section 3 of the same Act. This section, although
it is not confined to companies inviting subscrijitions from the public

for shares, again does not attempt to impose a qualification. All it

provides in effect is that if there be a share qualification, and a director
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Form 12. does not obtain his qualification within a huiited time, he is to pay the
company hi. for every day during which he acts as an unqualified
person. This pro\'ision will probably discourage directors from acting

without quahtication.

Form 13.

Appointment
of first

dirr-ctors by
articles.

The first directors shall be A.

D. of , and E. of .

of B. of 0. of

Where a clause as above is inserted and the company is about to

issue a prospectus in\'iting public subscriptions for shares in its capital,

sect. 2 of the Act of 19U0 in regard to directors' qualifications must
carefully be borne in mind. See supra, p. 4.,

Form 14.

Subscribers tu

appoint first

directors.

The first directors shall be appointed by instrument in writing

signed by the subscribers to the company's memorandimi of associa-

tion or the majority of them.

When this form is adopted the company avoids the complications of

sect. 2 of the Companies Act, 1900, in regard to the qualification of

directors. See supra, p. 4.

Form 15. The qualification of a director shall be the holding of shares

_ —-.— in the companj^ ; and if not abeady qualified he shall acquire the

of directors. Same within two months after his appointment.

Where a clause as above is inserted, sect. 2 of the Act of 1900 as to

the quahfication of the first directors must be borne in mind. If it is

desired that they shoidd not be bound to qualify, the words '* unless

he be one of the first directors" can be inserted after the word
"director."

If preferi'ed the following clause can be adopted :

—

Form 16. The qualification of the directors shall be the holding of such

Another. number of shares as shall be fixed by the statutory meeting, and a

director then in office shall, if not already qualified, be bound to

acquire his qualification within two months after that meeting.

A clause as above postpones the obligation to qualifj^ until it is seen

whether the company passes through the ordeal of the statutory

meeting.
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A director wlio ceases to hold his qualification, or does not oTatain Form 17.

the same within two months after his appointment, shall, ipso facto, Vacating

vacate office, and a person vacating office under the foregoing o®**-

circumstances shall he incapable of being re-appointed until he has

obtained his qualification.

It seems desirable to so provide. See sect. 3 of the Companies
Act, 1900.

The company is to keep at its office a register containing the Form 18.

names and addresses and occupations of its directors and managers, Register of

and is to send to the Reodstrar of Joint Stock Companies a copy of dirtctors and
*=•

. , . ^ \'' notification

such register, and shall from time to tmie notify to the registrar of ohansres to

any change that takes place in such directors and managers. ^^^ ^'

The above clause is in the terms of sect. 45 of the Companies Act,

1862, as modified by sect. 20 of the Act of 1900. It seems desirable to

insert such a clause by way of reminder, but if preferred the clause can
easUy provide that the director shall comply with sect. 45 of the

Companies Act, 1862, as modified by sect. 20 of the Companies Act,

1900, in regard to keeping a register of directors and managers, and
notifying changes to the registrar.

The company at each ordinary general meeting shall appoint an Form 19.

auditor or auditors to hold office until the next ordinary general I„jjx

meeting, and the following provisions shall have effect, that is vision,

to say :

—

(1) If an appointment of auditors is not made at an annual

general meeting, the Board of Trade may, on the applica-

tion of any member of the company, appoint an auditor of

the company for the current year, and fix the remuneration

to be paid to him by the company for his services.

(2) A director or officer of the company shall not be capable of

being appointed auditor of the company.

(3) The first auditors of the company may be appointed by the

directors before the statutory meeting, and if so appointed

shall hold office until the first annual general meeting unless

previously removed by a resolution of the shareholders in

general meeting, in which case the shareholders at such

meeting may appoint auditors.

(4) The directors of the company may fill any casual vacancy in

the office of auditor, but while any such vacancy continues
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Form 19.

Eemnnera-
tion of

auditors.

Rights and
duties of

auditors.

the surviving or continuing auditor or auditors (if any) may
act.

(5) The remuneration of the auditors of the company shall be

fixed by the company in general meeting, except that the

remuneration of any auditors appointed before the statutory

meeting or to fill any vacancy may be fixed by the

directors.

(6) Every auditor of the company shall have a right of access

at all times to the books and accounts and vouchers of the

company, and shall be entitled to require from the directors

and officers of the company such information and explana-

tion as may be necessary for the performance of the duties

of the auditors, and the auditors shall sign a certificate at

the foot of the balance sheet stating whether or not all

their requirements as auditors have been complied with, and

shall make a report to the shareholders on the accounts

examined by them and on every balance sheet laid before

the company in general meeting during their tenure of

ofiice, and in every such report shall state whether in their

opinion the balance sheet referred to in the report is

properly dra'ssTi up so as to exhibit a true and correct view

of the state of the company's affairs as shown by the books

of the company, and such report shall be read before the

company in general meeting.

The above clause follows closely the provisions of sect. 21 of the
Companies Act, 1900. (See supra, p. 52.) Audit clauses are usually
inserted in articles, and it would be inconvenient if the articles made
one set of provisions in regard to the matter whilst the statute made
other provisions. No doubt the articles might be silent about audit,

thus causing the statute to operate, but it has been customary to insert

audit clauses, and it is convenient to set them out.

Form 20. The company may re-convert stock into fully paid shares of any

Re-conversion denomination.

shares, -^ express power to do this must be inserted in the articles. (See
sect. 29 of the Companies Act, 1900.)

Form 21.

Secrettuy.

The first secretary of the company shall be Mr. A. B., of &e.,

clerk [or whatever he may he"].

Having regard to the fact that the secretary of the company is

frequently mentioned in the Companies Act, 1900 (see especially
sect. 1 (2) ), it seems desirable to name him in the articles.
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Form 21.

Directors.

The following points should be noted :

—

1

.

If they are to be appointed by the articles of association and the
company is to issue a prospectus inviting subscription for shares, thej''

shoiild see that sect, 2 is duly complied with.

2. They should bear in mind sect. 3, imposing a fine for acting with-

out qualification.

3. They should bear in mind sect. 4 and the serious danger of personal

liability for the return of subscriptions if the company allots shares

in violation of sect. 4 of the Act of 1900.

4. They should remember their liability to pay damages for breach
of sect. 4.

5. They should avoid, by complying with the Act of 1900, their

liability to heavy fines under sect. 6 if the company commence business

before it is entitled.

6. They should remember their power to pay underwriting and
other commissions under sect. 8, and their liability for payments not
authorized by paragraph (1) of that section.

7. They should bear in mind their duty as to filing prospectuses.

(Sect. 9 of the Act of 1900.)

8. They should study under proper advice the elaborate and burden-
some provisions of sect. 10 as to prospectuses and the disclosure to be
made thereby, and should remember the liabilities of the directors for

non-compKance.
9. They should have due regard to sect. 11 as to variation of

contracts.

10. They should not forget their duties under sect. 12 of the Act as

to statutory meetings.
11. They should not forget sect. 12 as to convening general

meetings.

12. They should bear in remembrance sects. 14 to 19 as to registra-

tion of mortgages and charges and the penalties imposed on the

directors.

13. They should not forget sect. 19 as to annual summaries, and
sect. 20 as to keeping a register of directors and filing copy with

the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
14. They should see that the' jjrovisions of sect. 23 as to audit are

carried out, and above all that they do not subject themselves to the

penalties of misdemeanour under sect. 28 as to false statements.

Finally, they should read the Act of 1900 most carefully and
endeavour to understand it.

AN AGREEMENT made the day of , between A. Form 22 .

of , B. of , C. of , and D. of , of the one part, Agreemect to

and the Company, Limited (hereinafter called " the company ") ,
take quaJifi-

of the other part. by director

p. o
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Form 22. "Whereas the said A., B., C, and D. have been duly appointed

not appointed ^J ^^® Subscribers to the memorandum of association of the eom-
by articles panj to be directors thereof

;

prospectus. And whereas by the articles of association of the company the

qualification of a director is declared to be the holding of

shares

;

And whereas the company is about to issue a prospectus inviting

subscriptions for part of the said shares

;

Now therefore it is agreed as follows :

—

1. Each of them the said A., B., C, and D. shall take from the

company and pay for his qualification shares aforesaid.

2. The company shall allot the said shares when and so soon as

the shares taken up on the footing of cash payment plus the shares

hereby subscribed shall together amount to the minimum subscrip-

tion on which the directors may proceed to allotment, and not

before that time.

3. The proposed directors shall pay for their said shares as

to /. per share on allotment, and as to the balance by the

instalments following, that is to say,

4. This agreement is provisional, and shall not be binding on

the company unless and until the company shall be entitled to

commence business.

As witness, &c.

This agreement must be filed before the publication of the prospectus.

(Companies Act, 1900, sect. 2.)

Form 23.

Provisional

contract by
company.

AN AGEEEMENT made the day of , between A. B.

of the one part, and the Company, limited (hereinafter called

" the company ") , of the other part, whereby it is agreed as follows :

—

1. The said A. B. shaU, &c.

2. The said A. B. shaU, &c.

3. There shall, &c.

4. The company shall, &c.

5. This agreement is to be provisional only, and is not to be

binding on the company until the date at which it becomes entitled

to commence business under sect. 6 of the Companies Act, 1900.

As witness, &c.
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The subscription list will open on day the day of Form 24.

and close on or before day the day of .

skeleton
prospectaB(/i).

A., B., C. & Co., Limited.

Incorporated under the Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

Capital /., divided into £
5 per cent. cTimulative preference shares of 1, each -

ordinary shares of /. each -----
management shares of 1, each - - - -

Total

The preference shares carry a fixed cumulative preferential

dividend at the rate of per cent, per annum on the capital for

the time being paid up thereon, and rank, both as regards dividend

and capital, in priority to the ordinary shares, but without any

further right to participate in the profits or assets.

(o) What is a Prospectus.—Unless the context of the Act of 1 900
othenrise requires, '

' the expression * prospectus ' means any pro-
spectus, notice, circular, advertisement, or other 'invitation, offering to

the pubHc for subscription or purchase any shares or debentures of a
company"; and "the expression 'debenture' includes debenture
stock." (Companies Act, 1900, sect. 30.)

The annexed form of prospectus is framed with a view to illustrating

the practical operation of sect. 10 of the Act, which applies to " every
prospectus issued by or on behalf of a company, or by or on behalf of

any person who is or has been engaged or interested in the formation
of the company." (Sect. 10, sub-s. 1.)

See also sect. 10, sub-s. (4), which provides—"This section shall not
applj' to a circidar or notice inviting existing members or debenture
holders of a company to subscribe for fiui:her shares or debentures,

but, subject as aforesaid, this section shall apply to any prospectus
whether issued on or with reference to the formation of a company or

subsequently."

Note, also, that by the same sub-section certain requirements of this

section are dispensed with or quahfied in particular cases. (See infra,

Any condition requiring or binding any apphcant for shares or

debentui-es to waive compliance with any requirement of this section,

or purporting to affect him with notice of any contract, document, or

matter not specificallj- refen-ed to in the prospectus, shall be void.

(Companies Act, 1900, sect. 10 (5).)

See as to this stipra, p. 32, and suh-s. (7).

g2
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Form 24. (b) The founders [or management] shares carry the right [state

t/ie rights either directly or by inserting extractsfrom the memorandum

or articles of association. State also icho is to get the shares^ e.g., The

founders [or management] shares have been subscribed by the

vendors and the principal employees in the business, and will be

paid up in cash].

Of the above shares,—~ ordinary shares and preference

shares equal to /. are to be issued and credited as paid up, and

as below mentioned the remaining shares are now offered for public

subscription, payable as follows :

—

10s. Of/, per share on application,

1/. 10s. Qd. per share on allotment,

11. 10s. Of/, per share on the of
,

1/. 10s. Of/, per share on the of .

The shares may be paid up in full on allotment on or before the

day of , interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum
being allowed in respect of the prepayment of instalments.

Applications have already been rec?ived from employees of the

firm and relations of the late partners for shares equal to

/.

Directors {c).

[_Namcs, Addresses, and Descriptions.'\

Bankers.

[Names and Addresses.']

Auditors (c).

[Names, Addresses, and Descriptions.']

Solicitors.

[Natnes and Addresses.]

Brokers.

[Names and Addresses.]

Secretary' in office.

[Names, Addresses, and Descn'ptions.]

(b) Founders Shares.—The prospectus must state the niunber of
founders or management shares, if any, and the natiire and extent of
the interest of the holders in the property and profits of the companv.
(Sect. 10 (1) (a) of the Act of 1900.)

(c) Directors and Auditors. —The prospectus must state the names,
descriptions, and addresses of the dii-eetors or proposed directors (sect.

10 (1) (c) of the Ac;t of 1900) and of the auditors. (Sect. 10 (1) (b).) But
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Form 24.

PEOSPECTTJS.

The well-known business of A., B. & C, , manufacturers

of , which this company has been formed to acquire and carry-

on, was founded upwards of sixty years ago by the predecessors of

the present vendors, and has continually grown until it has reached

its present magnitude. The business, which comprises both whole-

sale and retail depai-tments, is carried on upon extensive, well-built,

and commodious leasehold premises situate at , comprising, &c.,

the whole forming a compact block of warehouses, factories, shops

and offices, held at very low rents amounting in the aggregate to

/. per annum. Large sums have been spent on these premises

to adapt them to the purposes of the business.

The leases, with trifling and unimportant* exceptions, have still

upwards of years to run.

The remarkable developments of the last five years have so

largely increased the magnitude of the undertaking that the

vendors consider the time has arrived for converting the business

into a joint stock company.

The employees of the business number about , and the

customers many thousands, the wholesale accounts alone on the

books of the firm amounting to upwards of /. It is proposed

to make a liberal allotment of shares to applicants connected with

or contributing to the business.

it must be borne in mind that, having regard to sect. 2 of the

Act of 1900, subject to the following pro^^so, a person is not to be
named as a director or proposed director in any prospectus unless he
has by himself or by his agent authorized in writing

—

(i) signed and filed with the registrar a consent in writing to act as

such director ; and

(ii) either signed the memorandum of association for a number of

shares not less than liis qualification (if any), or signed and filed

with the registrar a contract in writing to take from the comj)any

and pay for his qualification shares (if any).

Provided that these conditions are not applicable where the company
was registered before 1st January, 1901, or where the prospectus is

issued one year after the date at which the company is entitled to conj'

mence business,
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Form 24. The "business will be taken over by the company as a going

concern as from the day of , the date of the last annual

stock-taking, and the company wdll have the benefit of all profits

realized from that date after allowing interest on purchase-money

down to the time of the completion of the purchase at the rate of

5 per cent, per annum.

The property to be transferred to the company "will comprise,

in addition to the goodwill {d) of the business (for which last-named

item /. is to be paid), the following items, constituting the

whole capital of the business at the above-mentioned date :

—

£
Stock at cost or luider _ . - _

Book debts (wholesale) - - £

Less trade discounts, per cent. £

Book debts (retail) after allowing for bad and

doubtful ------
Cash in hand and at bank, and bills not

discounted------
Advances on security, &c. - - - -

Goodwill

Leasehold premises - - - - -

Buildings, fixtiu-es, fittings, furniture, plant,

horses, vans, carts, &c. - - - -

Less trade liabilities -

£

The stock was taken strictly at cost price or under, and the

vendors are satisfied that it has been realized at the usual trade

profit. The greater proportion of the book debts has already been

got in, and the vendors guarantee that those outstanding, plus

what has been so got in, will produce the amount above stated.

As regards working capital, it is considered that the working

capital in the business, together with a sum of /. to be provided

(d) Goodwill.—The amount payable for goodwill is to be specified.

Sect. 10 (1) (g) of the Act of 1900.
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out of the proceeds of the shares now offered for subscription, will Form 24.

amj)ly suflfice for the company's wants.

The books of the firm have for the past years been audited

by Messrs. , of , Chartered Accountants, who have recently

made a special investigation of them, and have given the following

certificate :

—

Messrs. A., B. & 0.

Grentlemen,

We have acted as your accountants for many years,

and have recently made a special examination of your books,

and we hereby certify that the net profits of your business for

the five years ending the day of January, 1900, have

been as follows :

—

£
Year ending January, 1896 - . -

Year ending January, 1897

Year ending January, 1898 - . -

Year ending January, 1899 . - -

Year ending January, 1900 - - -

Average for the five years - - £

In arriving at these figures we have not debited profit and

loss accounts with interest on borrowed capital, or loans, nor

with income tax.

SuflBcient provision has in our judgment been made for

depreciation of the leasehold premises, fixtures, fumitui'e,

horses, vans, &c.

Yours faithfully,

(Chartered Accountants).

£
The average annual profits of the business on

the basis of the last five years is -

The annual dividend on /. 5 per cent.

preference shares is - - - -

A dividend of say per cent, on present

ordinary shares would require /.

Leaving a surplus of -

It is proposed to continue the business without break or interrup-
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Form 24. tion upon the lines whieli have proved so successful in the past,

retaining the services of the present managers and staff who have

so largely contributed to that success.

{e) The vendors, Mr. and Mr. , will act as managing

directors for the period of five years, and during such period will

retain an interest of at least /. in the capital of the company.

(/) The purchase price for the sale of the above property has been

fixed by the vendors, who are the promoters of the company,

at the sum of /. Of this sum one half will be payable to

Mr. , and the other half to Mr. . Each sum of /.

will be paid and satisfied as follows : that is to say, as to /.

in cash, as to /. by debentures, and as to the balance of 1.

by the allotment of ordinary shares credited as fully paid up.

The business will be taken over subject to all existing trade

contracts. These are of the ordinary trade character.

The difference between the purchase price and the capital when
paid up will also provide the company with nearly 1, cash, the

vendor discharging all liabilities and the whole of the expenses

attending the formation of the company, the transfer of the

projDerties, and issue of capital. A sum of 1, ordinary shares

is reserved for future issue if and when required.

(^f) The minimum subscription on which the directors may
proceed to allotment is shares.

(e) Vendors' Names, etc.—The names and addi*esses of the vendors
must be stated. Sect. 10 (1) (f) of the Companies Act, 1900.

{/) The prospectus must state the amount (if an}') paid or pa^-able as

purchase-money in cash, shares, or debentxu-es of any such properh' as

aforesaid, si^ecifv-ing the amount payable for goodwUl. Sect. 10 (1) (g)
of the Act of 1900.

See also sect. 10 (1) (f).

(ff) Minimum Subscription and Allotment.—The prospectus must
state the minimum subscription on which the du'ectoi-s may proceed to

allotment, and the amount payable on application and allotment on
each share ; and in the case of a second or subsequent offer of shares,

the amount offered for subscription on each previous allotment, and
the amount actually allotted, and the amount (if any) paid on such
shares. Sect. 10 (1) (d) of the Companies Act of 1900.

In relation to the minimum subscrijition, sect. 4 of the Act of 1900

must be borae in mind. That section provides as follows :

—

4.—(1.) No allotment shall be made of any share capital of a com-
pany offered to the public for subscription, unless the following condi-

tions have been complied with, namely

—

(a) the amount (if any) fixed bj' the memorandum or articles of
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In addition to the shares and debentui'es which are to be issued Form 24.

to the vendors as above mentioned, the company is to issue to

(/i) fully paid-up ordinary shares in the company, and /.

debentiu-es, in consideration of his selling to the company

the reversionary fee simple of the leasehold factory. No. ,

Street, E.G., expectant on the lease thereof to be acquired by

the company from the vendors.

(i) The shares now offered for subscription have been underwritten

association and named in the prospectus as the minimum sub-
scription upon which the directors may proceed to allotment ; or

(b) if no amount is so fixed aud named, then the whole amount of
the share capital so offered for subscription,

has been subscribed, and the sum payable on appUcation for the amoimt
so fixed and named, or for the whole amount offered for subscription,

has been paid to and received by the company. •

(2.) The amount so fixed and named and the whole amount aforesaid

shall be reckoned exclusively of any amount payable otherwise than in

cash, and is in this Act referred to as the minimum subscription.

(3.) The amount payable on application on each share shall not be
less than five per cent, of the nominal amount of the share.

(4.) If the conditions aforesaid have not been complied with on the
expiration of forty days after the first issue of the prospectus, all

money received from applicants for shares shall be forthwith repaid to

the applicants without interest, and, if any such money is not so repaid
within forty-eight days after the issue of the prospectus, the directors

of the company shall be jointly and severally hable to repay that

money with interest at the rate of five per centum per annum from the
expiration of the forty-eight days : Provided that a director shall not
be Hable if he proves that the loss of the money was not due to any
misconduct or negligence on his part.

(5.) Any condition requiring or binding any applicant for shares to

waive compliance with any requirement of this section shall be void.

(6.) This section, except sub- section (3) thereof, shaU not apply to

any allotment of shares subsequent to the first allotment of shares

offered to the public for subscription. (See pp. 10— 14, supra.)

As to the effect of making an allotment in contravention of sect. 4,

see sect. 6 of the Act of 1900.

(h) Fully Paid Shares, etc.—The prospectus must state the number
and amount of shares and debentures issued, or agreed to be issued,

as fully or partly paid up otherwise than in cash, and in the latter

case the extent to which they are so paid up, and in either case the
consideration for which such shares or debentures Imve beeu issued or
are proposed or intended to be issued. Sect. 10 (1) (e) of the Com-
panies Act, 1900.

(e) Underwriting.—The prospectus must state the amoxmt (if any)
paid or payable as commission for subscribing or agreeing to sub-
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Form 24. for a connnlssion at the rate of per cent, on the amount
thereof, and such commission is payable by the company.

(k) The vendors are to pay the preliminary expenses of and

incident to the formation and floating of the company down
to the time when it becomes entitled to commence business, includ-

ing the imderwriting commission above mentioned, and the

estimated amount thereof is /.

(/) The sum of /. in cash is to be paid by the vendors to

scribe, or procuring or agreeing to procure subscriptions, for any
shares in the company, or the rate of any such, commission. See
sect. 10 (1) (h) of the Companies Act, 1900 ; see also sect. 8.

(k) Preliminary Expenses.—The prospectus must state the amoimt
or estimated amount of preliminary expenses. Sect. 10 (1) (i) of the
Companies Act, 1900.

(I) Promoters and Vendors.—The prospectus must state the amount
paid or intended to be j)aid to any promoter, and the consideration for

any such pa^nment. Sect. 10 (1) (j) of the Companies Act, 1900.

It must also state full particulars of the nature and extent of the
interest (if any) of every director in the promotion of or in the pro-

perty proposed to be acquired by the company, with a statement of all

siuns paid, or agreed to be paid, to him in cash or shares by any
person, either to qualify him as a director or otherwise for services

rendered by him in connection with the formation of the company.
Sect. 10 (1) (m) of the Companies Act, 1900.

The prospectus must state the names and addresses of the vendors of

any property purchased or acquired by the company, or proposed so to

be purchased or acquired, which is to be paid lor wholly or partly out
of the proceeds of the issue offered for subscription by the prospectus,

or the purchase or acquisition of which has not been completed at the
date of publication of the prospectus, and the amount payable in cash,

shares, or debentures, to the vendor, and where there is more than one
separate vendor, or the company is a sub-purchaser, the amount so

payable to each vendor. Sect. 10 (1) (f) of the Companies Act, 1900.

For the purposes of this section (10) every person shall be deemed
to be a vendor who has entered into any contract, absolute or con-

ditional, for the sale or purchase, or for any option of purchase, of any
propei-ty to be acquired by the company, in any case where

—

(a) the purchase-money is not fully paid at the date of publication

of the prospectus ; or

(b) the purchase-money is to be paid or satisfied whoUy or in part
out of the proceeds of the issue offered for subscription by the
prospectus; or

(c) the contract depends for its validity or fulfilment on the result of

such issue. Sect. 10 (2) of the Companies Act, 1900.

Where any of the property to be acquired by the company is to be
taken on lease, this section shall apply as if the exjpression " vendor"
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Mr. for his services to them in the promotion of the company, Porm 24.

and Mr. , who has joined the directorate at the request of the
~

vendors, is to receive from them a sum sufficient to enable him to

pay for his qualification shares.

(m) The contract for the sale of the business is dated the day

of , and made between A., B. and C. of the one part, and the

company of the other part. The contract includes certain property

situate at , which has recently been purchased by the said

A., B. and C. under contract dated the day of , and

made between the Syndicate and A., B. and C.

(n) The articles of association provide that the qualification of a

director is to be the holding of shares in the company, and

that the remuneration of the directors is to be 1, per annum,

and such further sum as the company in general meeting may
grant, and that such remuneration is to be divided among them in

such proportions as the directors may determine.

The certificate of Messrs. , and copies of the memorandum

and articles of association of the company and of the above con-

tracts can be inspected at the office of the soKcitors to the company

at any time during business hours.

included the lessor, and the expression "purchase-money" included

the consideration for the lease, and the expression " sub-purchaser "

included a sub-lessee. Sect. 10 (3) of the same Act.

(ot) Contracts.—The prospectus must also state the dates of and
parties to every material contract, and a reasonable time and place at

which any material contract or a copy thereof may be inspected

:

Provided that this requirement shall not apply to a contract entered

into in the ordinary course of the business carried on or intended to

be carried on by the company, or to any contract entered into more
than three years before the date of pubhcation of the prospectus.

Sect. 10 (1) (k) of the Companies Act, 1900.

In the case of a prospectus pubHshed more than one year after the

date at which the company is entitled to commence business, the

obligation to disclose all material contracts shall be limited to a period

of two years immediately preceding the publication of the prospectus.

Sect. 10 (4) (b).

A company shall not prior to the statutory meeting vary the terms
of a contract referred to in the prospectus, except subject to the
approval of the statutory meeting. Sect. 11 of Act of 1900.

(n) Qualification and Remuneration of Directors.—The prospectus

must state the number of shares (if any) fixed by the articles of

association as the qualification of a director, and any provision in

the articles of association as to the remuneration of the directors.

Sect. 10 (1) (b).
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Form 24. (o) A copy of the company's memorandum of association is

printed in the fold of the prospectus [or at the foot], and is part of

this prospectus.

Application will he made to the Committee of the London Stock

Exchange in due course for a settlement and quotation for hoth

classes of shares.

Application for shares should be made upon the form accompany-

ing the prospectus, and sent to the company's bankers, Bank,

Limited, , E.G., or to one of the branches, together with a

remittance of the amount of the deposit.

Where no allotment is made the deposit will be returned in

full, and where the number of shares allotted is less than the

number applied for, the balance of the deposit will be applied

towards the remaining payments.

Failure to pay any future instalment on shares allotted when
due will render pre^-ious pajTnents liable to forfeiture.

Prospectuses and forms of application can be obtained at the

oflBce of the company, or from the solicitors or brokers, London.

This prospectus has been duly filed with the Registrar of Joint

Stock Companies (p).

Dated, .

[^Rere add in the copy filed signatures of directors] (q).

(o) Memorandum of Association.—The prospectus must state the

contents of the memorandum of association, with the names, descrip-

tions, and addresses of the signatories, and the number of shares

subscribed for by them respectively. Sect. 10 (1) (a) of the Act of

1900. Kot so in an advertisement. See sect. 10 (6).

( jo) As to application of Act, see below.

(y) Signing and FiliDg.—Under sect. 9 of the Act of 1900, a pro-

spectus is to be filed with the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, and
is to be dated and signed by eveiy person who is named therein as a

director, or proposed director, or by his agent authorized in writing,

and no prospectus is to be issued until so tiled ; and every prospectus

shall state on the face of it that it has been so filed.

How far Act applies.—The application of sect. 10 of the Act of

1900 is qualified to some extent by the sub-sections following :

—

(4.) This section shall not apply to a circular or notice inviting

existing members or debenture holders of a company to subscribe for

further shares or debentures, but, subject as aforesaid, this section
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The Company, Limited. Form 24a.

Notice is hereby given that the above-named company is issuing Advertise-

a prospectus [dated the day of ] inviting subscriptions at
prosJ,^\J^.

par for 5 per cent, cumulative preference shares of /.

each, and ordinary shares of 61. The said prospectus states,

among other things, that [Jiore give extract h].

Copies of the said prospectus can be obtained at the oflfice of the

company or from the company's solicitors or brokers.

This notice is not to be regarded as an invitation to the public

to subscribe for shares.

Dated .

No. —, Street, E.C.

See supra, p. 32, note to sub-sect. 6 of sect. 10.

That the form of prospectus submitted to this meeting, and Form 25.

dated the day of , by which shares of /. each Z, T~.
~

J ^ J
_ Kesolution to

in the capital of the company are to be offered to the public for sign and file

subscription, be and the same is hereby approved, and that the P^^^P^ •"•

copy of such prospectus also submitted to this meeting be forthwith

signed by all the directors and filed with the Registrar of Joint

Stock Companies, as required by sect. 9 of the Companies Act,

1900.

See the stringent provisions of sect. 9, supra, p. 24.

shall apply to any prospectus whether issued on or with reference to

the formation of a company or subsequently : Provided that

—

(a) the requirements as to the memorandum of association, and the
qualitication, remuneration, and interest of directors, the names,
descriptions, and addresses of directors or proposed directors,

and the amount or estimated amount of preliminary expenses,

shall not apply in the case of a prospectus pubHshed more than
one year after the date at which the company is entitled to

commence business ; and '

(b) in the case of a prospectus pubHshod more than one year after

the date at which the company is entitled to commence business,

the obligation to disclose all material contracts shall be Hmited
to a period of two years immediately preceding the publication

of the prospectus.

(5.) Any condition requiring or binding any appHcant for shares oi*

debentures to waive comphance with any requirement of this section,

or purporting to affect him with notice of any contract, docimient, or

matter not specifically referred to in the prospectus, shall be void.

(6.) Where any such prospectus as is mentioned in this section is

published as a newspaper advertisement, it shall not be necessary to

specify the contents of the memorandum of association or the signa-

tories thereto and the number of shares subscribed for by them.
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Form 26. That shares In the capital of the company of /. each

Resolution for
^® allotted to the several persons in that behalf named in the

allotment. application and allotment sheets submitted to this meeting, and for

the purpose of identification subscribed by the chairman thereof,

and so that each allottee shall receive an allotment of the number
of shares set opposite his or her name in the —— column of the

sheet in which his name appears, and that notice of allotment be

given to the respective allottees, and that in each case where in the

column of the said sheet the words " no allotment " appear

the deposit paid by the corresponding applicant be returned, and

that when the application money paid by an allottee exceeds the

amount payable on application and allotment in respect of the

shares allotted to him, the excess be returned to such applicant.

Allotment : Minimum Subscription.

Where, on or after tie 1st January, 1901, share capital of a company
is offered to the public for subscrij^tion (except in the case of a
company whicli, prior to thai date, has made an allotment of shares

offered to the public for subscription), sect. 4 of the Act of 1900
provides that no allotment shall be made of capital so offered unless

certain conditions have been complied with, namely :

—

First:

(a) The amount, if any, fixed by the memorandum or articles of

association and named in the prospectus as the minimum sub-

scription upon which the directors may proceed to allotment ; or

(b) If no amoimt is so fixed and named, then the tchole atnount of

the share capital so offered for subscription has been srsscRiBED.

(The "amount" and "whole amount" above named are to be
reckoned exclusively of any amount payable otherwise than in cash,

either term being called the " minimum subscription." See sub-s. 2.)

Secondly

:

The sum payable on application (being not less than five per cent,

of the nominal amount of a share) for the amount so fixed and
named, or for the whole amount offered for siibscription, has been
PAID to and EECEiVED BY TUE co^rpA^"Y. (Scc further the provisions of

sect. 4, supra, p. 10.)

Having regard to these provisions, it is highly desirable in the

articles of association to specify' the minimum subscription upon which
the directors may proceed to allotment, for othenvise, even though the

subscription be very large, the company cannot proceed to allotment



unless and until the whole capital offered for subscription has heen Form 26.
subscribed. What should be the amount specified must depend on
the circumstances of the case. (See supra, ji. 10.) But looking to

the terms of the section, it will generally bo prudent to specify a small
amount as the minimiim subscription.

Sect. 4 (4) provides that if the above conditions have not been com- Return of

plied with on the expiration of forty days after the first issue of the application

prospectus, the moneys received from applicants are to be returned,
™o°®y*'

and if forty- eight days expire the directors become liable to repay the
amount vrith interest.

Moreover, sect. 5 makes an allotment in contravention of sect. 4 Voidable

voidable (see note to the next form), and makes directors liable in allotments,

damages. Damages.

See further, as to what allotments must be made before the company
can commence business or borrow money, the notes to Form 30,

infra.

To Company, Limited, and the directors thereof. Form 27.

Q-ENTLEMEN, Notice avoid-

Take notice that I, the undersigned, do hereby avoid, pur- in^ont°ra™en-

suant to sect. 5 of the Companies Act, 1900, the allotment of tio^ of sect. 4

shares of —'— /. each in your capital made to me in the igoi.

month of , 1900, and request you to remove my name from

the register of members in respect of such shares, and to repay to

me the sums, amounting to /., paid by me in respect of such

shares, with interest at the rate of four per cent, per annimi

thereon as from the ti7ne ichen I paid the same respectively to you.

And take notice, that imless within seven days from the date

hereof you notify to me your assent to such avoidance and comply

with my request aforesaid, I shaU take such proceedings against

you as I may be advised.

Dated the day of -.

Signature of allottee .

Name in full ,

Address .

Description .

Sect. 5 (1) of the Companies Act, 1900, provides that "an allotment
made by a company to an applicant in contravention of the foregoing
provisions of this Act shaU be voidable at the instance of the applicant

within one month after the holding of the statutory meeting of the
company and not later, and shall be so voidable notwithstanding that

the company is in course of being wound up."
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Form 28. AN AGREEMENT made the day of , between

Agreement A. B. of , of the One part, and The Company, Limited
for allotment
of paid-up (hereinafter called " the company "), of the other part, wherehy it

is a^eed as follows :

—

1. The said A. B. shall sell, and the company shall purchase

[^sfafe ic/taf]

2. As the consideration for the said sale, the company shall

allot to the said A. B., or his nominees , fully paid-up shares

in the capital of the company of /. each, and such shares shall

he numbered to inclusive.

3. [As to title.]

4. [As to completion.]

[7/ t/ie comjmni/ is not yet entitled to commence business add

5. This agreement is provisional, and is not to he binding on

the company until it becomes entitled to commence business, and if

it does not become so entitled within weeks from the date

hereof, the said A. B. may by notice in writing to the company

annul this agreement.] ^

As witness, &c.

As to a company being entitled to commence business, and its con-

tracts being in the meantime jDro'visional, see Companies Act, 1900,

8. 6.

Paid-up Shares.

Sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1867, in effect rendered it necessary,

where it was desired to issue shares credited as fully or partly paid up
for a consideration other than cash {e. g., in consideration of property

to be made over to the company or services to be rendered), to embody
the arrang:ement in a contract in writing, and to file that contract with

the Eegistrar of Joint Stock Companies before the issue of the shares,

and in default the shares were not effectually credited. This section,

however, is repealed by sect. 33 of the Companies Act, 1900, and
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instead thereof there are certain provisions in sect. 7 of the Act of
1900 which will have to be attended to. According to those provisions,
where any shares credited as fully or jiartly paid up are allotted for a
consideration other than cash, a contract in regard thereto and a return
stating the number and nominal amount, the extent to which they are
to be treated as paid up, and the consideration for which they have
been allotted is to be filed with the registrar within one month after
the allotment, and the proper stamp duty must be paid thereon.
Default in compliance renders every director, manager, secretary, or
other officer of the company who is knowingly a party to the default
liable to a heavy penalty for every day during which the default con-
tinues ; but the credit on the shares will not, by reason of any such
default, be invalidated. Thus the great hardships which unfortimate
allottees have been under will be avoided ; but directors and officials

may incur serious liabilities under this section, and should be very
careful to comply vrith its provisions.

Form 28.

Tlie Limited.

-/., divided intoCapital,

The proposed issue of

shares of 1/. each.

shares of each.

Form 29.

Underwriting
letter.

To the ahove-named company.

Gentlemen,

With reference to the draft prospectus dated the of

, and marked " draft subject to revision," "which, when finally

settled, you propose to issue, and for the consideration below men-

tioned I, the undersigned, hereby underwrite of the shares

so to be offered, and I now hand in an application for the same

together with cheque for /. for pajTuent of the deposit of

1, per share payable on the shares imderwritten by me, which

is to be applied accordingly.

My subscription is to be on the terms of your prospectus as finally

settled and issued, and you are to be at liberty to insert the date

of such prospectus in my application. If [or the whole] of

the said shares in your capital shall be applied for by, and

allotted to the public, I am not to be allotted any shares in respect

of my application ; but if [the whole] of such shares be not so

applied for and allotted, then all applications made by the public

on which allotments are made are to be applied in relief of the

imderwriters, including myself, rateably in proportion to the amount

of the shares imderwritten by them respectively, and only my
rateable proportion of the shares not so applied for and allotted to

the public shaU be allotted to me.

p. H
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Form 29. All applications initialled by me, and apj)roved by you, sent in

by me prior to tbe time fixed by the prospectus for closing the list

of subscribers are to be applied ia further relief of my obligation

to subscribe hereunder, and shall not be considered subscriptions

by the public. If I withdraw or do not hand you the above-men-

tioned application,you are to be at libertyto authorise anyone of your

officers in my name or on my behalf to sign and put in an applica-

tion in the form referred to in the prospectus as published for the

nimiber of shares underwritten by me, or any less number, and to

take an allotment in respect thereof, and I will pay the allotment

money immediately after receiving notice of allotment.

You are, within days after you shall have become entitled

to commence business, to pay me a commission of per cent, in

cash on the nominal amount of the shares imderwritten by me,

such commission to be paid whether I am required to accept an

allotment of shares or not ; but if an allotment be made to me, no

commission is to be payable until the allotment moneys payable by

me have been paid, and you may apply the commission in or

towards payment of such moneys.

I am not to be bouad to subscribe unless at least of the

said shares are miderwritten prior to the publication of the pro-

spectus, and any allotment to me must be made before the

day of .

My obligation hereunder is to hold good notwithstanding any

variation between the draft prospectus submitted to me, as above

referred to, and the prospectus as finally settled and published,

provided that the amoimt of the capital of the company, namely
/. divided into shares of 1/. each, is not altered.

Any notice to me may be served by sending the same by post

addressed to me at the subjoined address, and shall be deemed to

be served on the day following that on which it is posted. Be so

good as to notify to me your acceptance of this proposal.

Dated this day of .

[^Signature of Undencriter.l

Address.

I acknowledge notice of your acceptance of the above proposal

for shares.

\_8ignature of Undenmter.J
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\
To of .

O^
Sir, Form 29a. ^

With reference to your underwriting proposal of the Acceptance of

of , a copy of which is set forth ahove, the company hereby iinderwritmg

accepts the same for shares, and acknowledges the receipt of

the cheque for /., being the deposit thereon.

Dated .

[^8ignature.'\

Address.

Underwriting and other Commissions.

Prior to the Companies Act, 1900, it was considered that under-
writing commissions could not safely be paid by the company for

underwriting its own shares—at any rate, out of capital ; and
accordingly underwriting commissions were usually paid by vendors
and promoters. Moreover, it was well settled that shares could not be
issued at a discount, and accordingly it was not allowable to pay a
person who subscribed for shares a commission or discount for sub-
scribing the same or for placing shares. The Act of 1900 materially

alters the law in these respects, for " upon any offer of shares to the
pubhe for subscription" it permits (sect. 8) a company *'to pay a commis-
sion to any person in consideration of his subscribing or agreeing to

subscribe, whether absolutely or conditionally, for any shares in the
company, or procuring or agreeing to procure subscriptions, whether
absolute or conditional, for any shares in the company." But this

permission is only granted on condition that the payment of the com-
mission and the amount or rate per cent, of the commission paid or
agreed to be paid are authorized by the articles of association and
disclosed ia the prospectus, and the commission or amount paid or

agreed to be paid does not exceed the amount or rate so authorized.

Hence, subject to the conditions above mentioned, an underwriting
commission to be paid by the company is allowable, and, what is more,
the company may, by the prospectus, in effect offer to issue its shares

at a discoujit ; that is to say, may offer to pay a specified commission
to those who, in response thereto, subscribe for shares ; and, as appears
from the wording, there are various other bargains which will thus be
legalised.

There is no limit to the commission so allowed, except as above
mentioned. Hence, if the articles of association say that commission
may be paid at a rate not exceeding, say, twenty to thirty per cent.,

and the prospectus discloses this fact, the company may pay a com-
mission not exceeding the rate so specified.

Except as allowed by sub-s. (1), commissions, discounts, &c., in

relation to the taking of shares are prohibited, but the section is not

to affect the power of the company to pay lawfid brokerage, as

heretofore.

It is to be noted that if some shares are offered for subscription the

company may pay commission whether in respect of shares so offered

or of shares not so offered.

h2
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Form 30.

Statutory
declaration

before
commencing
business.

Sect. 6 of

1900.

See sect. 6(6).

Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

[5s. registration stamp.]

Declaration made on behalf of , Limited, that the

conditions of sect. 6 (1) of the Companies Act, 1900

(63 & 64 Vict. 0. 48), have been complied with.

Presented for filing by .

I , of , &c., being [the secretary or ] of The
,

Limited, do solemnly and sincerely declare :

—

That the amount of the share capital of the company offered to

the pubhc for subscription is /.

That the amount fixed by the memorandum or articles of asso-

ciation, and named in the prospectus as the minimum subscription

upon which the company may proceed to allotment, is /.

That shares held subject to the payment of the whole amount

thereof in cash have been allotted to the amount of /.

That every director of the said company has paid to the company

on each of the shares taken, or contracted to be taken, by him, and

for which he is liable to pay in cash, a proportion equal to the pro-

portion payable on application and allotment on the shares offered

by the company for public subscription.

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the

same to be true and pursuant to the Statutory Declarations Act,

1835.

Conunencement of Business and Exercise of

Borrowing Po"wers.

Under the Companies Act, 1862, a compan}- coidd commence busi-

ness immediately after its incoi'poration (see supra, p. 36); but section 6

of the Act of 1900 alters the law in this respect so far as regards
companies registered after the 31st December, 1900, where there is an
invitation to the public to subscribe for their shares, and prohibits such
companies from commencing any business or exercising any borrowing
powers imless certain specified conditions are comphed with. These
are set out in sect. 6, supi-a, and tlie most important is that shares held
subject to the payment of the whole amount thereof in cash have been
allotted to an amount not less in the whole than "the minimxun sub-
scription," as to which see supra, p. 10. Not only is a company which
is within the section (see sub-sects. (6) and (7)) prohibited from com-
mencing business or exercising its borrowing powers until these con-

ditions have been comphed with, but any contract made before the date

at which the company is entitled to commence business is to be
provisional only. (See sub-s. 3 of sect. 6.)
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Moreover, penalties are imposed if the company does commence Form 30.

business and exercise borrowing powers in contravention of the section.

(See sub-8. 5.)

Note, however, that sub-s. (4) provides that "nothing in this section

shall prevent tlie simultaneous offer for subscription of any shares and
debentures or the receipt of any apj)Ucation."

No. of Certificate . Porm 31.

Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900. Retum of

[ds. registration stamp.]
^"^t'^e^t^-

Eeturn or Allotments from the day of to

the day of of The , Limited, made

pursuant to sect. 7 (1) of the Companies Act, 1900.

(To be filed with the registrar within one month after the allot-

ment is made.)

* Number of the shares allotted payable in cash .

Nominal amount of the shares so allotted t-.

Amount paid or due and payable on each such share /.

* Number of shares allotted for a consideration other than

cash .

Nominal amount of the shares so allotted /.

Amount to be treated as paid on each such share /.

The consideration for which such shares have been allotted is as

follows :

—

* * » « •

Presented for filing by .

Names, addresses, and descriptions of the allottees.

[Tabular form with five columns, under heads of surname, Christian

name, address, description, and number of shares allotted.]

Signature .

Sect. 7 of the Act of 1900 provides that whenever a company
limited by shares makes any allotment of its shares the company shall

within one month thereafter file with the registrar a return as above,

together with contracts in the case of shares allotted for a consideration

other than cash, and there are onerous penalties for default. See

supra, p. 20.

The Company, Limited. Form 32.

To the directors of the above-named company. Requisition -

Take notice, that we, the undersigned persons, holding not less ordinary

than one-tenth of the issued capital of the above-named company, general

upon which all calls or other sums due have been paid, hereby Sect. 13 of

Act of 1900.

Distinguish between preference, ordinary, &o.
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Form 32. require jou to convene an extraordinary general meeting of the

above-named company for the purpose of considering, and if

thought fit passing, a resolution altering the articles of association

of the said company as follows ; that is to say :

—

(a) By substituting the word " seven " for the word " five " in

clause .

(b) By cancelling clause [or as the case may be^.

Signatures of requisitionists.

Dated the day of 19—.

Form 33. The Company, Limited.

Notice of Notice is hereby given, that an extraordinaiy general meeting

meeting byre- of the above-named company mil be held at , on day,

SecfiSAct *^e day of , at o'clock in the afternoon, for the

of 19C0 pm'pose of considering, and if thought fit passing, the subjoined

resolution, which, if passed by the requisite majority, will be sub-

mitted for confirmation as a special resolution to a further general

meeting which will be subsequently convened ; that is to say :
—

That, &c.

This notice is given by the persons [or, a majority in value of

the persons] who signed a requisition dated, &c., pursuant to

sect. 13, sub-sect. 3, of the Companies Act, 1900, the directors

having failed to comply with the said requisition which was

deposited at the company's office on the day of .

(3.) If the directors of the company do not proceed to cause a,

meeting to be held within twenty-one days from the date of the requisi-

tion being so deposited, the requisitionists, or a majority of them in

value, may themselves convene the meeting, but any meeting so con-
vened shall not be held after three months from the date of such
deposit. (Sect. 13 (3) of Companies Act, 1900.)

Form 34.

Report to be
Bubmitted to
statutory
meetiDg,
Sect. 12 of

Act of 1900.

The Company, Limited.

Eeport of the Directors of the Company

(in compliance with Section 12 of the Companies Act, 1900).

The directors report to the members as follows :

—

1 . The total number of shares allotted is .
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2. Of the shares so allotted have been allotted on the

footing that they are to be paid up in cash as stated in the

prospectus, namely :

—

on application, per share,

on allotment, per share,

on the day of , per share.

and the residue, viz., shares, have been allotted, credited as

fully paid up, in part consideration for the goodwill, lands, buildings,

stock-in-trade, and other assets of Messrs.
,
purchased by the

company as in the company's prospectus mentioned.

3. The total amount of cash received by the company in respect

of the said shares is /., and it has received no cash in

respect of the said shares.

4. The following is an abstract of the receipts and payments of

the company on capital account to the date of this report :

—

Receipts. £ s. (I. Payments. £ «. d.

Form 34.

5. The preliminary expenses of the company are estimated

at /.

6. The names, addresses, and descriptions of the directors,

auditors, managers (if any), and secretary of the company are as

follows :

—

A. of

B. of

C. of

L. of

M. of

N. of

(carrying on business

at .)

R. of

T. of

Directors.

Auditors.

Manager.

Secretary.
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Form 34. 7. Bj an agreement dated the day of , and made

between K. and L. of the one part, and the company of the other

part, the said K. and L. agreed to sell to the company and the

company agreed to purchase certain patents belonging to the said

K. and L., and the consideration was to he /. in cash and

/. in fully paid-up shares. The said K. and L. have signified

their willingness to accept 5,000/. in fully paid-up shares in satis-

faction of 5,000/. part of the said /. cash, and it is proposed to

modify the said agreement accordingly, and the proposal will he

euhmitted to the statutory meeting for its approval.

Dated, .

"We, the undersigned directors of the above-named company,

certify that the above report is correct.

Dated, &o.

j
Directors.

The report must be signed by not less than two directors, or where

there are less than two by the sole director and manager. (See

sect. 12 (2) of the Act of 1900.)

We, the undersigned, being the auditors of the above-named

company, hereby certify that the above report is correct as to the

shares allotted by the company and as to the cash received in

respect of such shares, and as to the receipts and payments of the

company on capital account.

I

Auditors of the company.

The auditors (if any) must certify as above. (See sect. 12 (3) of the

Companies Act, 1900.)

The directors shall cause a copy of the report, certified as by this

section required, to be filed with the registrar forthwith after the

sending thereof to the members of the company. (Sect. 12 (4). )
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The Company, Limited. Form 35.

List of members to be submitted to the statutory meeting of the List of
^ members to be

company :

—

Names of Members. Addresses. Descriptions.

Number of

Shares held by
each Member.

submitted to

statutory

meeting.
Sect. 12 (.5) of

Act of 1900.

, Secretary.

The directors shall cause a hst showing the names, descriptions, and
addresses of the members of the company, and the number of shares

held by them respectively, to be produced at the commencement of the

meeting, and to remain open and accessible to any member of the

company during the continuance of the meeting. (Sect. 12 (5) of

Companies Act, 1900.)

No. of Certificate Form 36.

Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900 Particulars of

[5s. registration stamp.] and charges.

Particulars to be supplied to the registrar pursuant to sect. 14 (7)

of the Companies Act, 1900 (63 & 61 Vict. c. 48) of a mortgage or

charge created by The , Limited, and being :

—

* (a) A mortgage or charge for the purpose of securing any issue

of debentures ; or,

* (b) A mortgage or charge on uncalled capital of the company

;

or,

* (c) A mortgage or charge created or evidenced by an instrument

which, if executed by an individual, would require regis-

tration as a bin of sale ; or,

* (d) A floating charge on the undertaking or property of the

company.

Note.—The original instrument evidencing the mortgage or

• Strike out the sub-heads (a), (b), (c), or (d), which do not apply.
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Form 36. charge must be presented with this return within twenty-one days

after the date of its creation (sect. 14 (1) ), accompanied by the

particulars set out in this form.

Presented for filing by .

Particulars of a moiigage or charge created by The ,

Limited :

—

[Tabular form with five columns under headings—(1) Date of

creation of the mortgage or charge ; or in the case of a series of

debentxires the date of the covering deed by which the security is

created or defined : (2) Amount secured by the mortgage or charge
;

or in the case of a series of debentures; where the holders of the
series are entitled jjciri jmssu, the total amount secured by the whole
series : (3) Dates of resolutions creating the series of debentures :

(4) Short particulars of the property mortgaged or charged ; or in the
case of a series of debentures a general description of the property
charged: (5) Names of the mortgagees or persons entitled to the

mortgage or charge ; or in the case of a series of debentures the
names of the trustees (if any) for the debenture holders : (6) "Where
more than one issue of debentures in the same series {sub-columyis)—
(a) Date of present issue

;
(b) Amount of present issue

;
(c) Total

amount previously issued by [j«. of] the series.]

Signature .

The fees will be as follows :

—

For registering any mortgage or charge created by a company

—

Where the amount of the mortgage or charge or

debenture does not exceed 200Z £0 10

"Where the amount of the mortgage or charge or

debenture exceeds 200/ 1

Provided that in the case of a series of debentures the fee or
registration of each debenture of the same series after the first shall

be sixpence.

Form 37. No. of Certificate

Particulars of

an issue of

debentures.

Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

\6s. registration stamp.]

Particulars to be entered on the register pursuant to sect. 14 (5)

of the Companies Act, 1900 (63 & 64 Yict. c. 48), of an issue of

debentures, being one of several issues of the same series issued by

The , Limited.

Presented for filing by .
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Particulars to be entered on the register pursuant to sect. 14 (5) Form 37.

of the Companies Act, 1900, of an issue of debentures of the same

series as other issues of The , Limited :

—

[Tabular form with seven columns under headings—(1) Date of

resolution and deed (if any) creating the series of debentures or

debenture stock : (2) Total amount secured by the whole series of

debentures or debenture stock : (3) General description of property

charged : (1) Names, addresses, and descriptions of trustees for

holders of debentures or debenture stock : (5) Date of present issue :

(6) Amount of present issue: (7) Total amount previously issued of

this series (if any).

Signature .

The writer understands that the above form has been abandoned in

favour of Form 3G.

No. of Certificate .

'

Form 35.

Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900. Memorandum
of satisfaction.

[5.S. registration stamp.]

Memorandum of Satisfaction of mortgage or charge created

by The , Limited, to be entered on the register pur-

suant to sect. 16 of the Companies Act, 1900 (63 & 64

Vict. c. 48).

Presented for filing by .

To the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.

The , Limited, hereby gives notice that the [mortgage, cr

charge, or debentures, or debenture stock, as the case may 6(>], dated

tbe day of , and created by the company for secm'ing

the sum of /., was satisfied to the extent of /. on the

day of .

In witness whereof the common seal of the company was here-

unto affixed the day of in the presence of

Directors.

Secretary.
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Form 39. No. of Certificate

Copy of

regit^ter of

directors or

managers.

Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

[5s. registration stamp.]

Copy of Register of Directors or Managers of The

Limited, pursuant to sects. 45 and 46 of 25 & 26 Yict.

c. 89, and sect. 20 of 63 & 64 Yict. c. 48.

This notice should be signed hy the secretary of the company.

Presented for filing by .

Copy of the register of directors or managers of The Com-

pany, Limited, and of any changes therein :

—

[This will be in tabular form :—(1) Names, (2) addresses, (3) occu-

pations, (4) changes. As to (4) : A complete list of the existing direc-

tors or managers should always be given. A note of the changes
since the last hst was filed should be made in this column, e.g., bj
placing against a new director's name the words "in place of ,"

and by writing against any former director's name the words " dead,"
" resigned," or as the case may be.]

Signature of Secretary .

See as to this return, supra, p. 79.

Form 40. No. of Certificate

Annual
summary and
list.

The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

[ps. registration stamp.]

FoEM E. as altered by the Board of Trade, by notices in the

London Gazette, pursuant to sect. 71 of the Companies

Act, 1862, and sect. 19 of the Companies Act, 1900.

Summary of capital and shares of the Company, Limited,

made up to the day of 190— (being the fourteenth

day succeeding the date of the first ordinary general meeting in

the year).

Nominal ci.nital -/. Divided into *
shares of •L* each.

-190—Total number of shares taken vq) to the day of -

(which number must agree with the total shewn in the list, as

held by existing members) *
.

* WTiere there are Bhares of different kinds or amounts (e.g.. Preference and
Ordiuaty, or 10/. and 5/.), state the numbers and nominal values separately.
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Numl)er to be paid for wholly in cash . Form 40.

Number issued as partly paid up to the extent of per share

otherwise than for cash .

Number issued as fully paid up otherwise than for cash .

+ There has been called up on each of sharos /.

»> .» j> >» '"

») 5> )> >>
'•

§ Total amount of calls received, including payments on applica-

tion and allotment /.

Total amount (if any) agreed to be considered as paid on

shares which have been issued as fully paid (otherwise than in

cash) /.

Total amount (if any) agreed to be considered as paid on

shares which have been issued as partly paid up to the extent

of per share /.

Total amount of calls impaid /.

Total amount (if any) paid on || shares forfeited /.

Total amount of debt due fi'om the company in respect of mort-

gages and charges which require registration under the

Companies Act, 1900 (a), at the date to which this summary

is made up /.

[(a) When requisite insert at (a) the words "or which would
require such registration if created after the commencement of the

said Act." See as to this, supra, p. 50] (h).

Note.—A list of the names and addresses of the Directors must

follow the list of members. Banking companies must also add a

list of all theii' places of business.

The return must be signed, at the end, by the manager or

secretary of the company.

Presented for filing by .

X Where various amounts have been cstlled, or there are shares of different kinds,
state them separately.

§ Include what has been received on forfeited, as well as on existing, shares.

II
State the aggregate number of shares forfeited (if any).

{}) This note is not in the official form.
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Form 40. List of Persons holding Shares in the Company, Limited,

on the day of 190 , and of Persons who have held

Shai-es therein at any time since the date of the last Retui-n,

showing their Names and Addresses, and an Acconnt of the

Shares so held.

NAMES, ADDRESSES, AND OCCrPATTONS.

Folio
in EegistCT
Ledger,

containing
Particulars.

Surname. Christian Name. Address. Occnpation.

*

I

ACCOUNT OF 8HAEES.

• Number of Shares
held by existing

Members at date of

t Particulars of Shares Transferred
since the date of the last Return by
persons who are still Members.

t Particular* of Shares Transferred
since the date of the last Return
by persons who have ceased to be

Members.
REMARKS.

Eetnm.t

Number.+ Date of Registra-
tion of Transfer.

Number. +
Date of Registra-
tion of Transfer.

{Si(^nature)
^

{Officer).

* The aggregate Number of Shares held and not the Distinctive Numbers is to be stated, and
the column must be added ub throughout, so as to make one total to agree with that stated in the
Summary to have been taken up.

t When the Shares arfe of different classes these columns may be sub-divided so that the
number of each class held, or transferred, may be shewn separately.

X The date of Registration of each Transfer should be given as well as the Number of Shares
transferred on each date. The Particulars should be placed opposite the name of the Transferor,
and not opposite that of the Transferee, but the name of the Transferee may be inserted in the
" Memarhs " column, immediately opposite the particulars of each Tranrfer.
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No. of Certiacate Form 40a.

Names and Addresses of the persons who are the Directors ^^^^^of
of The , Limited, on the day of 19—. directors.

{Pursuant to s. 19 (1) (b) of 63 ^ 64 Vict., ch. 48.)

Namefl. Addresses.

-

Signature -

Description

{i.e., Manager or Secretary).

Note.—This list should be annexed to the annual return, imme-

diately after the list of members.
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Form 41. Certificate No.

APPENDIX.

Application The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.
for registra-

tion of private The Company, limited by shares.
company. j. ^

'

j

[5s. registration stamp.]

Application for certificate of incorporation to be filed by a

company which does not issue any invitation to the

public to subscribe for its shares. (Sect. 2 (3) of the

Companies Act, 1900.)

[Name of proposed Company] Limited.

Presented for filing by .

Company limited by shares.

Application by the subscribers to the memorandum of association

of Company, Limited (being a company such as is specified

in sect. 2 (3) of the Companies Act, 1900, and which does not issue

any invitation to the public to subscribe for its shares), for a cer-

tificate of incorporation as a limited company imder the Companies

Acts, 1862 to 1900.

\Ye, the several persons whose names are subscribed, hereby

declare that The Company, Limited, whose memorandum of

association is delivered herewith, does not issue any invitation to

the public to subscribe for its shares.

[Names, addresses, and descriptions of subscribers.]

Dated this day of .

[Witness to the above signatures.]

The above form indicates the mode of satisfying the registrar that

the company is exempt from sect. 2 of the Act of 1900 on the ground
that it " does not " invite the pubhc to subscribe.
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LONDON GAZETTE, January 1st, 1901.

The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

"Whereas by sect. 14 of the Companies Act, 1900, it is

provided that the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies shall, on

payment of the prescribed fee, enter in the register certain

particulars with respect to every mortgage or charge created by

any company after the commencement of the said Act and

requiring registration under the said section, and that the register

shall be open to inspection by any person- on payment of the

prescribed fee, not exceeding Is. for each inspection :

Ajjd whereas by sect. 30 of the said Act the expression

" prescribed " means prescribed by the Board of Trade

:

NOW THEREFORE the Board of Trade do hereby order,

that the fees payable on the registration of mortgages and charges

created by any company on and after the 1st January, 1901, and

requiring registration under sect. 14 of the Companies Act,

1900, and on the inspection of the register of such mortgages and

charges, shall be as follows :

—

For registering any mortgage or charge created by a com-

pany :—

Where the amount of the mortgage or charge does not

exceed 200/. . . 10s.

Where it does exceed 200/. . . 1/.

Provided that, in the case of a series of debentures, registered

in accordance with sub-sects. 4 and 5 of sect. 14 of the

said Act, the above fees shall be charged on the first

debentiire of such series, and a further fee of Qd. on each

subsequent debenture of the series.

For inspecting the register of mortgages and charges :

—

For each inspection . . Is.
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The Board of Trade further direct, in pursuanne of sect. 71

of the Companies Act, 1862, and Table B of Schedule I. of the

said Act, that a fee of 5s. shall he payable on each of the following

documents presented for registration to or given out hj the

Registrar in pursuance of the Companies Act, 1900 :

—

Declaration of compliance with the requisitions of the

Companies Acts.

Consent to act as director of a company.

List of persons who have consented to be directors of a

company.

Declaration made on behalf of a company that the conditions

of sect. 6 (1) of the Companies Act, 1900, have been

complied with.

Return of allotments made by a company.

Report pursuant to sect. 12 of the Companies Act, 1900.

Memorandum of satisfaction of mortgage or charge.

Application for certificate of incorporation when no prospectus

is issued.

Any contract filed with the Registrar pursuant to sect. 2 (1) (ii)

or sect. 7 (1) (b) of the Companies Act, 1900.

Copy of prospectus filed with the Registrar pursuant to

sect. 9 (2) of the Companies Act, 1900.

Certificate of registration of any mortgage or charge after the

first certificate.

Copy of any memorandum of satisfaction given pursuant to

sect. 16 of the Companies Act, 1900.

COURTENAY BoYLE.

Board of Trade,

28th December, 1900.
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The Companies Acts, 1862 to 1900.

"Whereas by sect. 71 of the Companies Act, 1862, it is

provided that the forms set forth in the Second Schedule thereto,

as circumstances admit, shall be used in all matters to which such

forms refer, and that the Board of Trade may from time to time

make such alterations in or additions to the forms contained in the

said Second Schedule as it deems requisite :

And whereas the Form E in the said schedule was altered by

the Board of Trade by notice appearing in the Lomlon Gazette of

the 14th April, 1885 :

NOW THEEEFOEE the Board of Trade do hereby make

the alterations in and additions to Form E in the said Second

Schedule, and in the said London Gazette of the 14th April, 1885,

which appear in the Form E hereinafter set forth, and such form,

or a form as near thereto as circumstances admit, is the form to be

used in making the list and summary of members and capital

prescribed by sect. 26 of the Companies Act, 1862.

The Board of Trade further direct that the other forms herein-

after set forth shall be used for the purposes of the Companies Act,

1900.

Courtenay Boyle.

Board of Trade,

28th December, 1900.

[Forms.

i2
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Then follow the FORMS—
(1) Form No. 6a, of wliicli Form 40, supra, p. 108, is a copy.

(2) Form No. 6b, of which Form 40a, supra, p. Ill, is a copy.

(3) Form No. 9, of which Form 39, supra, p. 108, is a copy.

(4) Form No. 41, of which Form 1, supra, p. 67, is a copy.

(5) Form No. 42, of which Form 3, supra, p. 69, is a copy.

(6) Form No. 43, of which Form 4, supra, p. 70, is a copy.

(7) Form No. 44, of which Form 30, supra, p. 100, is a copy.

(8) Form No. 45, of wliich Form 31, supra, p. 101, is a copy.

(9) Form No. 46, which is much on the lines of Form 34, supra,

p. 102. It contains a note stating that "This form has

been provided for the purpose of indicating the nature of

what is required ; hut as the report to be filed must be a

copy of that sent to the shareholders, all that is contained

in that report must appear in this."

(10) Form No. 47, of which Form 36, supra, p. 105, is a copy.

(11) Form No. 49, of which Form 38, supra, p. 107, is a copy.

(12) Form No. 50, of which Form 41, supra, p. 112, is a copy.

Note.—^Each of the forms thus approved is to have indorsed

thereon the appropriate sections of the Act as set out in the

London Gazette.

COLLECTION OF FEES UNDEE THE COMPANIES
ACTS, 1862—1900.

Whekeas by Treasury Orders, dated respectively the 1st Dec, 1866,

and 28th March, 1 878, certain regulations were made for the collection

of fees payable to the Companies Registration Office.

And whereas it is expedient to amend such regulations

:

Now we, being two of the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's
Treasury, in pursuance of the powers vested in us by the PubUc Offices

Fees Act, 1879, do hereby revoke the above-named regulations, and
we do hereby direct that all the fees payable to the Registrar of Joint

Stock Companies shall be collected by means of stamps.

Impressed stamps, of such design and character as may from time
to time be adopted by the Commissioners of Inland Revenue, shall be
used in all cases except those stated below.

Adhesive stamps, of the description heretofore in use, bearing the
imprint of the words " Companies Registration," shall be affixed to

copies of registered documents supplied to the public.

The adhesive stamps shall be cancelled by an overprint, with a hand
stamp, bearing the word " cancelled," together with the date of such
cancelling ; or in such manner as the Commissioners of Inland Revenue
may from time to time direct.

Given under our hands this Slst day of Jan., 1901.

W. H. FiSHEK.
Treasury Chambers, Whitehall. H. T. Anstkuther,
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ADDENDA
TO

COMPANY PRECEDENTS

PAST I. (7th Edit.)
PAOB

14 As to conclusiveness of certificates of incorporation

:

See now sect. 1 of the Companies Act, 1900.

20 As to subscribers to the memorandum

:

The observation must be read subject to tbe changes effected

by the repeal of sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1867, by

sect. 33 of the Act of 1900.

22 As to allotment of shares

:

See now sect. 4 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to restrictions

on allotments in certain cases.

29 liability on shares and sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1867

:

See now sects. 7 and 33 of the Companies Act, 1900.

39 Sect. 7 of the Companies Act, 1880, is amended by sect. 26 of the

Companies Act, 1900.

64 The terms "promoter" and "promotion" are also used in

sect. 10 of the Companies Act, 1900.

61 Eemuneration of promoters

:

See now sect. 8 of the Companies Act, 1900, under which

promoters may in some cases take an underwriting or other

commission.

61 Fiduciary position of promoters

:

See now sect. 10 of the Act of 1900 as to disclosure in

prospectus.

68 Disclosure

:

See now sect. 10 of the Companies Act, 1900,
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FAQE

71 As to preliminary contracts

:

See now sect. 6, sub-sect. (3) of the Companies Act, 1900,

rendering all preliminary contracts of certain companies pro-

visional ; also sect. 11 as to varying contracts.

88 As to prospectuses

:

See now sects. 9 and 10 of the Companies Act, 1900; also

sects. 2, 4, 5 and 6 of the same Act.

123 As to sect. 38 of the Companies Act, 1867

:

See now sect. 33 of the Companies Act, 1 900, repealing the

above section, and sect. 10, sub-sect. (1) (k), introducing sub-

stituted provisions.

126 Waiver clauses

:

See now sect. 10, sub-sect. (5) of the Companies Act, 1900,

aboKshing waiver clauses so far as regards the matter by that

section required to be stated. See also sect. 4, sub-sect. (5).

135 As to how disclosure should be made

:

See now sub-sect. 5 of sect. 10, restricting disclosure by
reference to documents.

141 Waiver clauses

:

See now sect. 10, sub-sect. (5), and sect. 4, sub-sect. (5) of

the Companies Act, 1900.

146 Underwriting contracts

:

See now sect. 8 of the Companies Act, 1900, which in fact

legalises underwriting where shares are offered for public

subscription, but subject to the conditions therein mentioned.

See also sect. 10, sub-sect. (1) (h).

175 As to agreements. Note that all contracts made before a com-

pany is entitled to commence business are to be provisional

only:

See sect. 6, sub-sect. (3) of the Companies Act, 1900, but

this section is not to apply to any company registered before

January 1st, 1901, or where there is no invitation to the public

to subscribe for its shares.

179 As to sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1867 :

See now sect. 33 of the Companies Act, 1900, repealing the

above section as from 3l8t December, 1900, and providing

that, as regards the past, no proceedings are to be taken

under the section after that date. See also sect. 7 of the
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Act of 1900, which, in substitution for sect. 25 of i the Act of

1867, provides for a retxim to the Registrar of allotments,

and for the filing with him of copies of contracts for the issue

of shares for a consideration other than cash.

211 Agreements for sale

:

Where there is to be an invitation to the public to subscribe

for shares, a contract like the above should contain a new

clause to the effect that

—

17. This agreement is provisional only, and is not to

become absolute unless and until the company has become

entitled to commence business in accordance with sect. 6 of

the Companies Act, 1870; and if it does not become so

entitled within months from the date hereof, either of

the parties hereto may by notice in writing to the other

annul this agreement.

216 As to adoption of contracts

:

See now sect. 6, sub-sect. (3) of the Companies Act, 1900.

Having regard to this section, if the adoption takes place

before the company has become entitled to commence business,

and there has been, or is to be, an appeal to the public to

subscribe for shares, a clause should be inserted as in the

note to p. 211, supra.

218 As to adoption of contracts

:

See note to p. 216.

222 See note, supra, to p. 211.

225 See note, supra, to p. 211.

226 See note, supra, to p. 211.

228 See note, supra, to p. 211.

229 See note, supra, to p. 211.

263 Memoranda of association

:

As to the declaration required before registration

:

See sect. 1, sub-sect. (2) of the Companies Act, 1900.

As to signing the memorandum for qualification shares

:

See sect. 2, sub-sect. (1) of the Act of 1900.

As to filing lists of directors on applying to register memo-
randum :

See sect. 2, sub-sect. (2) of the same Act.
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PAGE

As to the memorandum fixing the minimum subscription

:

See sect. 4 of 1900.

As to stating the contents of the memorandum in prospectuses

:

See sect. 10 of the same Act.

274 Line 3 from bottom. Add reference to sect. 8 of the Companies

Act, 1900.

294 Form 68. Add reference to sect. 27 of the Companies Act, 1900.

384 Clause 5 :

But see now sect. 6 of the Companies Act, 1900.

410 At end of clause 48 add the words, " or re-convert any stock

into paid-up shares of any denomination."

411 Clause 49

:

But see now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to

registration of mortgages and charges.

413* Last line. Add reference to sect. 12 of the Companies Act,

1900, and to sect. 6 of the same Act, and to the repeal of

sect. 39 of the Companies Act, 1867, by sect. 33 of the Act

of 1900.

415 Clauses 59 and 60

:

See now sect. 13 of the Act of 1900, providing for extra-

ordinary meetings on a requisition signed by shareholders.

429 Clause 84

:

See now sect. 2 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to conditions

to be fulfilled before a person can be named as a director in

the articles, where there is to be an invitation to the public

to subscribe.

429 Clause 87

:

See sect. 3 of the Companies Act, 1900.

430 Clause 88 :

See sect. 3 of the Companies Act, 1900.

434 Clause 92

:

See sect. 3 of the Companies Act, 1900.

453 As to the secretary, add a reference to sect. 1, sub-sect. (2), sect. 7,

sect. 12, sub-sect. (2) (d), sect. 18 and sect. 19 of the

Companies Act, 1900.
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PAGE

461 Audit clauses

:

See now sects. 21, 22 and 23 of the Companies Act, 1900.

473 Clause 16

:

See now sect. 2 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to naming

directors.

476 Form 214. This form cannot be adopted in the case of any

company registered after Slst December, 1900 :

See sect. 27 of the Companies Act, 1900.

601 Forms 313 and 314. Add reference to sects. 21—23 of the

Companies Act, 1900.

746 See now sect. 6 of the Companies Act, 1900, which restricts the

exercise of the borrowing powers in certain cases, and see

sects. 14 to 18 of the same Act as to registration of mort-

gages and charges.

749 See note to p. 746.

783 Line 20 from top :

See sects. 14 and 18 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to regis-

tration of mortgages and charges.

792 These observations must be taken subject to the provisions of

sect. 14 of the Companies Act, 1900. Having regard to

that section, an agreement for a charge, if relied on as a

charge in equity, must be registered within the time limited.

795 Line 19 from top :

See now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900.

797 Last line

:

See now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900.

811 Prospectuses

:

See now sect. 10 of the Companies Act, 1900.

819 Forms 504, 507, 522, 524, 527, 528

:

See now sect. 14 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to registering

debentures and indorsing copy of certificate of registration.

934 Last line

:

See also, as to registration of mortgages and charges, sects. 14

to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900.
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950 Forms 580, 581, 582 :

See now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900.

966 Form 584 : ;

See now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900.

960 Form 587 :

See now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900.

969 Form 590

:

See now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900.

1022 As to Form 634 :

Insert, if necessary, before the word "defendants," the

words, "and for damages for breach of the provisions of

sect. 11 of the Companies Act, 1900."

1040 Form 657

:

This can readily be converted into a statement of claim imder

the Companies Act, 1900. The pleadings should show that

the defendants had committed a breach of sect. 11 of that

Act, e.ff., by omitting to state some fact which, under that

section, ought to have been stated.

PART 11. (EIGHTH EDITION).

PAGE

13 As to certificates of incorporation

:

See now sect. 1 of the Companies Act, 1900.

37 Grounds for winding-up

:

See now sect. 12, sub-sect. (8) of the Companies Act, 1900,

which establishes an additional ground for winding-up.

64 Contributories' petition

:

See shareholders' right to petition under sect. 12, sub-sect (8)

of the Companies Act, 1900.

96 Supervision order

:

Add a reference to sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1900.

461 Contributories, and p. 467, Table I.

:

See now sect. 5 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to allotments

made in contravention of sect. 4 of the same Act.
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PAGB

47S et seq.

8ee now sect. 33 of the Companies Act, 1900, repealing

sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1867, and prohibiting further

proceedings.

646 Eestoration of company's name

:

Add a reference to sect. 26 of the Companies Act, 1900.

687 AppKcation to the Court in voluntary winding-up

:

See now sect. 25 of the Companies Act, 1900, which amends

sect. 138 of the Companies Act, 1862, by enabling a creditor

to apply.

689 See note to p. 687.

784 Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act, 1870

:

Add a reference to sect. 24 of the Companies Act, 1900.

PAKT III. (EIGHTH EDITION).

PAGE

129 After line 3 from bottom of page, insert

:

(3) The provisions of the Companies Act, 1900, must be borne

in mind, especially sects. 9 and 10 and 14 to 18 inclusive.

146 As to waiver clauses

:

See now sect. 10 of the Companies Act, 1900, which in effect

abolishes waiver clauses as regards the matters required by

that section to be set forth in a prospectus.

148 At the bottom insert

:

See now, as to actions for damages, sect. 10 of the Companies

Act, 1900.

153 At foot add

:

The above must now be read in conjunction with sects. 14 to

18 inclusive of the Companies Act, 1900, as to registration of

mortgages and charges.

167 Add at foot:

See now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to

registration of mortgages and charges, including debentures

and debenture stock.

P. K
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186 to 206 These observations must be read subject to the pro-

visions of the Companies Act, 1900 :

See sects. 9 and 10 as to prospectuses.

211 Note that debentures and debenture stock certificates require

special indorsement of copy of certificate of registration :

See sect. 14, sub-sect. (6), and sect. 18 of the Companies

Act, 1900.

215 Note provisions of sects. 14 and 18 of the Companies Act, 1900,

as to registration and as to indorsement of copy of Regis-

trar's certificate.

224 Note provisions of sects, 14 and 18 of the Companies Act, 1900,

as to registration and as to indorsement of copy of Regis-

trar's certificate.

230 Note provisions of sects. 14 and 18 of the Companies Act, 1900,

as to registration and as to indorsement of copy of Regis-

trar's certificate.

236 Note provisions of sects. 14 and 18 of the Companies Act, 1900,

as to registration and as to indorsement of copy of Regis-

trar's certificate.

237 Note provisions of sects. 14 and 18 of the Companies Act, 1900,

as to registration and as to indorsement of copy of Regis-

trar's certificate.

239 Note provisions of sects. 14 and 18 of the Companies Act, 1900,

as to registration and as to indorsement of copy of Regis-

trar's certificate.

246 See now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to the

registration of mortgages and charges, including debentures

and debenture stock.

316 See now sects. 14 to 18 of the Companies Act, 1900, as to the

registration of mortgages and charges, including debentures

and debenture stock.

k2
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ABRIDGED PROSPECTUS, 32, 93.

ADVERTISEMENT OF PROSPECTUS,
omitting memorandum, 32, 93.

AGENT,
duly authoiized, iu writing, 4.

provision of sect. 2 as to, 4, 5, 6.

sect. 9, 24.

ALLOTMENT OF SHARES,
conditions precedent to public, 10.

•waiver, invalidity, 14.

filing returns, 20; form of , 101.

fully or partly paid shares, 20.

irregular, directors' liability, 15.

voidable, 14.

minimum subscription, 10, 11.

notice avoiding, form of, 95.

paid up or partly, 20.

consideration to be stated, 20.

conti-act to be filed, 20.

return to registrar as to, 20 ; form of, 101.

prior, to be stated in prospectus, 28.

report to statutory meeting as to, 36 ; form of, 103.

repudiation of, 16.

resolution for, form of, 94.

return of, to registrar -within one month, 20.

voidable where irregular, 14.

ALTERATION,
rights of members, 53.

ANNUAL SUMMARY,
particulars to be contained in, 50 ; form of, 108.

directors, 50.

mortgages and charges, 50.

signature of, 50.

APPLICABILITY OF ACT,
to companies formed before Ist January, 1901, 1, 62.

to those formed after, 1, 62.

APPLICANT FOR SHARES,
irregular allotment, 13.

recovery of application moneys, 13.

APPLICATION,
debentures and debenture stock, before company entitled to conujaence

business, 17.

shares, before company so entitled, 17,

jninimum amount per share, 13,
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APPLICATION MONEYS,
retui-n of, where minimum subscription not taken up, 13.

APPOINTMENT,
auditors, 52.

directors, in articles, conditions, 4.

AREANGEMENT UNDER ACT OF 1870,
as between company and members, or any class thereof, 55.

ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION,
clauses

as to audit, 79.

as to conversion of stock into shares, 80.

provision of Act, 22.

as to first directors, 78.

provision of Act, 4.

as to meetings on requisition, 76.

as to qualification, 78, 79.

provision of Act, 6, 7.

as to register of mortgages and charges, 76.
restricting allotments, 75.

as to statutory meeting, 76.

as to underwriting commissions, 75.

commencement of business, as to, 75.

register of directors, 79.

piinting and execution stamps, 74.

requirements under Act of 1890... 73.

AUDIT,
clauses in articles as to, 79.

provisions of Act as to, 52.

AUDITORS,
appointment of, 52.

certificate of, on balance sheet, 53.

director, whether eligible, 52.

names to be given in prospectus, 30.

in report, prior to statutory meeting, 36.
remuneration of, 52.

rights and duties of, 53.

vacancy, 52.

BALANCE SHEET,
audit of, as to, 53.

BILLS OF SALE,
agreement to give, 47.
attornments as to, 45.

debentures not, 48.

fixtures, sepai-ate assignment, 45.
instruments, not transactions, 45.
inventories and receipts, 46.

licence to take possession, 46.

meaning of term, 44.

oral, 46.

personal chattels, what are, 44.
pledges when not, 46.

power of attorney to give, as to, 48.
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BILLS OF SALB—cotitiuued.
registration of, 39.

light in ec^uity, 46.

sale and hiring agreement, 47.

substituted by way of renewal, 48.

trade machinery,
mortgage conveying, 44.

what is, 44.

BOEEOWiNG POWEES,
exercise of, conditions precedent to, 17, 18.

BEOKEEAGE,
liberty to pay, 22, 24.

BUSINESS,
commencement of, conditions precedent, 17.

CEETIFICATE,
auditors on balance sheet, 53.

of incorporation, conclusiveness, 2, 3.

form of, 4.

false statements in, criminal liability, 60.

registration of mortgage, 42.

that company entitled to commence business, 17.

CITATION OF ACT, 64.

COMMENCEMENT OF ACT, 64.

COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS,
conditions precedent, 17.

exemption, 17.

premature, penalty, 17.

what may be done before, 18.

COMMISSIONS,
disclosure in prospectus, 29.

for underwriting, taking or placing shares, in what cases allowed, 22,

in what cases prohibited, 22, 23.

COMPANY,
defined in new Act, 61.

CONCLUSIVE,
meaning of term, 3.

CONSENT,
to being named in prospectus as director, 69.

to act as director, when requisite, 4.

form of, 69.

CONTEACTS,
by directors to take qualification shares, 4, 5.

filing, where consideration other than cash, 21.

for payment of shares otherwise than in cash, 21.

material disclosure in prospectus, 29.

placing shares, 22.
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CONTRACTS—confi>iwe<?.

provisional until company entitled, to commence business, 17, 19.

form of, 82.

underwriting, 22.

variation before statutory meeting, 34.

COXTEIBUTORIES,
arrangements with, 54.

CONVERSION OF STOCK INTO SHARES,
provisions of Act as to, 61.

COURT'S POWERS,
in voluntary winding-up, 55.

on application of creditor, 55.

rectification of register of mortgages and charges, 4S.

restoration of name of company to register, 57.

to order holding of statutory meeting or winding-up, 38.

CREDITOR,
inspection of company's mortgages, 43.

voluntary winding-up, liberty to apply in, 57.

DAMAGES
for premature aUotment, 15.

DATE,
prospectus to bear, 24.

DEBENTTIRE,
in Act includes debentui'e stock, 62.

registration, 39, 42 ; form, 105.

note of, to be indorsed, 42.

DEBENTURE STOCK,
included in term " debenture," 62.

note of registration on certificates of, 42, 105.

DEFINITIONS
in new Act, 61.

DEFUNCT COMPANIES,
striking o£E register, as to, 56.

restoration, 56.

DIRECTORS,
acting without qualification, 8.

appointment by articles, 4.

by subscribers, 5.

articles of association, naming in, restrictions on, 4.

changes in, notification to registrar, 51.

consent in writing to act, 5, 6, 69, 70.

copy of register of, to be sent to registrar, and notice of changes, 51 •

form, 108.
^

defined in new Act, 61.

disqualification, 8.

interest in promotion to be disclosed in prospectus, 29,
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BlRECTOnS—continued.

liabilities of, in respect of,

allotment, irregular, of shares, 13, 14, 15.

false statements, 33, 60.

filing report of statutory meeting, 37.

interest on application moneys, 13.

omitting to file return of allotments, 20.

to keep register of directors, 51.

to make required disclosure in prospectus, 33.

premature allotment for, 15.

unqualified, acting, 8.

list of consenting, to be delivered to registrar, 5, 6.

form of, 70.

prospectus, naming in, restrictions on, 4.

qualification,

acting without, penalty for, 8, 9.

clause in articles, 81.

duty to obtain, 8.

mode of obtaining, 9

register of, to be kept at office of company, 51.

registration of mortgages, 39.

reminders to, 81.

returns of allotments, 20.

subscribing memorandum for shares, liability, 6.

DISCLOSUEE,
in prospectus,

commission, 22, 29.

contracts, material, 29.

directors' interest, 30.

promotion money, 29.

DISCOUNT,
issuing shares at a, 22, 23.

DOES NOT ISSUE,
meaning of words, in sect. 2... 7.

FALSE STATEMENTS,
criminal liability for, 60.

FEES,
registration of company, on, 72, 113, 115.

FILED,
how mortgage or charge to be, 41.

FLOATING CHAEGE,
nature, 40.

registration, 40, 41.

FOEMS.
See Table at page 66.

consent to be named as director in articles, 69.

as director in prospectus, 69.

contract to take directors' qualification, 68.

statutory declaration before registration of company, 67.

FOUNDERS SHARES,
particulars to be stated in prospectus, 26,
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GENEEAL MEETING,
on requisition of members, when to be called, 38.

notice by requisitionists, fonn of, 102.

requisition for, form of, 101.

GOODWILL,
price to be specified in prospectus, 86.

GUAEANTEE,
companies limited by, 58.

capital to be stated in memorandum, 58.

undertaking divided into sbares probibited, 59.

HONEST MISTAKE
of fact, meaning of term, 34.

INCORPOEATION,
certificate of, conclusiveness, 2.

statutoiy declaration before, as to, 2, 4.

INFANT,
subscribing memorandum, whether allowable, 3, 4.

INSPECTION,
of contracts mentioned in prospectus, 29.

of copies of mortgages, 43.

of register of mortgages kept by registrar, 43.

lEEEGULAE
allotment, minimum subscription not taken, 14.

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES AEEANGEMENT ACT, 1870,
amendment of, 54.

KNOWINGLY
contravenes, in sect. 4, meaning of, 16.

LIST,
of directors to be kept, 51.

changes to be notified to registrar, 51 ; form, 108.
of members to be produced at statutory meeting, 37.

of persons consenting to be directors, delivery, 5, 6.

form of, 70.

MANAGES, 37, 49.

MANAGEMENT SHAEES, 26.

MATEEIAL CONTEACTS,
prospectus, disclosure of, 29.

what are, 29, 30.

MEETINGS,
on requisition, 38.

statutory, 36.

MEMOEANDUM OF ASSOCIATION,
alteration before registration, irregularity, 2.

how to be framed, 71.

form of, 71.
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MEMORANDUM OP ASSOCIATION—con<j««ci.
signature by agent, 7 1

.

registration of, 73.

setting out in prospectus, 26.

omission, 32.

signature, 71.

stamp, 72.

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION,
allotment before, when voidable, 15, 16.

commencement of business before, 17.

danger of fixing too high, 12.

definition of, 13.

fixing, 10.

statement in prospectus, 27.

waiver of obligation as to, 14.

whether founders shares to be counted in, 13.

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES,.
annual summary, particulars as to, in, 50.

certificate of registration, as to obtaining, 42.

copies to be kept at company's office, when, 42.

debentures to secure, registration of, 39.

a series of, how registration to he effected-, 4i;

duty to register, whose, 43.

floating charge, by way of, registration, 40.

foreign property, registration, 41.

inadvertence as to registration, 48.

in nature of bill of sale, registration of, 39.

invalid for want of registration, when, 40.

company still personally liable, 40.

non-registration, inadvertence, remedy, 48.

oral, whether registration necessary, 41.

rectification of register, 48.

register to be kept by registrar, 41.

inspection of, 43.

rectification of, 49.

registration, company's duty as to, 43.

index to be kept, 49.

mode of effecting, 39, 42 ; form, 105.

penalties for default, 49.

satisfaction, as to entry of, 49 ; form, 107.

uncalled capital, on, 39.

what kinds to be registered, 39.

NAMING AS DIRECTOR,
in articles, 4, 5.

in prospectus, 4.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT,
of prospectus, as to omitting memorandum, 32.

when not a prospectus within the Act, 32, 93.

NOTICE,
adjourned statutory meeting, 37.

avoiding allotment, form of, 95.

convening requisitioned meeting, 38.

PAID-UP SHARES,
contracts as to, filing, 20, 21.

fonn of, 96.

repeal of sect. 25 of the Act of 1867... 62.
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PAYMENT OF SHAEES,
how to be made, 21.

PENALTIES,
allotment before minimum subscription, 15.

allotments, omission to make returns, 20.

change of directors, omission to notify registrar, 51.

commencement of business before company entitled, 17.

director acting without qualification, 8.

enforcement, 50.

false statements in returns, reports, certificates, &c., required by
Act, 58.

minimum subscription, allotment before, 15.

omission,

contracts as to paid-up shares, filing, 20.

register of directors, as regards, 51.

registrar of change of directors, in notifying, 51.

report as to statutory meeting, filing, 38.

return of allotments, in making, 20.

paid-up shares, omission to file contracts, 20.

premature allotment, 15.

proceedings to recover, 50.

qualification, director acting without, 8.

register of directors, omission in keeping, 51.

register of mortgages and charges, omission in regard to, 49.

statutory meeting, omission to file report, 38.

PEESCEIBED,
meaning of, in new Act, 59.

PEIYATE COMPANY,
form of application to register, 112.

PEOMOTEES,
disclosTire as to payments in prospectus, 29.

PEOPOSED DIEECTOES,
names to be stated in prospectus, 27.

PEOSPECTTTS,
advertisement of, what omissions allowed, 32, 93.

auditors to be named in, 30.

circtdar to existing holders offering further shares or debentures
exempt from sect. 10... 31.

commissions, disclosure as to, 29.

condition for waiver not allowed in, 32.

contents, 25, 85.

date of filing to be stated on, 24.

reqtiirements as to, 24.

definition of, 25.

directors interested, particulars to be given, 30.

directors' liability on, 33.

honest mistake of fact, 34.

limitations on, 33.

filing with registrar, 24.

form of, 83.

founders shares, rights to be specified, 26.

honest mistake of fact, as to, 34.

issued shares and secvirities, consideration for, to be stated in pro-
spectus, 28.

management shares, rights to be specified, 26.
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PEOSPECTUS—con/inM6(Z.

material contracts, disclosure in, 29; what are, 29, 30.
memorandum, contents to be disclosed in, 26.

names, &c. of directors or proposed directors to be stated in, 27.
newspaper advertisement, 32, 93.

preservation of old remedies, 34.

qualification of director to be stated in, 26.

remedies under old law preserved, 34.

signature, 24.

statements in, what there must be, 26, 27, 32.

vendors, particulars as to, 29, 31.

vendors, wide meaning of term, 31.

waiver in regard to sect. 10 not allowed, 32.

PEOVISIONAL,
contracts to be, before company entitled to commence business, 17, 19.

form of, 82.

PUECHASE-MONEY
to be stated in prospectus, 28.

QUALIFICATION (OF DIEECTOES),
alterations of the law by Act of 1900... 7 7.

contract to take on formation, form of, 66, 78.

directors' obligations, as to, 4, 5, 6, 9.

duty to obtain, 8.

penalty for a day without, 5.

prospectus, to be stated in, 26.

vacating office for want of, 8.

EE-APPOINTMENT
of unqvialified director, modes of, 8.

EEGISTEE OF DIEECTOES
to be kept at office of company, notice to be given to registrar, 51.

EEGISTEE OF MOETGAGES AND CHAEGES,
index of, to be kept, 49.

inspection of, 50.

particulars to be entered, 42, 43.

penalty for not keeping up, 49.

provisions of Act as to, 39—49.

satisfaction, entiy of, 49.

EEGISTEATION OF COMPANY,
procedure on, 73.

EEMUNEEATION OF DIEECTOES
to be stated in prospectus, 26.

REPEALS,
provisions of new Act as to various sections, 51, 62.

EEPOET,
false statements in, criminal liability, 60.

statutory meeting, to be submitted to, form of, 102.
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REQUISITION OF MEMBEES
for general meeting, 38.

form of, 101.

RESOLUTION,
for allotment, form of, 94.

to sign and file prospectus, form of, 93.

RETURNS,
annual, 50.

debts secured, of, 50.

directors, of, 50.

false statements in, criminal liability, 60.
of shares allotted, 20.

SCOTLAND,
modification of Act in relation to, 64.

SECRETARY,
clause in articles as to, 80.

declaration by, on registration, 2, 67.

name, &c. of, to be stated in report for statutory meeting, 37.

SHARES,
allotment, premature, invalidity, 10, 14.

amount payable on application, 13.

cash, liability to pay in, unless otherwise arranged, 21.

directors' qualification, 4, 8.

to be stated in prospectus, 26.

discotmt, issue at a, 23.

paid-up or partly paid-up,
as to filing contracts, 20, 21.

returns as to, 20.

statements in prospectus as to, 28.

re-conversion of stock into, 61.

STATUTORY DECLARATION,
commencement of business before, 17.

form of, 67.

registration of company, before, 2, 4.

STATUTORY MEETING,
adjournment permissible, 37.

additional business on notice, 37.

business that may be transacted at, 37.

contracts, 34.

default in holding, jurisdiction to wind up, 38.

list of members to be produced, 37.

form of, 105.

report of directors to be sent to members before, 36.
form of, 102.

particulars to be contained in, 36.

to be held within specified time, 35.

variation, 37.

what companies must hold, 36.

STOCK,
re-conyersion into shares, 61.
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SUBSCRIBERS,
infant, whether sufficient, 3, 4.

memorandum of association, to, 2.

liability, 63.

obligation to pay, 72.

SUBSCRIPTION,
meaning of term in sect. 4.. 11.

SUMMARY, ANNUAL,
particulars to be contained in, 50.

UNCALLED CAPITAL,
mortgage or charge to be registered, 9.

UNDERTAKING,
guarantee company divided into shares, 58.

mortgage or charge on, to be registered, 9.

UNDERWRITING,
commission for, may be paid in certain cases, 22, 23.

disclosure in prospectus, 29.

form of letter, 97.

provisions for, in articles, 75.

UNQUALIFIED
director, penalty, 9.

VENDORS,
particulars as to, in prospectus, 28.

VOIDABLE
allotment in contravention of sect. 6... 15.

contracts distinguished from void, 15.

how to be avoided, 16.

VOLUNTARY WINDING-UP,
creditor at liberty to apply in, 55.

WAIVER
of minimum subscription,- invalidity, 14.

of compliance with prospectus requirements, invalidity, 32.

WILFULLY,
meaning of term, 50.

WINDING-UP,
amendment of Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Act, 64.

creditor in voluntary, may apply to Court, 55.

order on default in holding statutory meeting or filing report, 38.
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of '• The Law of Marine Insurance," &c. Royal 8vo. 1888. 1/. 10*.

BANKING.— Hart's Law of Banking.—By Hebee Haet, LL.D.,
Barrister-at-Lawr. Royal 8vo. 1904. 1/. 10».

" The work is well arranged and clearly written, and its value is enhanced by
an excellent index. We have no doubt that it will be of great use both to the
lawyer and to the banker."— /^itp Joumnl.

" The bonk is characterised at once by clearness and fulnecs .... The work
is likely to prove very useful in all matters affecting banks and their customers."—Solicitor^ Journal,

Walker's Treatise on Banking Law.—Second Edition. By J. D.
Waikeb. Esq., K.C. Demy 8vo. 1885. 16*.

BANKRUPTCY.—Lawrance's Precedents of Deeds of Arrange-
ment between Debtors and their Cred.itors; including Forms,
with Introductory Chapters, also the Deeds of Arrangement Acts,
1887 and 1890, with Notes. Fifth Edition. By Aethtjb Lawbence,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1900. 7». 6rf.

" Concise, practical, and reliable."

—

Lata Times.

Williams' Law and Practice in Bankruptcy.—Comprising the
Bankruptcy Acts, 1883 to 1890, the Bankruptcy Rules and Forms,
&c. By the Right Hon. Sir Roland L. Vatjohan Williams, a Lord
Justice of Appeal. Eighth Edition. By Edwabd Wm. Hansell,
assisted by R. E. L. Vaughan Williams and D. H. Cbompton,
Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Roy. 8vo. 1904. 1/. 10*.

" The leading text-book on bankruptcy."—La«> Journal.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE.—Chalmers' Digest of the Law of Bills

of Exchange, Promissory Notes. Cheques and Negotiable
Securities. Sixth Edition. By M. D. Chalmebs, C. S. I.,

Draughtsman of the Bills of Exchange Act. Demy 8to. 1903. 1/.
" The leading booV on bills of exchange."

—

Law Journal.
" An indispensable guide to the Bills of Exchange Act."

—

Solicitorif Journal.

BILLS OF LADING.— Pollock's Bill of Lading Exceptions.—By
Henbt E. Pollock. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 1896. 10s. 6rf.

BUILDING SOCIETIES.—Wurtzburg on Building Societies.—
The Law relating to Building Societies, with Appendices containing

the Statutes, Regulations, Act of Sederunt, Forms of Annual Afcount
and Statement, and Precedents of Rules and Asstirances. Fourth Edit.

By E. A Wttbtzbtteo, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1902. 16*.
" A carefully airanged and c^n'fully written book."

—

I^v Timra.

CARRIERS.— Carver's Treatise on the Law relating to the Car-
riage of Goods by Sea.—Fourth Edition. By Thomab Gilbebt
Cabveb, Esq., K.C. Royal 8vo. 1905. 36«.

" An able and practical statement of an extremely important branch of the
law."

—

Solicitors' Journal, August 19, 1905.
" It is a standard work in universal use, and it is too well known to require

more than a welcome to the new edition."

—

Law Quarterly Heview, July, 1905.
" The law of common carriers is nowhere better explained."—/."w Times.

Disney's Law of Carriage by Railway.—By Hexbt W. Dibnbt,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1905. 7«. 6d.

' Will be fo' nd a real assistance to any perfon suddenly confronted with
a knotty q"estion on the carriaire of eoods or of persons . . . can be cordially

reC' •mmt-nded to the lawyer "— Law Times. Aug. 19, 190.0.

Macnamara's Digest of the Law of Carriers of Goods and Pas-
sengers by Land and Internal Navigation.—By Walteb Henbt
Macnamaba, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo, 1888. 1/. 8*.

• * AU itandard Late Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindings.
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CHANCERY, and Vide "Equity."
Oaniell's Chancery Practice.—^The Practice of the Chancery Division

of the High Court of Justice and on appeal therefrom. Seventh
Edition, with references to the companion volume of Forms. By
Cecil C. M. Dale, Chaeles W. Greenwood, Sydney E. Williams,
Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law, and Fbancis A. Steinqke, Esq., of the
Central Office. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. 1901. 5/. 5s.

" With Daniell the practitioner is ' personally conducted,' and there are very
few lawyers who will not be grateful for such guidance, carried out as it is by
the collaboration of the most competent hands."

—

Law Journal.

Daniell's Forms and Precedents of Proceedings in the Chancery
Division of the High Court of Justice and on Appeal there-
from. Fifth Edition, with summaries of the Rules of the Supreme
Court ; Practical Notes ; and references to the Seventh Edition of

Daniell's Chancery Practice. By Chaeles Bxtbnbt, Esq., a Master
of the Supreme Court. Royal 8vo. 1901. 2?. 10s.

" The book is too well-established in professional favour to stand in need of
commendation, but its reputation is liiely to be. enhanced by the present
edition."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

CHILDREN.—Hall's Law Relating to Children.—A Short Treatise on
the Personal Status of Children, including the complete text of the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, 1904, and of all Statutes or

Sections of Statutes relating to the Protection of Children, with
Notes and Forms. Second Edition. By W. Clabkb Hall and Cecil
W. LiLLEY, Esqs., Barristers-at-Law. DemySvo. 1905. lOs. 6d.
"A complete treatise on the personal status of children."

—

Law Tim's.
*'A practical and reliable treatise on the law relatins to children."

—

Lata Jour.
'
'A full and useful guide in questions relating to children.' '

—

Solicitors' Journal.
"Every solicitor should have a copy."

—

Law Xotes, Aug. 1905.

CHURCH LAW. —Whitehead's Church Law.—Being a Concise
Dictionary of Statutes, Canons, Regulations, and Decided Cases
affecting the Clergy and Laity. Second Edition. By BENJAunr
Whitbhead, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1899. 10». 6d.
"A perfect mine of learning on all topics ecclesiastical."

—

Daily Telegraph.

CIVIL ENGINEERS.— Macassey and Strahan's Law relating to
Civil Engineers, Architects and Contractors.—With a Chapter
on Arbitrations. Second Edition. By L. Livingbton Macassey and
J. A. Steahan, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1897. 12s. 6rf.

COAL.—Cockburn's Law of Coal, Coal Mining, and the Coal
Trade, and of the Holding, Working, and Trading with
Minerals generally.— By John BDenby Cockbubn, Solicitor.

Royal Svo. 1902. 1^. 16f.

"A book in which the whole law of mines and minerals is discussed fully and
with considerable abUity."

—

Law Journal.

COLLIERIES: (Management and Rating of).—Hans Hamilton
and Forbes.— Vide " Rates and Rating."

COLLISIONS.—Marsden's Treatise on the Law of Collisions at

Sea.—^Fifth Edition. By REaiNALD C Maesdkn, Esq., Barrist«>r-

at-Law. Royal Svo. 1904. II. 10».
" The work constitutes a valuable and complete guide to the law of collisions

at sea."

—

Solicitors' Jrumal.

COLONIAL LAW.— Surge's Colonial Law: Commentaries on
Colonial and Foreign Law generally and in their Conflict with
each otherand with the Law of England.—A new Edition. By A.
Wood Renton, Esq., Puisne Judge, Ceylon, and G. G. Phtllimoee,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. In 4 vols, royal Svo.

(
Vol. I. in the press.)

COM M 1 SS IO N .— Hart.— rt<ie " Auctioneers."
COMMON LAW.—Chitty's Forms.— Fwfe " Forms."

Elliott's Outlines of Common Law.—By Martin Elliott, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1898. Redticed to Net, 5s.

Pollock's The Expansion of the Common Law.—By Sir Feede.
Pollock, Bart., D.C.L., Barrister-at-Law. DemySvo. 1904. 6«.

" Every student should read this last valuable addition to legal literature."

—

Lata Tim's.
"The lectures treat of the progress of the common law from early times with

an eloquence and a wealth of illustration which alone wouldmakethem fascinating
reading for the student of law or history."—Z,au> Journal.

%* All Standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindings.
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COMMON LAV^—continued.
Shirley.— Vidt " Leading Cases."
Smith's Manual of Common Law.—For Practitionere and Students.

Comprising' the Fundamental Principles, with useful Practical Rules
and Decisions. Twelfth Edition. By 0. Sfubldto, Esq., Barrister-
st-Law. Demy 8vo. 1905. 16«.

" The student mif^lit use this work as a first book with considerable advantage.
The practitioner too might do worse than give the work a position on his shelTes."—Law Students' Journal.

" The arrangement is clear and methodical, and will increase the nsefalness of
the work, not only for elementary study, but as a handy book of reference."

—

Law Quarterly Review.

COMPANY LAW.—Goirand.— Fi<fe "French Law."
Hamilton's Manual of Company Law. By W. F. Hajciltow, Esq.,
LL.D., K.C. Second Edition. By the Author, assisted by Pbect
TiNDAi,-R0BEET8ON,E8q.,Barri8ter-at-Law. DemySvo. 1901. II. Is.

"A sound and eminently useful manual of company law."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

Palmer's Company Law.—A Practical Handbook for Lawyers and
Business Men. With an Appendix containing the Companies Acts,
1862 to 1900, and Rules. Fifth Edition. By Feancib Beaufoet
Palmeh, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1905. 12». 6rf.

" For the purjwses of the ordmary lawyer or bui-ine»s man there is no book
on this very complex subject which we can more confidently recommend."

—

Law Jovmal, Aug. 12. 1905.
"Whatever Mr. Palmer says on Company Law comes stamped with an

• authority which few would dare dispute."— /xiw Notes, Sept. 1905.
" Palmer's ' Company Law ' is one of the most useful and convenient text-

books on the practitioner's bookshelf."

—

Law Times.
" The subject is dealt with in a clear and comprehensive manner, and in such

a way as to be intelli^ble not only to lawyers but to others towhom a knowledge
of Company Law may be essential."

—

Law Students' Journal.
" All the principal topics of company are dealt with in a substantial manner,

and the whole of the Statute Law—an indispensable adjunct—is collected in
an appendix. Perhaps what practising lawyers and business men will
value most is the precious quality of practicality."—iaw Quarterly Beview.

Palmer's Company Precedents.

—

Part I. GEKEBAl FOBMS.
Promoters, Prospectuses, Underwriting, Agreements, Memoranda
and Articles of Association, Private Companies, Employes' Benefits,

Resolutions, Notices, Certificates, Powers of Attorney, Banking and
Advance Securities, Petitions, "Writs, Pleadings, Judgments and
Orders, Reconstruction, Amalgamation, Special Acts. With Copious
Notes and an Appendix containing the Acts and Rules. Eighth
Edition. By Fbancis Beaufoet Palxeb, Esq., Barrister-at-Law,
assisted by the Hon. Chaeles Macnaohten, K.C., and Feank Eyaits,

Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1902. 11. 16s.
" Despite his many competitors, Mr. Palmer

'Holds solely sovereign sway and masterdom.' "

—

Law Quarterly/ Btview.
"Mr. PJmer's works on Company Law are all beyond criticism. He knows

more of the subject than, perhaps, any other member of the legal profession."

—

Law Magazine.
" No company lawyer can afford to be without it."

—

Imw Journal.

Part II. WINDINO-^P POEMS AND PKACTICE.
Compulsory Winding-Up, Voluntary Winding-Up, Winding-Up
under Supervision, Arrangements and Compromises, with Copious
Notes, and an Appendix of Acts and Rules. Ninth Edition.

By Feancts Bbautoet Palmes, assisted by FfiAinB: Evans, Esqrs.,

Barristers-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1904. 1/. \2s.
" The book par excellence for practitioners. There is nothing we can think of

which should be within the covers which we do not find."—Law JoumtU.

Part III. DEBENTTJBES AND DEBENTTJBE STOCK.
Debentures, TrustDeeds, Stock Certificates, Resolutions, Prospectuses,

Writs, Pleadings, Judgments, Orders, Receiverships, Notices, Mis-
cellaneous. With Copious Notes. Ninth Edition. By Feancis Bkatj-

PQBT Patmeb, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1903. 25s.
" The recult of much careful study Simply invaluable to debentur»-

holders and to the legal advisers of such investors."

—

Financial Nrwt.
". . . . Must take front rank among the works on the subject."—Zatc Timet.

*,• All standard Law Works are kept in Slock, in law calf and other bindings.
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COMPANY LAVJ—continued.

Palmer's Companies Act, 1900, with Explanatory Notes, and
Appendix containing Prescribed and other Forms, together with
Addenda to " Company Precedents." Second Edition. By Feancis
BeaufoetPalmee, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1901. 7s. 6d.

"It is essentially a book that all interested in companies or company law
should procure."

—

Law Times.

Palmer's Private Companies, their Formation and Advantages;
being a Concise Popular Statement of the Mode of Converting a
Business into a Private Company. Twentieth Edition. By F. B.
Palmbb, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 12mo. 1905. Net, Is.

Palmer's Shareholders, Directors, and Voluntary Liquidators'
Legal Companion,—A Manual of Every-day Law and Practice for
Promoters, Shareholders, Directors, Secretaries, Creditors, Solicitors,

and Voluntary Liquidators of Companies under the Companies Acts,
1862 to 1900, with Appendix of useful Forms. Twenty-third Edit.
By F. B. Pauoe, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 12mo. 1905. Net, 2s. 6d.

COMPENSATION.—Cripps' Treatise on the Principles of the
Law of Compensation. By C. A. Ceipps, Esq., K.C. Fifth
Edition. By the Author, assisted by A. T. Lawibence, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1905. 1^. 6s.

" Mr. Cripps' work on Compensation has established a reputation for itself

as a clear and practical expositi' n of this branch of the \a,w."— Solicitors' Journal.
"Mr. Cripps' book is recognized as one of the best. . . . There are few men

whose practical knowledge of the subject exceeds that of the learned author."

—

Law Quarterly Review.

COMPOSITION DEEDS.—Lawrance.— FMf« "Bankruptcy."
CONDITIONS OF SALE.—Farrer.— Fi^fe "Vendors & Purchasers."
Webster.— Vide "Vendors and Purchasers."

CONFLICT OF LAWS.— Dicey's Digest of the Law of England
with reference to the Conflict of Laws.—By A. V. Dicet, Esq.,
K.C, B.C.L. With Notes of American Cases, by Professor Mooee.
Royal Svo. 1896. \l. 10s.

CONSTITUTION.—Anson's Law and Custom of the Constitution.
By Sir William R. Anson, Bart., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo.

Parti. Parliament. Third Edition. 1897. 12«. 6rf.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. — Ridges' Constitutional Law of
England.—By E. Wavell Ridges, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy
Svo. 1905. 12s. %d.

"
. . . We think this book will be found a very useftil compendium of con-

stitutional law. The more especially »s it enables the student to obtain a
completer view of the whole field than is obtainable from any
other book with which we are acquainted."—iazf notes, July, 1905.

"Mr. Ridees has produced a book which will rank high as a practical guide
on matters constitutional and political . . . the bo'ik is an able and practical
contribution to the study of constitutional law."

—

Solicitors' Journal, June 24, 1905.

CONTRACT OF SALE.—Blackburn.— Firfe "Sales."
Moyle's Contract of Sale in the Civil Law.—By J. B. Motlk,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Svo. 1892. lOs.Gd.

CONTRACTS.— Addison on Contracts.—A Treatise on the Law of
Contracts. Tenth Edition. By A. P. Peeceval Keep and William
E. GoEDON, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1903. 21. 2s.

" Essentially the practitioner's text-book."

—

Law Journal.
" Among all the works on Contracts, there is none more useful to the practi-

tioner than Addison."

—

Law Times.

Anson's Principles of the English Law of Contract.—By Sir

W. R. Anbon, Bart., Barrister-at-Law. Tenth Edit. 1903. 10s. 6d.

Fry.— Vide "Specific Performance."
Leake's Law of Contracts.—Principles of the Law of Contracts.
By the late S. Maetin Leake. Fourth Edition. By A. E. Randall,
Esq.. Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1902. 32s,

" The hiffh standard attained in the former issues has been well sustained,
and the work carefully revised and brought well up to date."—Law Times.

"A full and reliable guide to the principles of the English Law of Contract."—Lavf Jovr^tnl,
" Admirably suited to serve the purpose of the practitioner .... the work

is complete, accurate, and easy of reference."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

*»* All ttandard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindings.
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CONTRACTS— continued.

Pollock's Principles of Contract.—A Treatue on the General
Principles conceminfr the Validity of Agreements in the Law of

England. Seventh Edition. 67 Sir FRKDHRicg Pollock, Bart.,

Barri«ter-at-Law, Author of " The Law of Torts," "Digest of the
Law of Partnership," &c. Demy 8vo. 1902. 1/. 8*.

"A work which, in our opinion, shows gnat ability, a discerning intellect, a
comprehensive mind, and painstaking industry."

—

Law Journal.

CONVEYANCING.— Brickdale & Sheldon.— FiW* " Land Transfer."
Dickins' Precedents of General Requisitions on Title, with Ex-
planatory Notes and Obserrations. Second Edition. By Hebbebt
A. DiCKcrs, Esq., Solicitor. Royal 12mo. 1898. 5».

" We cannot do better than advise every lawyer with a conveyancing practice
to purchase the little book and place it on his shelves forthwith."

—

Law Sou*.

Farrer.— Vide " Vendors and Purchasers."

Greenwood's Manual of the Practice of Conveyancing. To
which are added Concise Common Forms in Conveyancing'.—Ninth
Edition. Edited by Habbt Grebnwood, M.A., LL.I>., Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Roy. 8vo. 1897. 1/.

•' We should like to see it placed by his principal in the hands of every artided
clerk. One of the most useful practic^ works we have ever seen."—iatc Stu. Jo.

Hood and Challis'Conveyancing,Settled Land,and Trustee Acts,
and other recent Acts affecting Conveyancing. With Commentaries.
Sixth Edition. By Peecy F. Wheelkb, assisted by J. I. Stielino,
Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1901, 1/.

"This is the best collection of conveyancing statutes with which we are
acquainted. . . . The excellence of the commentaries which form part of this
book is so well known that it needs no recommendation from us."

—

Law Journal.

Jackson and Gosset's Precedents of Purchase and Mortgage
Deeds.—By W. Howland Jackson and Thobold Gosset, Esqrs.,

Barristers-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1899. 7«. &d.
" Not the least merit of the collection is that each Precedent is complete in

itself, 80 that no dipping about and adaptation from other parts of the book are
necessary."

—

Law Journal.

Prideaux's Precedents in Conveyancing—With Dissertations on
its Law and Practice. 19th Edition. By John Whitcombe and
Benjamin Lennaed Cheeky, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. 2 vols.

Royal 8vo. {October, 1904.) 3/. 10*.
"

' Prideaux ' is the best work on Conveyandng."—Law Journal.
" Accurate, concise, dear, and comprehensive in scope, and we know of no

treatise upon Conveyancing which is so generally useful to the practitioner."

—

Law Times.
" The dissertations will retain their time-honoured reputation."

—

Law Journal.

Strachan's Practical Conveyancing. By Waitbe Steacha», Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Royal 12mo. 1901. 8«. 6rf.

Webster.— Vide " Vendors and Purchasers."

Wolstenholme.— Vide "Forms."

CORONERS.—Jervis on Coroners.—With Forms and Precedents.

Sixth Edition. By R. E. Melshkhcee, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.
Post 8vo. 1898. 10*. 6rf.

COSTS.—Johnson's Bills of Costs.—With Orders and Rules as to

Costs and Court Fees, and Notes and Decisions relating thereto.

By Hoeacb Maxwell Johnson, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Second
Edition. Royal 8vo. 1901. 1/. 16*.

Webster's Parliamentary Costs.—Private Bills, Election Petitions,

Appeals, House of Lords. Fourth Edition. By C. Cavanaqb, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Post 8vo. 1881. 1/.

COUNTY COURTS.—The Annual County Courts Practice, 1906.
By His Honour Judge Sicylt, K.C, assisted by W. J. Bbooes, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. [Ready in January.) II. 6*.

*,* A thin paper edition in 1 Vol. may be had, price 25*. ; on
Oxford Indian paper, 3*. 6rf. extra.

•' Invaluable to the County Court practitioner."—iaw Journal.

%* Ml ttandard Law Work* are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindingt.
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COVENANTS.—Hamilton's Concise Treatise on the Law of
Covenants.—Second Edition. By Gr. Baldwin Hamh/ton, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. DemySvo. 1904. lOs. 6d.
" We welcome the second edition of a very useful book, and one which, con-

sidering the extent of the subject whidi it covers, ia laudably concise."^
Law Journal.

CRIMINAL LAW.—Archbold's Pleading, Evidence and Practice in

Criminal Cases.—With the Statutes, Precedents of Indictments, &c.
Twenty-third Edition. By Wilijam F. Cbaies and Gxjy Stephen-
son, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1905. 11. 15».

" The criminal la\ryer'8 indispensable."

—

Law Journal, July 22, 1905.
" This book is quite indisi)ensable to everyone engaged in the practice of the

Criminal Law."

—

Solicitors' Journal.
" An edition which bears every evidence of a most thorough and painstaking

care to bring it down to date, and to render it as indispensable and reliable as it

has been in the past. The index is more complete than ever, and we have
alreadv drawn attention to the unusually serviceable nature of the binding."

—

Law Times, Aug. 26, 1905.

Bowen-Rowlands on Criminal Proceedings on Indictment and
Information (in England and Wales).—By E. Bowen-Rowlands,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1904. 12«. 6d.

" An invaluable source of information and a safe guide."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

Chitty's Collection of Statutes relating to Criminal Law.—(Be-
printed from *

' Chitty' s Statutes.
'

'
) With an Introduction and Index.

By W. F. Ceates, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1894. 10».

Disney and GundrVs Criminal Law.—A Sketch of its Principles
and Practice. By Heney W, Disney and Habold Gundey, Esqrs.,
Barristers-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1896. 7«. 6rf.

Kenny's Outlines of Criminal Law. Second Edition. Demy 8vo.
1904. 10«.

Kenny's Selection of Cases Illustrative of English Criminal
Law.—Demy 8vo. 1901. \2s. M.

Kershaw's Brief Aids to Criminal Law.—With Notes on the Pro-
cedure and Evidence. By Hilton Keeshaw, Esq., Barrister-at-
Law. Royal 12mo. 1897. 3«.

Roscoe's Digest of the Law of Evidence in Criminal Cases.

—

Twelfth E^tion. By A. P. Peeceval Keep, Esq., Barrister-at-
Law. Demy8vo. 1898. 1^. 11«. Qd.

"To the criminal lawyer it is his guide, philosopher and friend. What
Roscoe says most judges will accept without question."

—

Law Times.

Russell's Treatise on Crimes and Misdemeanors.—Sixth Edit.
By HoEACE Smith, Esq., Metropolitan Pohce Magistrate, and A. P.
Peeceval Keep, Esq. 3 vols. Roy. 8vo. 1896. 6^. 15«. Qd.

"No library can be said to be complete without Russell on Crimes."

—

Law Times.
" Indispensable in every Court of criminal justice."

—

The Times.

Shirley's Sketch ofthe Criminal Law.—Second Edition. ByCnABLEa
Stephen Huntee, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. DemySvo. 1889. Is.^d.

Warburton.— Vide " Leading Cases."

DEATH DUTI ES.—Freeth's Acts relating to the Estate Duty and
other Death Duties, with an Appendix containing the Rules
Regulating Proceedings in England, Scotland and Ireland in Appeals
under the Acts and a List of the Estate Duty Forms, with copies of
some which are only issued on Special Application. Third Edition.
By Evelyn Feeeth, Esq., Registrar of Estate Duties for Ireland.

DemySvo. 1901. 12«. 6rf.
" The official position of the Author renders his opinion on questions of proce-

dure of great value, and we think that this book will be found very useful to
solicitors who have to prepare accounts for duty."

—

Solicitors^ Journal.

Harman's Finance Act, 1894, and the Acts amending the same
so far as they relate to the Death Duties, and more espe-
cially to Estate Duty and Settlement Estate Duty. With an
Introduction and Notes, and an Appendix. By J. E. Haeman, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition. Roy, 12mo 1903. 6«.

" Can be recommended aa a reliable ^uide to an Act which depends to a great
extent on the definitions of its expressions."

—

Law Quarterly Jievieio.

•»• AU ttandard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law ca\f and other bindings.
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DEBENTURES AND DEBENTURE STOCK.—Palmer.— F»<fo

" Company Law."

DECISIONS OF SIR GEORGE JESSEL— Peter's Analysis and
Digest of the Decisions of Sir George Jessel ; with Notes, &c.
By Apslet Pbtbb Pbtbb, Solicitor. Demy 8vo, 1883. 16«,

DIARY.— Lawyers' Companion (The) and Diary, and London and
Provincial Law Directory for 1906.—For the use of the Legal
Profession, Public Companies, Justices, Merchants, Estate Agents,
Auctioneers, &c., &c. Edited by Edwin Latxak, Esq., Barrister-at-

Law ; and contains Tables of Costs in the High Court of Judicature
and County Court, &c. ; Monthly Diary of County, Local Government,
and Parish Business ; Oaths in Supreme Court ; Summary of Sta-

tutes of 1905 ; Alphabetical Index to the Practical Statutes since 1820

;

Schedule of Stamp Duties ; Legal Time, Interest, Discount, Income,
Wages and other Tables ; the New Death Duties ; and a variety of

mattersofpractical utility : togetherwith acomplete List oftheEnglish
Bar, and London and Count^ Solicitors, with date of admission and
appointments. Published AinnTALLT. Sixtieth Issue. 1906.

Issued in the following forms, octavo size, strongly bound in cloth :

—

1. Two days on a page, plain bs.Od.

2. The above, inteblkaved with plain paper . . . .70
3. Two days on a page, ruled, with or without money columns . 5 6
4. The above, with money columns, intkblbaved with plain paper 8
5. Whole page for each day, plain . 7 6
6. The above, ihteeleaved with plain paper . . . .96
7. Whole page for each day, ruled, with or without money columns 8 6
8. The above, ihteeleaved with plain paper . . . 10 6

9. Three days on a page, ruled blue lines, without money columns . 3 6

27ie Diary contain* memoranda of Legal Business throughout th« Tear, with
an Index for ready reference.

" The legal Whitaker."

—

Saturday Review.
" The amoant of information packed within the covers of this well-known

took of reference is almost incredible. In addition to the Diary, it contains
nearly 800 pages of closely printed matter, none of which could be omitted without,
perhaps, detracting from the usefulness of the book. The publishers seem to
nave made it their aim to include in the Companion every item of information
which the most exacting lawyer could reasonably expect to find in its pages, and it

may safely be said that no practising solicitor, who has experienced the luxury of
having it at his elbow, will ever be likely to try to do without it."—Law Journal.

DICTIONARY.—Stroud's Judicial Dictionary, or Interpreter of
Words and Phrases by the British Judges and Parliament.

—

Second Edition. By F. Steoud, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 3 vols.

Koy. Svo. 1903. il. is.
" Must find a place in every law library. It is difficult to exaggerate its use-

fulness. ... is invaluable, not only as a labour-saving machine, but as a real

contribution to legal literature. ... a standard classic of the law."

—

Law Journal.
" An authoritative dictionary of the English language."—iaic Times.
" This judicial dictionary is pre-eminently a ground from which may be ex-

tracted suggestions of the greatest utility, not merely tor the advocate in court,

but also for the practitioner who has to advise."— Solicitor*' Journal.

The Pocket Law Lexicon.—Explaining Technical Words, Phrases
and Maxims of the English, Scotch and Roman Law. Fourth Edition.

By Joseph E. Moeeis, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 1905. 6«. 6rf.

"A wonderful little legal Dictionary."

—

Indermaur's Law StvdenUf Journal.

Wharton's Law Lexicon.—Forming an Epitome of the Law of Eng-
land, and containing full Explanations of Technical Terms and
Phrases, both Ancient and Modem, and Commercial, with selected

Titles from the Civil, Scots and Indian Law. Tenth Edition.

With a New Treatment of the Maxims. By J. M. Lxlt, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Super-royal Svo. 1902. 1/. 1»«.

"An encyclopaedia of the la'w."
" The new edition seems to us to be very complete and perfect, and a copy

of it should be procured by every practising solicitor without delay. A better

value for his money in the law book market a practitioner could not, we are sure,

get. Of the many txMkswe have to refer to in our work no volume is, we believe,

more often taken down from the shelf than ' Wharton.' "

—

Law Notes.

%* AU standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law eaif and other bindings.
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DIGESTS.
MEWS' DIGEST OP ENGLISH CASE LAW.—Containing the Beported

Decisions of the Superior Courts, and a Selection from those <>f the
Irish Courts, to the end of 1897. (Being a New Edition of "Fisher's
CommonLaw Digest and Chitty's Equity Index.") Under the general
Editorship of John Mews, Barrister-at-Law. 16to1s. Roy. 8vo. £20

{Sound in half calf, gilt top, £3 net extra.)
"A vast undertaking. . . . We have tested several parts of the work, with the

result of confirming otir impression aa to the acctiracy of a work which is indis-
pensable to lawyers."

—

The Times.

The Annual Digest from 1898 to 1904.—By Johh Mews. E.«q.,

Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. each 15*.

*0* This Digest is also issued quarterly, each part being cumulative.
Price to Subscribers, for the four parts payable in advance, net 1 7».
" The practice of the law without Mews' AnTinal would be almost an impos-

sibility."

—

Law Times.

Mews' Digest of Cases relating to Criminal Law down to the
end of 1897.—By John Mews, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Roval
8vo. 1898.

•

II.'5y.

Law Journal Quinquennial Digest, 1896-1900.—An Analytical
Digest of Cases Published in the Law Journal Reports, and the Law
Reports, during the years 1896-1900, with references to the Statutes
passed during the same period. By Jajies S. Hendeeson, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. 1901. 1/. 10.«.

Woods and Ritchie's Digest of Cases, Overruled, Approved, or
otherwise specially considered in the English Courts to the
end of 1902 : with Extracts from the Judgments dealing with the
same. By W. A. G. Woods and J. Ritchie, Esqrs., Bam-sters-at-
Law.—Being a New Edition of "Dale and Lehmann's Digest."
3 Vols. Royal 8vo. {In the pre*s.)

DISCOVERY.— Bray's Digest of the Law of Discovery, with
Practice Notes.—By Edwaed Beat, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.
Demy 8vo. 1904. Xet, 3«.

DISTRESS.—Oldham and Foster on the Law of Distress.—

A

Treatise on the Law of Distress, with an Appendix of Forms, Table
of Statutes, &c. Second Edition. By Abthue Oldham and A. La
TeobeFostee, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1889. 18*.

DISTRICT COUNCILS.—Chambers' Digest of the Law relating
to District Councils, so far as regards the Constitution, Powers
and Duties of such Councils (including Municipal Corporations) in
the matter of Public Health and Local Government. Ninth Edition.

—

By G. F. Chambees, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1895. 10».

DIVORCE.— Browne and Powles' Law and Practice in Divorce
and Matrimonial Causes.—Sixth Edition. ByL. D. Powles, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1897. \l. 6«.

"The practitioner's standud work on divorce practice."

—

Law Quar. Hev.

DOMESDAY BOOK AND BEYOND.—Three Essays in the Early
History of England.—By Professor Maitland. 1897. 8vo. 15«.

EASEMENTS.—Goddard's Treatise on the Law of Easements.

—

Bt John Leyboiten Goddabd, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Sixth
Edition. Demy 8vo. 1904. 1/. 5*.

" "We can cordially recommend the work to those of our readers in search of
an up-to-date authority."

—

Law Students^ Journal.
"Nowhere has the subject been treated so exhaustively, and, we may add,

80 scientifically, as by Mr. Qoddard. We recommend it to the most carefid study
of the law student, as well as to the library of the practitioner."

—

Law Tiaus.

Innes' Digest of the Law of Easements.—Seventh Edition. By
L. C. Innes, lately one of the Judges of Her Majesty's High Court
of Judicature, Madras. Royal 12mo. 1903. 7*. %d.

"An accurate and compendious statement of the law of easements, and viill

consequently be of much use to students."

—

Law A'otes.

" This presents th" law in a series of clearly enunciated propositions, which
are supported by examples taken in general from decided cases. The subject is

one that readily lends itself to such treatment, and in Mr. Innes' hands it is

skilfully developed."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

%* AU standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law ealf and other bindings.
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EAS E M E N TS—<;ontinued.

Roscoe's Easement of Light.—A Digest of the Law relating
to the Easement of Light.—With an Historical Introduction,
and au Appendix containing Practical Hints for Architects and
Surveyors, Obsers-ations on the Bi(;ht to Air, Statutes, Forms
and Plans. Fourth Edition. By Edward Stanley Roscce, Ei-q.,

Barrister- at-Law, Admiralty Registrar of the Supreme Court,
Author of "A Digest of BuUding Cases," " Admiralty Practice,"
&c. DemySvo. 1904. 7».6rf.

** A most useful little work."

—

Lnw Journal.
" A clear and practical divest of the law."—£au» Times.
" An accurate digest of the law."

—

Law Notes.

ECCLESIASTICAL LAW.— Phillimore's Ecclesiastical Law of the
Church of England, By the late Sir Robebt Phillucobb, Bart.
Second Edition, by his son Sir W. Q. F. Phuxqiobe, Bart., assisted

by C, F. Jbmhbtt, Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. 1895,
Published at 3/. 3«., reduced to, net, \l. 5».

" The task of re-editing Fhilliinore's • Ecclesiastical Law ' was not an easy one.
Sir Walter Phillimore has executed it with brilliant success. He has brought to
the work all his father's subdued enthusiasm for the Church, he has omitted
nothing that lent value to the original treatise, he has expunged from it what
could be spared, and has added to it everything that the eccfesiaatical lawyer
can possibly need to know."

—

Law Journal.

Whitehead's Church Law.—Being a Concise Dictionary of Statutes,
Canons, Regulations, and Decid^ Cases affecting the Clergy "and

Laity. Second Edition. By Benjamin W^ttehead, Esq., Barrister-
at-Law. Demy Svo. 1899. 10». 6d.

" A perfect mine of learning on all topics ecclesiastical."

—

Daily Telegraph.
" Mr. Whitehead has amassed a great deal of informatirn which it would be

very difScult to find in any other book, and he has presented it in a clear and con-
cise form. It is a book which will be useful to lawyers and laymen."—Z-atc Timet.

ELECTIONS.—Day's Election Cases in 1892 and 1893.-Being a
Collection of the Points of Law and Practice, together with Reports
of the Judgments. By S. H. Day, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Editor
of " Rogers on Elections." Royal 12mo, 1894. 7s. 6d.

Hedderwick's Parliamentary Election Manual i A Practical
Handbook on the Law and Conduct of Parliamentary Elections
in Great Britain and Ireland, designed for the Instruction and
Guidance of Candidates, Agents, Canvassers, Volunteer Assistants,

&c. Second Edition. By T.C.H. Hbddeewick, Esq., Barrister-at-
Law. Demy 12mo. 1900. 10«. 6d.

" The work is pre-eminently practical, concise and dear."

—

Solicitors' Journal.
" One of the best books of thekind thatwe are acquainted with."

—

Law Journal,

Hunt's Metropolitan Borough Councils Elections: A Guide to
the Election of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Councillors of Metropolitan
Boroughs. ByJohn Hunt, Esq., Bar.-at-Law. DemySvo. 1900. Zs.&d,

Rogers' Law and Practice of Elections.

—

Vol. I. Reoistbation, including the Practice in Registration
Appeals; Parliamentary, Municipal, and Local Government; with
Appendices of Statutes, Orders in Council, and Forms. Sixteenth
Edition ; with Addenda of Statutes to 1900. By Maubicb Powell,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 12mo. 1897. 1/. 1».

" The practitioner will find within these covers everything which he can be
expected to know, well arranged and carefully stated."

—

Law Times.

Vol. II. Part.tawkntaby Elections and Petitions ; with Appen-
dices of Statutes, Rules and Forms. Seventeenth Edition. Revised by
S. H.Day, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 12mo. 1900. 1/. 1*.

" The acknowledged authority on election law."—iaif Joumnl.
"The leading book on the difficult subjects of elections and election peti-

tions."—/>tc Times.
" We have nothing but praise for this work as a trustworthy guide for candi-

dates and agents "

—

Solicitors' Journal.

Vol. III. Municipal and othee Electionb and PETmoNB, with
Appendices of Statutes, Rules, and Forms. Seventeenth Edit. By
Saxukl H. Day, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 12mo. 1894. lUs.

%* All ttandard Law Works art kept in Stock, in law ealf and other bindings.
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EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY.—Mozley-Stark.— rirfe "Arbitration."
Robinson's Employers' Liability, By Aethub Robinson, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition. Including Precedents of
Schemes of Compensation. By the Author and J. D. Stuakt Six,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 12mo. 1898. 7«. &d.

ENGLISH LAW.—Pollock and Maitland's History of English Law
before the time of Edward I. By Sir Fkkdkeick Pollock, Bart.,
and Feed. W. Mattlanb, Esq., Barristers-at-Law. Second Edition.
2 vols. roy. 8vo. 1898. 21.

ENGLISH REPORTS. Re-issue of aU Decisions prior to 1866.
To be completed in about 150 Volumes. Royal 8vo. Issued monthly.

Now Issued.

House of Loeds (1694 to 1866). 11 Vols. Half-bound. Net, TIL
Peivy Crunch. (Including Indian Appeals) (1809 to 1872). 9 Vols.
Half-bound. 2iet, 13/. 10*.

Chancebt (Including Collateral Reports) (1557 to 1866). 27 Vols.
Half-bound.

"

l\et, 40/. lOf.

Rolls CouBT (1829 to 1866). 8 Vols. Half-bound. Net,Vll.

Now PUBLISHINQ.
Vice-Chancelloe's Couet (1815—1865). Complete in about 13 vols.

Half-bound. Xet, per vol., 30*.
*«* The Volumes are not sold separately. Prospectus on application.

"We can speak unhesitatingly of the advantage to the lawyer of the posses-
sion of this excellent reprint of all the English reports."—5oiicitors' Journal.

EQUITY, am? Titfe CHANCERY.
Seton's Forms of Judgments and Orders in the High Court of
Justice and in the Court of Appeal, having especial reference to
the Chancery Division, with Practical Notes. Sixth Edition. By
Cecil C. M. Dale, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, W. Tdtdal Kdio, Esq.,
a Registrar of the Supreme Court, and W. O. Goldschmidt, Esq.,
of the Registrars' Office. In 3 vols. Royal 8vo. 1901. 6/. 6».
"A monument of learned and laborious accuracy."

—

Lato Quarterly Review.
" The new edition of ' Seton ' is from every point of view, ind^d, a most

valuable and indisx>ensable work, and weU worthy of the book's high reputation."—Lato Journal.

Smith's Manual of Equity Jurisprudence.—A Manual of Equity
Jurisprudence for Practitioners and Students, founded on the Works
of Story and other writers, comprising the Fundamental Principles
and the points of Equity usually occurring in Greneral Practice.
Fifteenth Edition. By Sydney E. VTilliajis, Esq., Barrister-at-
Law. Demy 8vo. 1900. 12#. &d.

" We can safely recommend ' Smith's Equity ' in its new clothes to the atten-
tion of students rejading for their Examinations."

—

Law Notes.

Smith's Practical Exposition of the Principles of Equity, illus-

trated by the Leading Decisions thereon. For the use of Students
and Practitioners. Third Edition. By H. Aethub Sioth, M.A.,
LL.B., Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1902. 21».
"This well-known text-book maintains its high reputation. . . . This third

edition has been brought up to date in a way w hich should also make it useful to
practitioners in search of the latest authorities on any given i>oint. . . . The
additional cases referred to in the text and notes amount to many hundreds."

—

Law Journal,

Williams' Outlines of Equity.—A Concise View of the Principles of
Modem Equity. By Sydney E. Williams, Esq., Barrister-at-Law,
Author of " The Law relating to LegsJ Representatives," &c.
Royal 12mo. 1900. 5».

" The accuracy it combines with conciseness is remarkable."

—

Late Magazine.

ESTATE DUTIES.—Freeth.-Fkie "Death Duties."

ESTOPPEL.—Everest and Strode's Law of Estoppel. By Lancelot
FiELDiNQ EvEEKST, and Edhund Steodk, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law.
Demy 8vo. 1884. 18»,

Ewart's Exposition of the Principles of Estoppel by Misrepre-
sentation.—By John S. Ewabt, Esq., K.C. of the CiJiadian Bar.
Demy 8vo. 1900. 1/. 5».
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EVIDENCE.— Bodington.— Firfe "French Law."
Wills' Theory and Practice of the Law of Evidence.—By Wu.
Wills, Esq., Bamster-at-Law. DemySvo. 1894. I0t.6d.

"It contains & large amount of valuable information, very tersely and
accurately conveyed."— Jvoto Times.

EVIDENCE ON COMMISSION.—Hume-Williams and Macklin's
Taking of Evidence on Commission; including therein Special
Examinations, Letters of Request, Mandamus and Examinations
before an Examiner of the Court. Second Edition. By W. E. Huub-
WiLUAMS, Esq., K.C., and A. Eoueb Maoklin, Esq., Barrister-at-
Law. Demy 8vo. 1903. . 12*. Gd.

" We have tested it carefully, and have no hesitAtion in commending it to the
profession as an accurate and complete manual on this important branch of the
law. Every point that is likely to occur in practice has been noted, and there are
appendices of statutes, rules, orders, precedents ; and—which is, so far as we are
aware, a novel feature—^principles of our law of evidence for the g^dance of
foreign advocates, in English, iVench, and Oerman, and a good index."-I.ato Times.

EXAMINATION GUIDES.—Bar Examination Guide. By H. D,
Woodcock, and R. C. Maxwell, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law.

Vols. I. to V. (1895—1899). Each, net Is. M.
Barham's Students' Text-Book of Roman Law. By C. Nicolab
Baeham, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 12mo. 1903. Net,l8.Gd.

" This is a first primer of Eoman Law for the beginner. It is plain and clear,
is well arranged, and so simply put that any student can follow it."

—

Law Student's
Journal.

EXECUTIONS.—Edwards' Law of Execution upon Judgments
and Orders of the Chancery and Queen's Bench Divisions.
By C. J. Edwaeds, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy8vo. 1888. 16».

EXECUTORS.—Coffin's Testamentary Executor in England and
Elsewhere. By R. J. R. Qoftts, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy
8vo. 1901. 5s.

Macaskie'sTreatise on the Law of Executors and Administrators.
By S. C. Macabkie, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 8vo. 1881. 10«. 6d.

Williams' Law of Executors and Administrators.—Tenth Edition.
By the Right Hon. Sir Roland Vattohan Williams, a Lord Justice
of Appeal, and Aethtje Robeet Inqpen, Esq., one of His Majesty's
Counsel. 2 vols. Roy. 8vo. 1905. 41.

" "We cannot call to mind any work of recent times of greater authority than
' Williams on Executors.' It is one of our legal classics, and is unrivalled in the
width of its range, the accuracy of its statements, and the soundness of its law.
The new edition is worthy of the great reputation of the work, and everj- prudent
practitioner will do well to possess himself of a copy."

—

Law Times.
'• This book—^the standard work on its subject—is a storehouse of learning on

every point of administration law, and has been completely brought up to date."—Law Journal.
" It is facile princeps the leading authority on the subjects with which it deals,

and is a work which every practitioner should possess and no library should be
without."

—

Law Quarterly Rm-iew.

Williams' Law relating to Legal Representatives.— Real and
Personal. By Sydney E. Williams, Esq., Author of "Law of
Account," " Outlines of Equity," &c. Demy 8vo. 1899. 10«,
" We can commend to both branches of the profession, and more especially

to solicitors."

—

Law Times.
" An excellent law book, excellently got up, and though it deals with a subject

on which there is an ample literature, its existence is justified by its aim at being
' in as short a form as possible, a summary of the law of legal representatives as
modified by the Land Transfer Act, 1897.'"—PaH Mall Gazette.

EXTRADITION.— Biron and Chalmers' Law and Practice of
Extradition. By H. C. Bieon and Kenneth E. Chalmees, Esqrs.,
Barristers-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1903. 20«.

*'A convenient store of information upon all matters connected with extra-
dition."

—

So'icilors' Jonrnnl.
" The whole book is eminently practical, and the jiractice and procedure are

clearly and ably discussed."—Lnto Times.

"A very satisfactory and practical collection of the treaties and statutes
relating to extradition snd fugitive offenders, with an interesting introduction,
a commentary on the text of the statutes and treaties, and a valuable alphabetical
list eho'B-ing what crimes are comprised in the particular treaties."

—

Law Journal.
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FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS.—Ruegg and Mossop's Law
of Factories and Workshops. By A H. Rukgg, Esq., K.C.,
and L. Mossop, Esq., Barrister- at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1902. 12». 6d.

" One of the best trnati^es on the law of factories."

—

Law Journal.

FARM, LAW OF.—Dixon's Law of the Farm: including the Cases
and Statutes relating to the subject ; and the Agricultural Customs
of England and Wales. Sixth Edition. By Aubeky J. Spbncke, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1904. 1/. 6».
" A complete modem compendium on agricnltnral matters."

—

Late Timfs.

FIXTURES.—Amos and Ferard on the Law of Fixtures. Third
Edition. By C. A. Fzbaed and W. Howland Kobebts, Esqrs., Bar-
risters-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1883. 18«.

FOR MS.—Chitty's Forms of Civil Proceedings in the King's Bench
Division of the High Court of Justice, and on Appeal therefrom
to the Court of Appeal and the House of Lords.—Thirteenth
Edition. By T. W. Chittt, Esq., a Master of the Supreme Court,

Hehbeet Chitty. Esq.. Barrister-at-Law, and P. E. Vizaed, Esq.,

of the Central Office. Royal Svo. 1902. 1/. 16«.
" The book is accurate, reliable and exhaustive."

—

SoUciton' Journal.
"The forms are practically exhaustive, and the notes very grood, eo that this

edition will be invaluable to practitioners whose work is of a litigious kind."

—

Law Jnuntal.

Daniell's Forms and Precedents of Proceedings in the Chan-
cery Division of the High Court of Justice and on Appeal
therefrom.— Fifth Edition, with summaries of the Rules of the

Supreme Court ; Practical Notes ; and references to the Seventh
Edition of Daniell's Chancery Practice. By Chaeles Bthinet,

B.A., a Master of the Supreme Court. Royal Svo. 1901. 2/. 10«.
" The standard work on Cluincery Procedure."

—

Law Quarterly Seview.

Se\on.— Vide " Equity."
Wolstenholme's Forms and Precedents.—Adapted for use under

the Conveyancing Acts and Settled Land Acts, 1S81 to 1890. Sixth
Edition. "Royal Svo. 1902. 1/. Is.

FRENCH LAW.— Bodington's Outline of the French Law of
Evidence.—Bv Olivee E. Bodington, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.
Demy Svo. 1904. 5».

Cachard's French Civil Code. — By Hknet Cachaed, B.A.,
CounseUor-at-Law of the New York Bar, Ijcencie en Droit de la

Eaculte de Paris. Demy Svo. 1895. II.

Goirand's Treatise upon French Commercial Law and the
Practice of all the Courts.—With a Dictionary of French Judicial

Terms. Second Edition. By LEOPOiiD Goieand, Licencie en Droit.

Demy Svo. 1898. 1/.

Goirand's Treatise upon the French Law relating to English
Companies carrying on Business in France.—By Leopold
GoiEAND. French Solicitor. Crown Svo. 1902. ^et, 2s. 6d.

Kelly.— Vide " Marriage."
Sewell's Outline of French Law as affecting British Subjects.

—

By J. T. B. Sewell, LL.D., Solicitor. Demy Svo. 1897. 10«. 6d.

GAMBIA.—Ordinances of the Colony of the Gambia. With Index.
2 Vols. Folio. 1900. Xet, 31.

GAME LAWS.— Warry's Game Laws of England. With an
Appendix of the Statutes relating to Crame. By &. Tati>ob Waeet,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 12mo. 1896. 10s. 6rf.

GOLD COAST.—Ordinances of the Gold Coast Colony and the
Rules and Orders thereunder. 2 vols. Royal Svo. 1903. 3/. 10»-.

GOODWILL.—Allan's Law relating to Goodwill.—By Chaeles E,
Allan,M.A.,LL.B.,E8q., Barrister-at-Law. DemySvo. 1889. 7s.6d.

Sebastian.— T'tV/^ "Trade Marks."
HACKNEY CARRIAGES.-Bonner & Farrant.- n<ftf " Motor Cars."

HOUSE TAX.— Ellis' Guide to the House Tax Acts, for the use of
the Payer of Inhabited House Duty in England.—ByABTHUB
M. Ellis, LL.B. (Lond.), Solicitor. Royal 12mo. 1885. 6s.

*' Accurate, complete and very clearly expressed."

—

Solieitor^ Journal.
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HUSBAND AND WIFE.—Lush's Law of Husband and Wife,
within the jurisdiction of the Queen's Bench and Chancery
Divisions. By C. Montaque Lush, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Second
Edition. By the Author and W. H. Griffith, Euq., Barrister-at-
Law. Demy 8vo. 1896. 1/. 6*.

"To the practiBing lawyer the work will be of the utmost importance."—/>iu> Times.
" This book will certainly be coastJted when diiiiculties arise relatdve to the poidtioa

(if murried women."

—

Law Journal.

INCOME TAX.— Buchan's Law relating to the Taxation of
Foreign Income.—By John Buchan, Esq., Barrister-at-Law,
with Preface by the Right Hon. R. B. Haidane, K.C., M.P. Demy
8vo. iyO.5. 10«. 6rf.

Ellis' Guide to the Income Tax Acts.—For thense of the English
Income Tax Payer. Third Edition. By Aethub M. Ellis, LL.B.
(Lond.), Solicitor. Royal 12mo. 1893. 7«. 6d.

Robinson's Law relating to Income Tax; with the Statutes,

Forms, and Decided Cases in the Courts of England, Scotland, and
Ireland.—By Abthub Robinson, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal
8vo. 1895. 1/. 1«.

" The Rtandard work on a complicated and difficult Bubject."

—

Law Journal.

Whybrow's Income Tax Tables.—By G. H. Whybbow, Esq., of the
Income TaxRepaymentBranch, Somerset House. DemySvo. 190o. 5s.

" This is a very useful book, and will be fuund of exceptional value to
btiDker', solicitors, officials of public companies and other professional men."

—

h'mancial Times.

INDIA.— Ilbert's Government of India.—Being a Digest of the Statute
Lawrelatingthereto, with Historical Introduction and IllustrativeDo-
eumentf). By SirCouETKNAYlLBEET,K.C.S.I. DemySvo. 1898. 1/, 1».

INDICT M ENTS.— Bowen-Rowlands.— Vide " Criminal Law."
INLAND REVENUE. — Highmore's Summary Proceedings

in Inland Revenue Cases in England and Wales. Including
Appeals to Quarter Sessions and by Special Case, and Proceedings
by Collector's Warrants for Recovery of Duties of Excise and Taxes.
Third Edition. By N. J. HiaBHOBE, Esq., Barrister-at-Law,
Assistant Solicitor of Inland Revenue. Roy. 12mo. 1901. 7s. 6d.

Highmore's Inland Revenue Regulation Act, 1890, as amended
by the Public Accounts and Charges Act, 1891, and the Finance
Act, 1896, with other Acts ; with Notes, Table of Cases, &c. By
Nathaniel J. Hiohhobe, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Assistant Solicitor

of Inlaud Revenue. Demy 8vo. 1896. 7«. 6rf.

INSURANCE.—Arnouldonthe Lawof Marine Insurance.—SevenUi
J^ditiou. By Edwaed Louis db Haet and Ralph Iliff Simet,
Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. 1901. 3^.3*.

" The authors have availed themselves of the advice and assistance of men of
praciicul experience in marine insurance, so that the book may be relied on as
accurate from a business as well as from a legal point of view. The book can
best be described by ihe one word ' excellent.' "

—

Imw Journal.

Tyser's Law relating to Losses under a Policy of Marine Insur-
ance.—By Chables Robeex Ttsee, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy
8vo. 1894. 10*. 6d.

" A clear, correct, full, and yet concise statement of the law."

—

Law Times.

INTERNATIONAL LAW.— Bate's Notes on the Doctrine of
Renvoi in Private International Law.—By John Pawley Bate,
Esq., Reader of International Law, &c., in the Inns of Court. 8vo.

1904. Net Is. 6d.

Dicey.— Vid« " Conflict of Laws."
Hall's International Law.—Fifth Edition. By J. B. Atlat, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1904. Xet, II. Is.

Hall's Treatise on the Foreign Powers and Jurisdiction of the
British Crown. By "W. E. Hall, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy
8vo. 1894. 10*. 6d.

Higgins' The Hague Conference and other International Con-
ferences concerning the Laws and Usages of War—Texts of

Conventions, with Notes.—By A. Peabce Hiqoins, M.A., LL.D.,
sometime Scholar of Downing College. Royal 8vo. 1904. Net, 3s.

•^* All standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindings.
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INTERNATIONAL LAVJ—<;ontinmd.

Holland's Studies in International Law.—By Thomas Eeskinb
Holland, D.C.L., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8to. 1898. 10«. 6d.

Nelson's Private International Law.—^By Hobacb Neibon, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Roy. 8vo. 1889. 1/. 1».

Rattigan's Private International Law.—By Sir Willlam Hknby
Rattigan, LL.D., K.C. Demy 8vo. 1895. 10*. 6d.

" Written vrith admirable cleameas."

—

Law Journal.

Walker's Manual of Public International Law.—ByT. A. Walkeb,
M.A., LL.D., Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1895. 9».

Walker's History of the Law of Nations.—Vol. I., from the Earliest

Times to the Peace of "Westphalia, 1648. By T. A. "Walkee, M.A.,
LL.D., Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1899. Xet, 10s.

Westlake's International Law.—Chapters on the Principles of Later-

national Law. By J. Westlakk, K.C, LL.D. Demy Svo. 1894. 10«.

Westlake's International Law.—Part L Peace. By J. "Westlake,
K.C, LL.D. Demy Svo. 1904. Xet, 9s.

Wheaton's Elements of International Law; Eonrth English
Edition. Including a translation of the Anglo-French Agreement.
By J. B.Atlat, M. A., Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1904. U. 12s.

The leading American and English work on International Law.
" Wheaton stands too hi^h for criticism."

—

Law Times.
""We congratulate Mr. Atlay on the skill and discretion with which he has

performed the task of editing a standard treatise on international law."—iaio
Jou-mal.

INVESTIGATION OF TITLE.—Jackson and Gosset's Investiga-
tion of Title.—Being a Practical Treatise and Alphabetical Digest
of the Law connected with the Title to Land, with Precedents of

Requisitions. Second Edition. By W. Howland Jackson and
Thoeold GrOSSET, Barristers-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1899. 12s. &d.
"The new edition contains the following additional subjects—namely, boun-

daries, compromise, corporations, glebe lands, parcels, quit-rents and recitals

;

and the chaiiges efiPected by the statute law of 1899 are noticed in their proper
places. . . . Jackson and Gosset's book is well worth having."

—

Law Times.
"Will be of real help to the busy conveyancer."

—

Law Notes.

%* See " Conveyancing" (p. 7), for companion volume, " Precedents
of Purchase and Mortgage Deeds," by the same Authors.

JUDGMENTS AND ORDERS.—Seton.— Firf« "Equity."

JURISPRUDENCE.— Holland's Elements of Jurisprudence.—
Ninth Edition. ByT. E. Holland, K.C, D.C.L. Svo. 1900. 10s. 6rf.

Markby's Elements of Law. By Sir Willlam Makttby, D.C.L.
Demy Svo. 1896. 12s. 6d.

JURY LAWS.—Hu band's Practical Treatise on the Law relating
to the Grand Jury in Criminal Cases, the Coroner's Jury,
and the Petty Jury in Ireland.—By Wm. G. Hitband, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1896. Ket, 11. 5s.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.—Magistrates' Cases,1894 to 1904.-
Cases relating to the Poor Law, the Criminal Law, Licensing, and
other subjects cbiefly connected with the duties and office of Magis-
trates. 1894—1904. Ilach, net 11.

%* These Reports, published as part of the Law Journal Reports,
are issued Quarterly. £aeh Fart, net bs.

Annual Subscription, payable in advance, lbs. post free.

Shirley's Magisterial Law,—An Elementary Treatise on Magisterial
Law, and on the Practice of Magistrates' Courts. Second Edition.
By Leonard H. West, LL.D., Solicitor. Demy Svo. 1896. Is. 6d.

Wigram's Justice's Note-Book.—Containing a short accoimt of the
Jurisdiction and Duties of Justices, and an Epitome of Criminal Law.
Seventh Edition. By Hkney Waebueton and Leonabd W. Keeshaw,
Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Royal 12mo. 1900. 10s. 6rf.

" The information given is complete and accurate."

—

Law Journal.
" Contains a great deal of valuable informatioD inasmallcompas8."-ZawTint«s.

%* All standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindings.
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LAND CHARGES ACTS.— Eaton and Purcell's Land Charges
Acts, 1888 and 1900.—A Practical Guide to Rejfistration and
Searches. By Eexest W. Eaton, Esq., Senior Clerk, Land Charges
Department, Land Registry, and J. Poyntz Puecell, Esq., of the same
Department, Barrister-at-Law. Royal 12mo. 1901. Net, Is. <jd.

LAND LAW.—Jenks' Modern Land Law. ByEowABD Jenks, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1899. 15».

LAND TAX.— Bourdin's Land Tax.—An Exposition of the Land Tax.
Including the Latest Judicial Decisions, and the Changes in the Law
effected by the Taxes Management Act, &c. Fourth Edition. By
the late Feedkeick Humphekys, Deputy Registrar of Land Tax ; and
Digests of Cases decided in the Courts by Chaeles C, Atchisoit,

Deputy Registrar of Land Tax. Royal 12mo. 1894. 7s. 6rf.

Atchison's Land Tax,—Changes Effected in the Processes of Assess-
ment and Redemption by Part VI. of the Finance Act, 1896 (59 & 60
Vict. c. 28). By Charles C. Atchison, Deputy Registrar of Land
Tax. Royal Timo. 1897. {A Supplement to above.) Net, 2». M.

LAND TRANSFER.— Brickdale and Sheldon's Land Transfer
Acts, 1 875 and 1 897.—With a Commentary on the Sections of the
Acts, and Introductory Chapters explanatory of the Acts, and the
Conveyancing Practice thereunder ; also the Land Registry Rules,
Forms, and Fee Order, Orders in Council for Compulsory Registra-
tion, &c., together with Forms of Precedents and Model Registers,

&c. By C. FoETESCTTK Beiokdale, Registrar at the Land Registry,

and W. R. Sheldon, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Second Edition.

By C. Foetescue Beickdale, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo.

1905. II. bs.
" The second edition of this book will be welcomed by the practitioner who

has to do with registered land, or with conveyancing of any kind in London,
where registration on sale is now compulsory."

—

Lnw Quarterly lieview, July, 1905.

"Not often is a statute so carefully edited."

—

The Times.
" Contains not only lengthy and valuable notes and annotations on the Land

Transfer Acts and Rules, but also full and sepaiute dissertations on the law
procedure, and practice thereunder."

—

Law Times.

Jennings and Kindersley's Principles and Practice of Land
Registration under the Land Transfer Acts, 1875 and 1897

;

with the text of the Acts and the Rules and Fee Order of 1903. By
A. R. G. Jennings, LL.B., and G. M. Kindeesley, Esqrs., Bar-
risters-at-Law, and of the Land Registry. Roy. 8vo. 1904. I2s.%d.

" The principles and practice of land registration are set forth in a clear and
concise manner by the authors in their dissertations and notes."

—

Law Times.

LANDLORD and TENANT.—Redman's Law of Landlord and
Tenant.—Including the Practice of Ejectment. Fifth Edition.

By Joseph H. Redjcan", Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 8vo. 1901. 1/. bs.

"We can confidently recommend the present edition."

—

Law Journal.

WoodfaU's Law of Landlord and Tenant.—With a full Collection

of Precedents and Forms of Procedure; containing also a collection of

Leading Propositions. ' Seventeenth Edition. By J. M. Lelt, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Roy. 8vo. 1902. 1/. 18*.

"Woodfall is really in(Usi)en8able to the practising lawyer, of whatever
degree he may be."

—

Law Jourmal.

LANDS CLAUSES ACTS.—Jepson's Lands Clauses Acts; with
Decisions, Forms, and Tables of Costs. Second Edition. By J, M.
LiGHTV/ooD, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy8vo. 1900. U. Is.

" This work, in its new and practically re-written form, may be described as a
handy and well-arranged treatise on the Lands ClausesActs."

—

Solicitors^Journal.

LAW JOURNALREPORTS.—Edited by John Mews, Esq., Barrister-

at-Law. Published monthly. Annual Subscription :—
Reports and Public General Statutes Net, Zl. 4».

Reps. Stats. & Mews' Annual Digest {Issued Quarterly) Net, 3/. 10s.

Thin paper Edition, forming one handy Vol. for the year Net, 31. 4s.

Or, without the Statutes Net, 31.

The Law Journal weekly, 11. extra.

*^* All standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindings.
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LAW LIST.—Law List (The),—Comprising the Judges and Officers

of the Couits of Justice, C!ounsel, Special Pleaders, Conveyancers,
Solicitors, Proctors, Notaries, &c., in England and Wales; the
Circuits, Judges, Treasurers, Registrars, and High Bailiffs of

the County Courts ; Metropolitan and Stipendiary Magistrates,

Official Receivers tinder the Bankruptcy Act, Law and Public
Officers in England, Colonial and Foreign Lawyers with their

English Agents, Clerks of the Peace, Town Clerks, Coroners, Com-
missioners for taking Oaths, Conveyancers Practising in England
under Certificates obtained in Scotland, &c., &c. Compiled, so far

as relates to Special Pleaders, Conveyancers, Solicitors, Proctors and
Notaries, by H. F. Baetlett, I.S.O., Controller of Stamps, and
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, and Published by the Authority
of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue and of the Law Society.

1905. Net, 10«. &d.

LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW—Edited by Sir FEKDKmcK Pollock,
Bart., D.C.L., LL.D. Vols. I.—XXI. (with General Indices to

Vols. I. to XX.) Royal 8vo. 1885-1905. Each, lis.

^^ Annual Subscription post free 12«. 6rf., net. Single numbers, each 6s.
' ' A little criticism, a few quotations, and a batch of anecdotes,

afford a sauce that makes even a quarter's law reporting amusing
reading."

—

Law Journal.
" The greatest of legal quarterly reviews . . . the series of

' Notes ' always so entertaining and illustrative, not merely of the
learning of the accomplished jurist (the Editor] but of the grace
of language with which such learning can be unfolded."

—

Law Jour.

LAWYER'S ANNUAL LIBRARY—
(1) The Annual Practice.— Snow, Bueney, and Stbinqeb.

(2) The A. B. 0. Guide to the Practice.—Steingke.

(3) The Annual Digest,

—

Mews. (Also Issued Quarterly.

)

(4) The Annual Statutes.

—

Lklt.

(5) The Annual County Court Practice.

—

Smtlt.

1^^ Annual Subscriptions, [a) For Complete Series, as above, delivered on
the day of publication, net, 21. 8s. (6) Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 only, net,

11. 18». (If A. B. C. Guide w not tcanted 2s. 6d. may be deductedfrom
subscription to series (a) or {b).) (c) Nos. 3, 4, and 5 only, net, II. 15«.

{Carriage extra, 2s.)

Full prospectusforwarded on application.

LAWYER'S COMPANION,— Ftde«' Diary."
LAWYER'S OFFICE.—The Modern Lawyer's Office: being Sugges-

tions for Improvements in the Organization of Law Offices and for the

adoption of certain American Appliances and Business Methods. By
A SoLicnoE OF THE SuPEEME CouBT. Roval Timo. 1902. 6«.

" We strongly recommend every solicitor who attaches importance to the
organi2aition of his office to make himself acquainted with the system explained
so clearlv in this little work."

—

Latr Journal.

LEADI NG CASES.— Ball's Leading Cases. Vide " Torts."

Shirley's Selection of Leading Cases in the Comnnon Law. With
Notes. By W. S. Shteley, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Seventh Edition.

By RiCHAED Watson, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. DemySvo. 1904.16*.
"A sound knowledge of common law can be gleaned from Shirley."

—

Lata Notes.
" The selection is very large, though all are distinctly ' Leading Cases,' and

the notes are by no means the least meritorious part of the work."—iato Journal.

Warburton's Selection of Leading Cases in the Criminal Law.
With Notes. By Henet Waebueton, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.

[Founded on "Shirley's Leading Cases."] Third Edition. Demy
Svo. 1903. 12«. &d.

" The cases have been well selected, and arranged. . . . We consider that
it will amply repay the student or the practitioDer to read both the cases and the
notes." —Jmiticf of thf Pence.

LEGAL INTERPRETATION.— Seal's Cardinal Rules of Legal
Interpretation.—Collected and Arranged by Edwaed Bbal, E.-*q.,

Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1896. 12«. 6d.
" Invaluable to the student. To those with a limited library, or a busy

practice, it will be indispensable."

—

Justice of the Peace.

•,* All standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in lato calf and other bindings.
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LEGISLATIVE METHODS.-llberts Legislative Methods and
Forms.—By SirCouuTENAY Ilbekt, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., Ptirliameutary
Counsel tx) the TrcHsury. Demy 8vo. 1901. 16<,

LEXICON.— rtrf# "Dictionary."
LIBEL AND SLANDER.—Odgers on Libel and Slander.—

A

Digest of the Law of Libel and Slander : and of Actions on the
Case for Words causing Damage, with the Evidence, Procedure,
Practice, and Precedents of Pleadings, both in Civil and Criminal
Cases. Fourth Edition. ByW. Blaxb Odorbs, LL.D., one of His
Majesty's Counsel, and J. Beomley Eames, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.
Koyal 8vo. 1905. 1/. 12*.

"A standard and exhaustive treatise on the law of defamation and allied
topiTS."

—

Lnw (junrtfrly Itttiew, July. 1905.
" The best modem book on the law of libel."

—

Daili/ News.
" The most scientific of all our law books In its new drees this volome

is secure of an appreciative profe8.-ional welcome."

—

Law Timfs.
" The general opinion of the profession has always accorded a high place to

Mr. Blake Odgers' learned work."

—

Law Journal.

LICENSING.—Slocombe's Licensing Act,1904, Simply Stated.—
Second Edition. By Alfeed J. Slocombe, County Borough Police

Court, Huddersfield. Demy 8vo. 1905. ^'et, '2s.

Talbot's Law and Practice of Licensing,—Being a Digest of the
Law regulating the Sale by Retail of Intoxicating Liquor. With
a full Appendix of Statutes, Rules and Forms. Second Edition. By
Geoboe John Talbot, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 12mo.
1905.

^
10«. Gd.

" His method grives professional men a guide to* the legislation afforded by
no other book."

—

Law Journal.
"The distinctive feature of it is that the exposition of the law is arranged in

the fonu if a rode. It is an undoubted advaot ge to have such a chaos aa the
licensing Acts reduced to the lorm of a code, and as far as we have te8t^d them,
the fctatements of the law are accurate."

—

Law Quarterly Jieiriew, July, 1905.

LIG H T,— Vide " Easements."

LIGHT RAILWAYS.— F«(/« "Tramways."

LOCAL AND MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT,— Bazalgette and
Humphreys' Law relating to County Councils,—Third Edition.

By Geoboe Humphbkys, Esq. Royal 8vo. 1889. 7». 6rf.

Betzaigette and Humphreys' Law relating to Local and Muni-
cipal Government. Comprising the Statutes relating to PubUo
Health, Municipal Corporations, Highways, Burial, Gas and Water,
Public Loans, Compulsory Taking of Lands, Tramways, Electric

Lighting, &c. With Addenda. By C. Noejian Bazaloettb and
G. HuMPHEEYS, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Sup. royal8vo. 1888. 3/. 3«.

Humphreys.— Vide "Parish Law."
LONDON LOCAL GOVERNMENT, — Hunt's London Local

Government, The Law relating to the London County Council,

the Vestries and District Boards elected under the Metropolis
Management Acts, and other Local Authorities. By John Httnt,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. 1897. 3/. 3».

" This very comprehensive and well-arranged code of London Local Govern-
ment will be invaluable to local authorities, the legal profession and otheta
directly interetited in the subject."

—

London.

LUNACY.—Heywood and Massey's Lunacy Practice.—By Aethus
Heywood and Aenold Massey, Esqrs., Solicitors. Second Edition.

By the Authors, with the assistance of Chaeles Gaenett, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1905. 9».

"A very useful little handbook, which contains a clear account of the practice
in lunacy. —Law Joun.al.

" An exceedingly useful handbook on lunacy prswtice."

—

Law Kotet.
"A clear and able handbook. ... A feature of the work are the precedents

given, which have nearlv all stood the test of actual practice."

—

Law Times.

MAGISTRATES' PRACTICE and MAGISTERIAL LAW.— Fufo

"Justice of the Peace."
MARINE INSURANCE.— rt<fe "Insurance."
MARITIME DECISIONS.— Douglas' Maritime Law Decisions.—

Compiled by Robt. R. Douglas. Demy 8vo. 1888. 7». 6rf.

*0* AH standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in late calf and other bindings.
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MARRIAGE.— Kelly's French Law of Marriage, Marriage Con-
tracts, and Divorce, and the Conflict of Laws arising there-
from. Second Edition. By Olivee E. Bodington, Esq., Barrister-at-
Law, Licencie en Droit de la Faculte de Paris. Roy. 8vo. 1895. 1/. 1«.

MARRIED WOMEN'S PROPERTY.— Lush's Married Women's
Rights and Liabilities in relation to Contracts, Torts, and
Trusts. By Montague Lttsh, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Author of
'• The Law of Husband and Wife." Eoyal 12mo. 1887. 5*.

MEDICAL PARTNERSHIPS.— Barnard and Stocker's Medical
Partnerships, Transfers, and Assistantships.—By Williak
Baexaed, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, and G. Beeteam Stockeb, Esq.,
Managing Director of the Scholastic, Clerical and Medical Associa-
tion (Limited). Demy Svo. 1895. 10«. 6i.

MERCANTILE LAW.—Smith's Compendium of Mercantile Law.
—Eleventh Edition. By Edwaed Louis de Haet, M.A., LL.B.,
and IIaij>h Iliff SntET, B.A., Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. 2 vols.

Royal Svo. 1905. • {Nearly ready.) 21. 2*.
" Of the greatest value to the mercantfle lawyer."

—

Lavs Times.
" One of the most scientific treatises extant on mercantile law."

—

Sol. Jl.

Tudor's Selection of Leading Cases on Mercantile and Maritime
Law.—With Notes. By 0. D. Tudoh, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.
Third Edition. Royal Svo. 1884.

'

21. 2«.

MERCHANDISE MARKS ACT.—Payn's Merchandise Marks
Act,1887.—ByH.PAYN,Barrister-at-Law.Royall2mo. 1888. 3».6d.

" A safe guide to all who are interested in the Act."

—

Law Times.

METROPOLIS BUILDING ACTS.-Craies' London Building Act,
1894| with Introduction, Notes, and Index, and a Table showing
how the Former Enactments relating to Buildings have been dealt
with.—By W.F.Ceaies, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. RoyalSvo. 1894. 5».

MINES AND MINING.—Cockburn.— rt(& "Coal."

MORALS AND LEGISLATION.—Bentham's Introduction to the
Principles of Morals and Legislation.—By Jebeuy Bkntham,
M.A., Bencher of Lincoln's Inn. Crown Svo. 1879. 6«. Qd.

MORTGAGE.—Beddoes' Concise Treatise on the Law of Mort-
gage.—ByW.F. Beddoes, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Svo. 1893. 10*.

" We commend the work as a reliable and useful Uttle manual."—Z^iw
Students' Journal.

" We can cordially recommend this work to a practitioner who likes to have
small compact books at hand on all subjects."

—

Late Xotes

Coote's Treatise on the Law of Mortgages.—By the late Richaed
Holmes Coote, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Seventh Edition. By
Sydney Edwaed WxLLiAirs, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Author of
"The Law relating to Legal Representatives," "The Law of
Account," &c. 2 vols. Royal Svo. 1904. 3/. 3».

" The work is very complete, and as a standard book is one to which the
lawyer may turn for almost any point he needs in connection with its subject."

—

Law Students' Journal.
" Every conveyancer will feel happier from the possession of fbi« fine work on

that all-important branch of his work—the Law of Mortgages It is
essentially a practitioner's book, and we pronounce it ' one of the best.' "

—

Law
Notes.

MOTOR CARS.—Bonner and Farrant's Law of Motor Cars,
Hackney and other Carriages.—An Epitome of the Law, Statutes,

and Regulations. Second Edition. By Gr. A. Bonnee and H. G.
Faeeant, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1904. 12s. 6d.

" Carefully revised and brought up to date."

—

Law Times.

NAVY.— Manual of Naval Law and Court Martial Procedure;
in which is embodied Thring's Criminal Law of the Navy, together
with the Naval Discipline Act and an Appendix of Practical
Forms.—By J. E. R. Stephens, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, C. E.
GiFFOED, Esq., O.B., Fleet Paymaster, Royal Navy, and P.
Haeeison Smith, Esq., Staff Paymaster, Royal Navy. Demy Svo.
1901. 15«.
" Well written, excellently arranged, and fully comprehensive."—Law Journal,
" Well up to date .... May be thoroughly relied upon."

—

Law Timeg,
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NEGLIGENCE.—Smith's Treatise on the Law of Negligence.
Second Edition. By Horaob Smith, Esq. 8vo. 1884. lit. 6d.

NISI PRIUS.— Roscoe's Digest of the Law of Evidence on the
Trial of Actions at Nisi Prius.—Seventeenth Edition. ByMLmsiCB
Powell, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols. DeraySvo. 1900. 21. 2t.

" Contmnea to be a vEtst and closely packed storehouae of infonnation on
practice at Nisi Prius."—7>iu> Journal.

" Almost inraloable to a Nisi Prias practitioner. . . . We have nothing
but praise for the new edition."

—

Law Quarterly Review.

NORTHERN NIGERIA LAWS.—Gollan's Northern Nigeria Law.
Royal 8vo. 1905. 2/. 2*.

NOTARY.—Brooke's Treatise on the Office and Practice of a
Notary of England.

—
"With a full collection of Precedents. Sixth

Edition. By Jaxes Ceanstoun, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo.
1901. \l. 5s.

"The book is an eminently practical one, and contains a very complete
collection of notarial precedents. The editor is to be congratulated upon tlie

execution of a very thorough piece of work."

—

Law Journal.

OATHS.—Stringer's Oaths and Affirmations in Great Britain and
Ireland; being a Collection of Statutes, Cases, and Forms, with
Notes and Practical Directions for the use of Commissioners for Oathi-

and of all Courts of Civil Procedure and Offices attached thereto. B
Fbancis a. Steinqeb, of the Central Office, Royal Courts of Justic ,

one of the Editors of the "Annual Practice." Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. 1893. 4r.
" Indiapenfiable to all commissioners."

—

Solicitor^ Journal.

ORANGE RIVER.—The Statute Law of the Orange River Colony.
—Translated. Royal Svo. 1901. 21. L-..

OTTOMAN CIVIL LAW.—Grigsby's Medjelle, or Ottoman Civil

Law.—Translated into English. By W. E. Geiqsbt, LL.D., Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1895. 11. 1«.

PARISH LAW.—Humphreys' Parish Councils.—The Law relating

to Parish Cormcils, being the Local Government Act, 1894 ; with
an Appendix of Statutes, together with an Introduction, Not^, and
a Copious Index. Second Edition. By Geobqb HmcPHBEYS, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1895. 10».

Steer's Parish Law. Being a Digest of the Law relating to the
Civil and Ecclesiastical Government of Parishes and the Relief of the
Poor. Sixth Edition. By W. H. Macxamaba, Esq., Assistant

Master of the Supreme Court, Registrar of the Court constituted

imder the Benefices Act, 1898. Demy 8vo. 1899. 1/.

" Of great service both to lawyers and to parochial officers."

—

Solicitors' Jour.
" A most useful book of reference on all matters connected with the parish,

both civil and ecclesiastical."

—

Law Journal.

PARTNERSHIP.—Pollock's Digest of the Law of Partnership.
Eighth Edition. With an Appendix of Forms. By Sir Fbedebicx
Pollock, Bart., Barrister-at-Law, Author of "Principles of Con-
tract," "The Law of Torts," &c. Demy 8vo. 1905. 10«.

" Practitioners and studejits alike will welcome a new edition of this work."—Law Journal, July 22, 19f)5.

" Of the execution of the work we can speak in terms of the highest praiae.
The language is simple, concise, and clear."

—

L'lw Magazine.
" Praiseworthy in design, scholarly and complete in execution."

—

Sat. Review.

PATENTS.—Edmunds on Patents.—The Law and Practice of Letters

Patentfor Inventions. ByLEWi8EDjruin)8,E8q.,K.C. SecondEdition.
By T. M. Stevens, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Roy. 8vo. 1897. II. \2t.

" We have nothing but commendation for the book."

—

Solicitori? Journal.
" It would be difficult to make it more complete."

—

L,aw Times.

Edmunds' Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Acts, 1883 to

1888, Consolidated with an Index. Second Edition. By Lewis
Edmuitdb, Esq., K.C., D.Sc, LL.B. Imp. Svo. 1895. Ifet2s.6d.

Johnson's Patentees' Manual.—A Treatise on the Law and
Practice of Patents for Inventions. Sixth Edition. By Jaxxb John-
BON, Esq., Barrister-at-Law ; and J. ELsnst Johnson, Solicitor and
Patent Agent. Demy Svo. 1890. I0s.6d.

%* AH standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other Undingi.
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PAT ENTS

—

continued.

Johnson's Epitome of Patent Laws and Practice. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo. 1900. ^^et, 2s. 6d.

Morris's Patents Conveyancing.—Being a Collection of Precedents

in Conveyaucing in relation to Letters Patent for Inventions.

With Dissei-tations and Copious Notes on the Law and Practice. By
EoBEET MoBEis, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1887. 1?. 6».

Thompson's Handbook of Patent Law of all Countries.—By
Wm. p. Thompson. Thirteenth Edition. I2mo. 1905. Net, 2s. U.

Thompson's Handbook of British Patent Law. Thirteenth Edition.

12mo. 190,"). Net, 6d.

PAWNBROKING.—Attenborough's Law of Pawnbroking, with
the Pawnbrokers Act, 1872, and the Factors Act, 1889, and
Notes thereon. By Chaeles L. Attenboeough, Esq., Barrister-

at-Law. Post 8vo. 1897. Net, 3».

PLEADING.—Bullen and Leake's Precedents of Pleadings in

Ac ions in the King's Bench Division of the High Court of
Justice, with Notes. .Sixth Edition. By Ctetl Dodd, Esq., K.C.,
and T. Willes Chitty, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, a Master of the

Supreme Court. Royal 8vo. 190-5. [Xearly ready.) 1/. 18«.
" The standard work on modem pleading."

—

Tmw Journal,

Odgers' Principles of Procedure, Pleading and Practice in Civil

Actions in the High Court of Justice.— Fifth Edition. By W.
Blakb Odgzes, LL.D., K.C, Recorder of Plymouth, Author of "A
Digest of the Law of Libel and Slander." Demy 8vo. 1903. Vis. Gd.

" The student or practitioner who desires instruction and practical guidance
in our modem system of pleading cannot do better than possess himself of
Mr. Odgera* book."

—

Lnw Journal.
"An invaluable book."

—

lyow Sotes.
" Terse, clear and pointed "

—

Law Quarterly Feview.

POISONS.— Reports of Trials for Murder by Poisoning.—With
Chemical Introductions and Notes. By G. Lathax Beownb, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law, and C. G. Stewaet, Senior Assistant in ttie Labo-
ratory of St. Thomas's Hospital. &c. Demy 8vo. 1883. 12*. 6d.

POLICI ES.—Farrer.— Vide "Vendors and Purchasers."

POWERS.— Farwell on Powers.—A Concise Treatise on Powers.
Second Edition. By Gkoeqb Faewell, Esq., Q.C. (now a Justice

of the High Court), assisted by W. R. Sheldon, Esq., Barrister-

at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1893. II. 5s.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.—Wright's Law of Principal and Agent.
By E. Blackwood Weight, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Second Edition.

Demy8vo. 1901. 18s.
"Clearly arranged and clearly written."

—

Lav Times.

"^ay with confidence be recommended to all leeal practitioners as an accu-
rate and" handy text book on the subjects comprised in it."

—

Solicitors' Journal.
"An excellent book."- I^air Qwrt'rhj Keview.

PRIVY COUNCIL LAW.—Wheeler's Privy Council Law: A Synop-
sis of all the Appeals decided by the Judicial Committee (including

Indian Appeals) from 1876 to 1891. Together with a precis of the
Cases from the Supreme Court of Canada. By Geoboe Whkklee,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law, and of the Judicial Department of the Privy
Council. Royal 8vo. 1893. U. Us. 6d.

PRIZE CASES.— Reports of Prize Cases determined in the
High Court of Admiralty, before the Lords Commissioners
of Appeals in Prize Causes, and before the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, from 1745 to 1859.—Edited by
E. S. RoscoE, Esq., Barrister-at-Law and Admiralty Registrar.

2 Vols. Royal 8vo. 1905. Net, 21. 10».
" Mr. Poscoe has evidently edited these volumes with much care, and every

student of int<-rrationnl law, here and elsewhere, will be grateful to him."

—

The Timts. Aujf. 2.5, 19 '5.

"We plad'y acknowledge the excellent judgment with which Mr 'Roscoe
has performed his task. The English Prize Cases will be a boon to the student
of international law. and in times of naval warfare to thp practitioner."

—

I,a»
Journal, Sept. 23, 1905.

%* AH ttandard Law Workt are kept in Stock, in law ealf and other hinding$.
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PROBATE.—Nelson's Handbook on Probate Practice (Non-Con-
tentious), (Ireland).—By Howaed A. Nelson, Esq., Barrister- at-

Law. Demy 8vo. 1901. lit. 6d.

Powles and Oakley's Law and Practice relating to Probate and
Administration. By L. D. Powles, Banister-at-Law, and T. W.
H. Oaklet, of the Probate Registry. (Being a Third Edition of

"Browne on Probate.") Demy 8vo. 1892. 11. lOt.

PROPERTY.—<S(5« also "Real Property."

Raleigh'sOutlineoftheLawof Property.—Demy Svo. 1890. 7t.6d.

Strahan's General View of the Law of Property.—Fourth Edition.

By J. A. Strahan, assisted by J. Sinclaib Baxteb, Esqrs., Barris-

ters-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1905. 12». 6d.

" The student will not easily find a better general view of the law of property
than that which is contained in this book."

—

Solicitors' Journal.
" We know of no better book for the class-room."

—

Law Times.

PUBLIC MEETINGS.—Chambers' Handbook for Public Meet-
ings.—Second Edition. By Qeobob F. Chambees, Esq., Barrister-

at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1888. Net, 2s. 6(f.

QUARTER SESSIONS.—5e«flfeo « Criminal Law."

Pritchard's Quarter Sessions.—The Jurisdiction, Practice, and
Procedure of the Quarter Sessions in Judicial Matters, Criminal,

Civil, and Appellate. Second Edition. By Joseph B, Matthews
and V. Gbaham Milwaed, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law. Demy Svo.

1904. U. lis. 6d.

" A most useful and comprehensive guide to Quarter Sessions practice."

—

Law Journal.

RAILWAY RATES.—Darlington's Railway Rates and the Carriage
of Merchandise by Railway.—By H. R. DAELnraroN, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1893. 1^. 6s.

RAILWAYS.— Browne and Theobald's Law of Railway Com-
ganies.—Being a Collection of the Acts and Orders relating to

ailway Companies in Great Britain and Ireland, with Notes of all

the Cases decided thereon. Third Edition. By J. H. Balfoub
Beowne, Esq., one of His Majesty's Counsel, and Feank Balfoxtb
Beowne, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1899. 21. 2s.

" Contains in a very concise form the whole law of railways."

—

ITie Times.

"It 18 difficult to find in this work any subject in connection with railwaya
which is not dealt with."

—

Law Times.
" Practitionei-s who require a comprehensive treatise on railway law will find it

indispensable."

—

Laio Journal.

Disney's Law of Carriage by Railway.—By Hkxey "W. Disnet,
Esq., Banister-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1905. 7». 6d.

" Contains much useful information, and can be cordially recommended to
the lawyer."

—

Law Times.

Powell's Relation of Pr6perty to Tube Railways.—By Maueicb
Powell, Efcq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1903. 2s'ctls.6d.

RATES AND RATING.—Castle's Law and Practice of Ratings-
Fourth Edition. By Edwaed Jaxes Castlb, Esq., one of His
Majesty's Counsel, &c. Royal Svo. 1903. 11. 6i.

"A sure and safe gfuide."

—

Law Magazine.
"A compendious treatise, which has earned the goodwill of the Profession on

account of its conciseness, its lucidity, and its accuracy."—iato Times.

Hamilton and Forbes' Digest of the Statutory Law relating to

the Management and Rating of Collieries.—For the use of

Colliery Owners, Viewers and Inspectors. By H. B. Hans
Hamilton and Uequhaet A. Foebes, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law.

Demy Svo. 1902. Net, lis. 6d.

" An eminently practical work."—iaw Times.

•»* All standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law ealf and other bindings.
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REAL PROPERTY.—Carson's Real Property Statutes, comprising,
among others, the Statutes relating to Prescription, Limitation of

Actions, Married Women's Property, Payment of Debts out of Real
Estate, Wills, Judgments, Conveyancing, Settled Land, Partition,

Trustees. Being a Tenth Edition of Shelford's Real Property
Statutes. By T. H. Casson, Esq., K.C., and H. B. Bompas, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1902. 35*.

" Absolutely indispensable to conveyancing and equity lawyers."
" The labours of the editor and assistanfr-«iitor must have been immense, and

the congrattilations of both branches of the profession on the production of such
a useful work, so skilfully prepared, are earned by both editors and publishers."—
Law Notes.

De Villier's History of the Legislation concerning Real and
Personal Property in England during the Reign of Queen
Victoria.—Crown 8to. 1901. 3«. &d.

Digby's History of the Law of Real Property, Fifth Edition.
Demy 8vo. 1897. 12». &d.

Lightwood's Treatise on Possession of Land ; with a chapter on
the Real Property Limitation Acts, 1833 and 1874.—By John M.
LiOHTWooD, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1894. 15*.

Maclaurin's Nature and Evidence of Title to Realty. A His-
torical Sketch. By Richabd C. Maclatjein, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn.
Demy8vo. 1901. IDs. 6rf.

Shelford's Real Property Statutes.— Ft(fe "Carson."
Smith's Real and Personal Property.—^A Compendium of the Law

of Real and Personal Property, primarily connected with Con-
Teyancing. Designed as a Second Book for Students, and as a
Digest of the most useful learning for Practitioners. Sixth Edition.

By the Authob and J. Teubteam, LL.M., Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols.

Demy Svo. 1884. 21. 2s.
" A book which he (the student] may read over and over again with profit and

pleasure."

—

Law Times.
" Wfll be found of very great service to the practitioner."

—

Solicitors? Journal.
" A really useftd and v^uable work on our system of Conveyancing."

—

Lata
Students' Journal.

Strahan.— Vide "Property."
REGISTRATION.—Rogers.— r«fe "Elections."
Fox and Smith's Registration Cases. (1886—1895). Royal Svo.

Calf, net, 21. 10».

Smith's (C. Lacey) Registration Cases. Part I. (1895-96).

Net, 6«. M. Part II. (1896), 5». Part III. (1897), 4». Part IV.
(1898-9), 6s. Part V. (1899-1900), 4«. Part VI. (1900-1901), 4«. 6rf.

Part VII. (1902), 4s. Part VIU. (1903), 4*. Part IX. (1904), 5s.

REPORTS.— nVe "English Reports."
REQUISITIONS ON TITLE.— Dickins.— F«fe "Conveyancing."
REVERSIONS.— Farrer.-FMfe "Vendors and Purchasers."

RIVERS POLLUTION.—Haworth's Rivers Pollution.—The Statute
Law relating to Rivers Pollution, containing the Rivers Pollution

Prevention Acts, 1876 and 1893, together with the Special Acts in

force in the West Riding of Yorkshire and the County of Lancaster.
By Charles Joseph Hawoeth, Solicitor, B.A. (Cantab.), LL.B.
(London). Royal 12mo. 1897. 6«.

ROMAN LAW.—Abdy and Walker's Institutes of Justinian, Trans-
lated, with Notes, by J. T. Abdt, LL.D., and the late Betas Waleee,
M.A., LL.D. Crown 8vo. 1876. 16».

Abdy and Walker's Commentaries of Gaius and Rules of Ulpian.
With a Translation and Notes, by J. T. Abdy, LL.D., late Regius
Professor of Laws in the University of Cambridge, and the late

Betan Walkee, M.A., LL.D. New Edition by Betas Waleeb.
Crown Svo. 1885. 16».

Barham's Students' Text-Book of Roman Law.—By C. Nicolas
Babham, Esq., Barrister- at-Law. Demy 12mo. 1903. Net, 2s. Qd.

" This little work, consisting of 119 pages, is a collection of notes, clearly and
simply expressed, upon the principal topics of KomEm Law as they are stated in
the Institutes of Gaius and Justinian. It is neatly arranged, and forms a
complete outline of the subject."

—

Law Notes.% All standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindings.
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ROMAN LA^—continued.

Goodwin's XII. Tables.—By Fbsdbbios GUmdwih, LL.D. London.
Royal 12mo. 1886. 3«. 6d.

Greene's Outlines of Roman Law.—OonBisting ohiefly of an
Analysis and Summary of the Institutes. For the use of Students.
By T. Whttoombk Gkbknb, Barrister-at-Law. Fourth Edition.
Foolscap 8vo. 1884. 7«. 6d.

Grueber's Lex Aquilia.—The Roman Law of Damage to Property:
being a Commentary on the Title of the Digest " Ad Legem Aqui-
liam" (ix. 2). With an Introduction to the Study of the Corpus
Juris Civilifl. ByEBWiNGEUBBEE, Dr. Jur., M.A. Svo. 1886. 10».6rf.

Holland's Institutes of Justinian.—Second Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo. 1881. 6»,

Holland and Shadwell's Select Titles fronfi the Digest of Jus-
tinian.—Demy 8vo. 1881. lit.

Holland's Gentilis Aiberici, I.C.D., I.C.P.R., de Jure Belli

Libri Tres.—Edidit T. E. Hollajtd, I.C.D. Small 4to., half-

morocco. 1/. 1».

Monro's Digest of Justinian.—Translated. By C. H. Mokbo, M.A.
Vol. I. Royal 8vo. 1904. Ket, 12».

Monro's Digest IX. 2. Lex Aquilia. Translated, with Notes, by
C. H. MoNEO, M.A. Crown 8vo. 1898. . 6».

Monro's Digest XIX. 2, Locati Conducti. Translated, with Notes,

by C. H. MoNEO, M.A. Crown 8vo. 1891. 5a.

Monro's Digest XLVII. 2, De Furtis. Translated, with Notes, by
C. H. MoNEO, M.A. Crown 8vo. 1893. 6».

Monro's Digest XLI. 1, De Adquirendo Rerum Dominio. Trans-
lated, with Notes, by C. H. Moneo, M.A. Crown 8vo. 1900. 5s.

Moyle's Imperatoris lustiniani Institutionum Libri Quattuor.

—

Fourth Edition. Demy 8vo. 1903. 16#.

Moyle's Institutes of Justinian. Translated into English.—Third
Edition. Demy 8vo. 1896. 6».

Poste's Elements of Roman Law.—By Gains. With a Translation

and Commentary. Fourth Edition. Demy 8vo. 1904. Net, 16*.

Roby's Introduction to the Study of Justinian's Digest, con-
taining an account of its composition and of the Jurists used or

referred to therein. By H. J. Robt, M.A. Demy 8vo. 1886. 9».

Roby's Justinian's Digest.—Lib. Vll., Tit. I. De Usufructu, with
a Legal and Philological Commentary. By H. J. Robt, M.A.
Demy 8vo. 1884. 9».

Or the Two Parts complete in One Volume. Demy 8vo. 18».

Roby's Roman Private Law in the Times of Cicero and of the
Antonines.—ByH.J.ROBY,M.A. 2vols. Demy8vo. 1902. A^et,30s.

Sohm's Institutes of Roman Law.—Second Edition. Demy Svo.

1901. 18s.

Walker's Selected Titles from Justinian's Digest.—Annotated by
the late Betan Waueee, M.A., LL.D.

Part I. Mandati vel Contra. Digest xvn. i. Crown Svo. 1879. 5s.

Part III. De Condictionibus. Digest xn. 1 and 4—7, and
Digest xm. 1—3. Crown 8vo. 1881. 6*.

Walker's Fragments of the Perpetual Edict of Salvius Julianus.
Collected and annotated by Bbtan Walxbb, M.A., LL.D. Crown
8vo. 1877. 6s.

Whewell's Grotius de Jure Belli et Pacis, with the Notes of Bar-
beyrao and others ; accompanied by an abridged Translation of the
Text, by W. Whzwell, D.D. 3 vols. Demy 8vo. 1863. 12*.

%* AU standard law Works are kept in Stock, in law ealf and other bindings.
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RULING CASES.— Campbell's Ruling Cases.—Arranged, An-
notated, and Edited by Robebt Cajipbkll, of Lincoln's Inn, Esq.,

Barrister- at-Law, Advocate of the Scotch Bar, assisted by other

Members of the Bar. With American Notes by Ievinq Bbownb,

formeriy Editor of the American Report;s, and the Hon. Leonakd A.
Jo-VKS, A.B., LL.B. (Harv.). Royal 8vo. 1894-1902. Half vellum^

giU top. Complete in XXVI. Volumes, Price for the set, net, 2bl.

*^* The Volumes sold separately, net, each II. 5s.

I.—Abandonment— Action.

II.—Action - Amendment.
III.—Ancient Light— Banker.

lY.- Bankruptcy— Bill of Lading.

XIV.—Insurance— Interpretation.

XV.—Judge—Landlord and Tenant.

XVI.— Larceny—Mandate.
XVII.— Manorial Right- Mistake.

v.— Bill of Sale—Conflict of Laws. XVIII.—Mortgage— Negligence.

VI.— Contract.

VII.—Conversion—Counsel.

VIII.— Criminal Law—Deed.

IX.— Defamation — Dramatic and
Musical Copyright.

X.—Easement— Estate.

XI.— Estoppel - Execution.

XII.— Executor—Indemnity.

XIX.—Negligei\ce—Partnership.
XX.— Patent.

XXI.—Payment— Purchase for Value

without Notice.

XXII.—Quo Warranto—Release.

XXIII.- Relief—Sea.
XXIV.—Search Warrant—Telegraph.
XXV.-Tenant-Wills.

XIII.—Infant— Insurance. I
XXVI.—Table of Cases ; Index.

THIS SERIES PRESENTS-
The best English Decisions (in full),

From the earlier Reports to the present time,

Grouped imder topics alphabetically arranged.

UNDER EACH TOPIC IS GIVEN-
A " Rule " of law deduced from the cases

;

The early or " leading " case (in full)

;

English notes abstracting collateral cases ;

American notes.

THE OBJECT OF THE SERIES IS—
To state legal principles clearly.

Through cases of accepted authority,

With sufficient annotation
To aid the application of these principles

to any given state of facts.

Extracts feom Peess Notices,
"A Cyclopaedia of law , . . . most ably executed, learned, accurate, clear,

concise ; but perhaps its chief merit is that it impresses on us \rhat the practising
I^gUsh lawyer is too apt to forget-that English law really is a body of prin-
ciples."— TTie British Review.

" One of the most ambitious, and ought to be, when it is complete, one of the
most generally useful legal works which the present century has produced."

—

Literature.
" A perfect storehouse of the principles established and illustrated by our

case law and that of the United States."

—

Law Times.
" The general scheme appears to be excellent, and its execution reflects the

greatest credit on everybody concerned. It may, indeed, be said to constitute,
5for the presfnt, the high-water mark of the science of book-making."

—

Sat. Hev.
" A work of unusual value and interest. . . . Each leading case or group

of cases is preceded by a statement in bold type of the rule which they are quoted
as establichiDg. The work is happy in coneeption, and this first volume shows
that it will be adequately and successfully carried out."

—

Solicitors' Journal.
" The English Bnling Cases seem generally to have been well and carefully

chosen, and a great amount of woik has been expended. . . . Great accuracy
and care are shown in the preparation of the Notes."

—

Zyaio Quarterly Beview.

" The Series has been maintained at a high level of excellence."

—

The Times.

%* All ttandard Law WorTa are Itejpt \n Stock, in law calf and other bindings.
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SALES.—Blackburn on Sales. A Treatise on the Effect of the Con-
tract of Sale on the Legal Rights of Property and Possession in

Goods, Wares, and Merchandise. By Lord Blackburn. 2nd Edit.

By J. C. Graham, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1886. 1/. 1#.

SALVAGE.—Kennedy's Treatise on the Law of Civil Salvage.—By
William R. Kennedy, Esq., Q.C. (now a Justice of the High Court).

Royal Svo. 1891. 12*.

SHERIFF LAW.— Mather's Compendium of Sheriff and Execu-
tion Law. Second Edition. By Phiup E. Mather, Solicitor and
Notary, formerly Under-SherifE of Newcastle-on-Tyne. Royal Svo.

1903. II. 10».
"We think that this book will be of very great assistance to any persons who

may fill the positions of hi(;h sheriff and under-sheriff from this time forth. The
whole of the le^al profession will derive great advantage from having this

volume to consult."

—

Law Tim/m.
" The subject is one of great practical importance, and this edition will be

most valuable in the office of sheriffs and solicitors."

—

Law Journal.

SH I PPI NG.—Carver.— Ft^fo " Carriers."

Marsden's Digest of Cases relating to Shipping, Admiralty,
and Insurance Law, down to the end of 1897.—By Reginald
G. Marsden, Esq., Barrister- at-Law, Author of "The Law of

CollisionB at Sea." Royal 8vo. 1899. U. lOs.

Pulling's Merchant Shipping Act, 1894.-T-With Introduction,

Notes, and Index. By Alexander Pullinq, Esq., Barrister-at-

Law. Royal Svo. 1894. Het, 6s.

Pulling's Shipping Code; being the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894

(67 He 58 Vict. c. 60). With Introduction, Notes, Tables, Rules,
Orders, Forms, and a FuU Index.—By Alexander Puluno, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1894. Net, la. 6d.

Temperley's Merchant Shipping Act, 1894 (57 & 58 Vict,

c. 60). With an Introduction ; Notes, including all Cases decided
Tinder the former enactments consolidated in this Act ; a Comparative
Table of Sections of the Former and Present Acts ; an Appendix of

Rules, Regulations, Forms, etc., and a Copious Index.

—

By Robert
Tempeeley, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo. 1895. 1^, 5s.

"A full, complete, and most satisfactory work."

—

Law Quarterly lie.view.

"A monument of well-directed industry and knowledge directed to the
elucidation of the most comprehensive and complicated Act."

—

Law Journal.

SLAN DER.—Odgers.— Fwfo «* Libel and Slander."

SOLICITORS.—Cordery's Law relating to Solicitors of the
Supreme Court of Judicature. With an Appendix of Statutes

and Rules, the Colonial Attomies Relief Acts, and Notes on Appoint-
ments open to Solicitors, and the Right to Admission to the Colonies,

to which is added an Appendix of Precedents. Third Edition. By
A. CoRDEEY, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1899. \l. Is.

" The leading authority on the law relating to solicitors."

—

Law Journal.
"A complete compendium of the law."

—

Law Times.
" Thoroughly up to date in every resi)ect."

—

Law Quarterly Beview.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.—Fry's Treatise on the Specific
Performance of Contracts. By the Right Hon. Sir Edward Fry.
Fourth Edition. By W. D. Rawlins, Esq., K.C. Royal Svo.
1903. U. 16«.

" The leading authority on its subject."

—

Law Journal.
" We tbmk we may say, as a restilt of our investigation of this edition, that

no pains have b^en spared by Mr. Rawlins to inrorporate all the new matter
which has arisen during the ten years which have elapsed since the issue of the
third edition, and that he has added it with accuracy and neatness."

—

Solicitors^

Journal.
"Mr. Bawlins has acquitted himself of his responsible task with signal

ability."

—

Law Times.

*^* All standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in late ealf and other bindinjfs.
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STAMP LAWS.—Highmore's Stamp Laws.—Being the Stamp Acta
of 1891 : with the Acts amending and extending the same, in-

cluding the Finance Act, 1902, together with other Acts imposing
or relating to Stamp Duties, and Notes of Decided Cases ; aJso an
Introduction, and an Appendix containing Tables showing the com-
parison with the antecedent Law. Second Edition. By Nathaniel
Joseph Highmoee, Assistant-Solicitor of the Inland Revenue. Demy
8vo. 1902. 10«. 6d.

" The recognized work on the subject."

—

Law Qvarterlt/ Seview.
"Mr. Hi^hmore has incorporated in the new edition of this work the legislation

of the last ttiree years, so far a« it affects the Stamp Laws, including the Finance
Act, 1902. He has revised the text, added the new authorities, and increased the
notes upon departmental practice, a subject which he is peculiarly qualified
to discuss. This edition, like the former one, will be found of the greatest use by
solicitors, officers of companies, and men of business."

—

Law Journal.
" A very comprehensive volume, fulfilling every requirement. . . . The

various notes to the sections of the several Acts incorporated in the volume are
fully and accurately set out, the points of the decided cases clearly expressed,
and the eiftct and object of the enactment indicated; and what must be of
esi)ecial value to the practitioner, the practice at. Somerset House with regard
to all matters coming before that institution is stated."

—

Justice of the Peace.
" Mr. Highmore's ' Stamp Laws' leaves nothing undone."

—

TTte Civilian.

STATUTES, and vide " Acts of Parliament."
Chitty's Statutes.—The Statutes of Practical Utility, from the

earliest times to 1894, with Supplemental Volume to 1901 inclusive.

Arranged in Alphabetical and Chronological Order ; with Notes and
Indexes. Fifth Edition. By J. M. Ijkly, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.

Royal 8vo. Cotnplete with Index. InU Volumes. 1894-1902. 15^. 15».

••" The Supplementary Volume, 1895 to 1901. Consolidated
with Index. By J. M. Lelt, Esq. May be had separately.

21. 2s.

"To those who already possess 'Qiitty's Statutes' this new volume is

indispensable."

—

Law Notes.

The Annual Supplements. Separately:—1895,5*. 1896, 10«.

1897, 5*. 1898, 7s. 6d. 1899, 7s. 6d. 1900, 7s. 6d. 1901, 7s. 6d.

1902, 7s. 6d. 1903, 7s. 6d. 1904, 7s. 6d. 1905 {nearly ready).

"It is a book which no public library should be without."

—

Spectator.

"A work ofpermanent value to the practising lawyer."

—

Solicitors'

Journal.

"The profession will feel grateful both to the editor and the
publishers of a work which will be found of the highest value."

—

Zatc Journal.
" A legal work of the very highest importance. . . . Few besides

lawyers will, we suspect, realise the amount of work which such an
undertaking involves to the editor, who appears to have spared no
pains to give a clear, orderly, and methodical character to the com-
pilation."

—

DaHy Kews.
" Ihis collection has fulfilled a purpose of usefulness only to be

understood by those who are acquainted with the amazing com-
plexity of English statute law, with its bewildering incoherence
and painful heterogeneity."

—

Fall Mall Gazette.

" Indispensable in the library of every lawyer."

—

Saturday Sevietc.
" To all concerned with the laws of England, Chitty's Statutes of

Practical Utility are of essential importance, whilst to the practising
lawyer they are an absolute necessity."

—

Law Times,

"It is apparently the belief of some popular novelists that
lawyers in their diflBculties still uniformly consult daily Coke upon
Littleton and Elackstcne. Those who know better are aware that
the lawyer's Bible is the ' Statutes of Practical Utility '—that they
are bis working tools, even more than accredited text-books or
' authorised reports.' Kore than one judge has been heard to say
that with the ' Statutes of Practical Utility ' at his elbow on the
besch he was apprehensive of no difficulties which might arise."

—

The Times.

%* All standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindings.
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STATUTE LAW.—Wilberforce on Statute Law. The Principles
which govern the Construction and Operation of Statutes. By E.
WiiBKEFOEOK, Esq.. a Master of the Supreme Court. 1881. 18».

STOCK EXCHANGE.—Schwabe and Branson's Treatise on
the Laws of the Stock Exchange.—By Waltee S. Schwabb
and G. A. H. Beanson, Esqrs., Bamaters-at-Law. Demy 8vo.

1905. 12«. 6d.
"This book gives a clear and comprehensive account of the constitution of

the London Stock Exchange and of the nature of Stock Exchange tran-saciions,

as well as of the legal mica applicable in respect thereof."

—

Law Qanrterly J!eview,
" This is a clear and practical account of the method in which the business of

the Stock Exchange is conducted, and of tlie law relating thereto. The course of
business, and the Stock Exchange and the public, are the subjects of ttie two
most important chapters, and the authors may be congratulated In having
treated, to use their own words, ' of the business somewhat from the point of
view of a lawyer, and of the law somewhat from the point of view of a business
man,' with a marked degree of sviccess."—Law Time$.

" The best guide we know to the nature of Stock Exchange transactions."

—

The Spectator.
" That the treatise will be acceptable to lawyers and laymen alike we have no

doubt. We have satisfied ourselves that the legal portion is a sound, and in all

respects satisfactory, piece of work."

—

Law Journal.

SUCCESSION.—Holdsworth and Vickers' Law of Succession,
Testamentary and Intestate. Demy Svo. 1899. 10». 6rf.

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS.— Paley's Law and Practice of Sum-
mary Convictions under the Summary Jurisdiction Acts,
1848—1899; including Proceedings Preliminary and Subse-
quent to Convictions, and the Responsibility of Convicting
Magistrates and their Officers, with the Summary Jurisdic-
tion Rules, 1886, and Forms.—Eighth Edition. By W. H.
Maonamaea, Esq., a Master of the Supreme Court, and Balph
NEVILI.E, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy Svo. 1904. 1/. 5s.

TAXPAYERS' GU I DES.— Fwfe "House," "Income," & "Land Tax."

THEATRES AND MUSIC HALLS.—Geary's Law of Theatres
and Music Halls, including Contracts and Precedents of
Contracts.—By W. N. M. G-eaey, J.P. With Historical Introduc-
tion. By James WiLLiAMs.Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Svo. 18S5. 6s.

TITLE.—Jackson and Gosset.— Fi<fe " Investigation of Title."

TORTS.—Addison on Torts.—A Treatise on the Law of Torts; or
Wrongs and their Remedies. Seventh Edition. By Hoeaob
Smith, Esq., Bencher of the Inner Temple, Metropolitan Magis-
trate, and A. P. PeeobvaIi Kbef, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal Svo.

1893. 1^. 18«.
" Ab an exhaustive digest of all the cases which are likely to be cited in

practice it stands without a rival."

—

Law Journal.
" As now presented, this valuable treatise must prove highly acceptable to

judges and the profession."

—

Law Times.
" An indispensable addition to every lawyer's library."

—

Late Magatint.

Blgelow's Law of Torts.—By Melytt.lw M. Bioelow, Ph.D.
Harvard. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 1903. 12*. 6rf.

Innes' Principles of the Law of Torts.—By L, C. Imrss, lately one
of the Judges of the High Court, Madras, Author of "A Digest of

the Law of Easements." Demy Svo. 1891. 10«. 6d.

Kenny's Selection of Cases Illustrative of the English Law of
Torts.—By C. S. Kenny, LL.D., Barrister-at-Law. Demy Svo.

1904. Net, 12s. Qd.

Pollock's Law of Torts: a Treatise on the Principles of Obligations
arising from Civil Wrongs in the Common Law. Seventh Edition.

By Sir Feedkeick Pollock, Bart., Barrister-at-Law. Author of
"Principles of Contract," " A Digest of the Law of Partnership,"

&c. Demy Svo. 1904. 1^. 5s.
" Concise, logically arranged, and accurate."—Low Timet.
" Incomparably the best work that has been written on the subject."—

lAierature.
"A book which is well worthy to stand beside the companion volnme on

'Contracts.' Unlike so many law-books, especially on this subject, it is no mere
digest of cases, but bears the impress of the mind of the writer from beginning
to end."

—

Law Joumdl.

%* AU standard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law calf and other bindin</s.
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TORTS

—

continued.

Radcliffe and Miles' Cases Illustrating the Principles of the
Law of Torts.—By Feaxcis R. Y. Radcliffe, Esq., K.C., and
J. C. Miles, Esq., Barrister- at-Law. DemySvo. 1904. Net,l2s.6d.

TRADE MARKS.—Sebastian on the Law of Trade Marks and
their Registration, and matters connected therewith, including a
chapter on Goodwill ; the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Acts,

1883-8, and the Trade Marks Rules and Instructions thereunder

;

•with Forms and Precedents; the Merchandize Marks Acts, 1887-94,

and other Statutory Enactments ; the United States Statutes, 1870-82,

and the Rules and Forms thereunder ; and the Treaty with the United
States, 1877. By Lewis Boyd Sebastian, Esq.. Barrister-at-Law.

Fourth Edition. By the Author and Harry Bated Hemming. Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1899. U. 10».
" Stands alone as an authority upon the law of trade-marks and their regis-

tration."

—

Law Journal. '

" It is rarely we come across a lawbook which embodies the resnlts of years
of careful investigation and practical experience in a branch of law, or that
can be unhesitatingly appealed to as a st^dard authority. This ia what can be
said of Mr. Sebastian's book."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

Sebastian's Digest of Cases of Trade Mark, Trade Name,
Trade Secret, Goodwill, &c,, decided in the Courts of the United
Kingdom, India, the Colonies, and the United States of America.
ByLEWisBoYDSEBASTiAJi.Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 8vo. 1879. 1/. l».

" Will be of very great value to aU practitioners who have to advise on matters
connected with trade marks."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

TRADE UNIONS.—Assinder's Legal Position of Trade Unions.
By G. F. AseiifDEE, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 12mo. 1P05.

^''et, 2s. 6d.
" In this little work Mr. As.<dnder has with great clearness and ability sketched

the legal position of trade unions."

—

Law Journal, July 29, 1905.

Pennant's Trade Unions and the Law.—By D. F. Penitant, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Royal 12mo. 1905. 5».

TRAMWAYS.— Robertson's Law of Tramways and Light Rail-

ways in Great Britain (3rd Edition of Sutton's " Tramway Acts
of tie United Eingdom") : comprising the Statutes relating to Tram-
ways and Light Railways in England and Scotland, with full

Notes ; the Tramways and Light Railways Rules ; the Regulations,
By-Laws and Memoranda issued by the Board of Trade ; the
Standing Orders of Parliament ; the General Orders under the
Private Legislation Procedure (Scotland) Act, 1899 ; and Disser-

tations on Locus Standi and Rating. By Geoege S. Robeetsok,
M.A., Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8to. 1903. 1/. 5«.

" A very complete work. . . . The main Acts are annotated with care, and,
80 far as we can judge, with accuracy. . . . The book is well indexed."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

TRANSVAAL.—The Statute Law of the Transvaal. Translated.
Royal 8vo. 1901. 2^. 2».

Transvaal Proclamations, 1900—1902. Revised. 1904. 8vo. 25«.

TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES.— Ellis' Trustee Acts, including a
Guide for Trustees to Investments. By Aethtjb Lee Ellis, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Sixth Edition. By L. W. Bybne, Esq., Barrister-

at-Law. Roy. 12mo. 1903. 6».

Godefroi's Law Relating to Trusts and Trustees.—Second Edit.

By Heney Godefeoi, of Lincoln's Tt^ti, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.
Royal 8vo. 1891. II. I2a.

'• The second edition of this work is a model of what a legal text-book onght
to be. If is clear in style and clear in arrangement, and we can have little diubt
that it will soon take the foremost place among text'-books dealing with trusts."—Law Times.

*«* AH ttandard Law Works are kept in Stock, in law ealf and other bindingi.
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VENDORS AND PURCHASERS.— Dart's Vendors and Pur-
chasers.—A Treatise on the Law and Practice relating to Vendors
and Pxirchasers of Real Estate. By the late J. Hexbt Dabt, Esq.
Seventh Edition. By Benjamin L. Cheert, one of the Editors of
" Prideaux's Precedents in Conveyancing," G. E. Tyeeell, Aethttb
Dickson and Isaac Mabshat.l, assisted by L. H. Elphinstone, Esqrs.,

Barriaters-at-Law. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. 190.5. Zl. 15s.
" Much skill and learning have been expended on this edition, and the work

remains a great cunveyancing classic."

—

Liw Journal.
" To the young and to the staid practitioner having any pretensions to con-

veyancing work, we unhesitatingly say, Procure a copy at once."

—

Laio Students'
Journnl.

" Thiswork is a classic, and quite beyond our criticLsm. All we can do is to let

our readers know that the late Mr. Dart's work is once more brought up to date,
and to advise them to put a copy on their shelves -B-ithout delay."—Laic Notes,
April, 1905.

"There are traces throughout the book of an unstinted expenditure of skill

and labour in the preparation of this editi »n which will maiutain the position of
the book as the foremost authority on an extensive subject of paramount
importai ce to lawyers whose business is concerned with the sale and transfer of
property."

—

Latv Quarterly Ileview.

Farrer's Precedents of Conditions of Sale of Real Estate, Re-
versions, Policies, &C. ; with exhaustive Footnotes, Introductory
Chapters, and Appendices.—By Fbedebick Edwaed Faeeeb, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law. Royal 8vo. 1902. 16».

" Mr. Farrer has written a rare thing—a new book which will be of real value
in a conveyancer's library."

—

Law Jonmal.
" The notes are essentially practical and are evidently largely derived from

experience, and the forms are adapted to recent decisions."— Loto Times.

Turner's Dutiesof Solicitor to Client as to Sales, Purchases, and
Mortgages of Land.—Second Edition. By W. L. Hacon, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1893. \Qs. M.
Webster's Law Relatingto Particulars and Conditions of Sale
on a Sale of Land.—With Appendix of Forms. Second Edition.

By W. F. Wkbsteb, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Roy. 8vo. 1896. 1/. 5».

Webster's Conditions of Sale under the Land Transfer Acts.
Being a Supplement to above. Royal 8vo, 1899. Net, 2s.

WAR, DECLARATION OF.—Owen's Declaration of War.—

A

Survey of the Position of Belligerents and Neutrals, with relative

considerations of Shipping and Marine Insurance during War. By
Douglas Owen, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1889. \l. 1».

Owen's Maritime Warfare and Merchant Shipping,—A Summary
of the Rights of Capture at Sea. By Douglas Owen, Esq., Bar-
rister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. 1898. Net, 2*.

WATER.— Bartley's Metropolis Water Act, 1902.—By Douglas C.
Baetley, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Author of "Adulteration of Food."
Royal 12mo. 1903. 6«.

WILLS.—Theobald's Concise Treatise on the Law of Wills.

—

Sixth Edition. By H. S. Theobald, Esq., one of His Majesty's
Counsel. Royal 8vo. 1905. \l. lbs.

"Throuehout thp book we find paragraphs rewritten and alteratims and
corrections made, and we congratulate the author on the present as the best and
most trustworthy issue of his work which has yet appeared."- AoiiViVo/vs' Journal.

" Comprehensive tbougb easy to use, and we advise all conveyancers to get a
copy of it without loss of time."

—

Late Journal.
" Of great ability and value. It bears on every page traces of care and soimd

judgment."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

Weaver's Precedents of Wills.—A Collection of Concise Precedents
of Wills, with Introduction and Notes. Second Edition. By
ChaelesWeavee, B.A., Solicitor. Demy 8vo. 1904. 5*.
" The notes, like the forms, are clear and, so far as we have tested them, accu-

rate, and the book cannot fail to be of service to the young practitioner."

—

Law Timfs.

WINDING UP.—Palmer's.— nVfe "Company Law."
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION.— r«rf« "Employers' LiabiUty."
Robertson and Glegg's Digest of Cases under the Workmen's
Compensation Acts. Royal 8vo. 1902. Xet, 10«.

WRONGS.—Addison, Ball, Bigelow, Pollock.— Fufo "Torts."
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PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION.

Browne and Powles' Law and Practice in Divorce and Matri-

monial Causes.—Seventh Edition. By L. D. Powues, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law. Demy 8vo. (In the press.)

Builen and Leai<e's Precedents of Pleadings in Actions in the

King's Bench Division of the High Court of Justice.—Sixth

Edition. By Cyeil Dodd, Esq., K.C., and T. "Willes Chitty, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law, a Master of the Supreme Court. Royal 8vo.

[Nearly ready.)

Burge's Colonial Law: Commentaries on Colonial and Foreign

Law generally and in their Conflict with each other and with

the Law of England.—Anew Edition. By A. 'Wood Kenton, Esq.,

Puisne Judge, Ceylon, and G. G. Phxllimoee, Esq., Barriflter-

at-Law. In 4 vols. Eoyal 8vo.
{
Vol. I. in the press.)

Dicey's Digest of the Law of England with reference to the

Conflict of Laws.—Second Edition. By A. V. Dicey, Esq., K.C.,

B.G.L. (Iri preparation.)

Digest of Cases, Overruled, Approved, or otherwise specially

considered in the English Courts.—^With extracts from the

Judgments. ByW. A. G. Woods and J. Ejtchie, Egqrs., Barristers-

at-Law. (/» the press.)

English Reports.—A complete Re-issue of all the Decisions prior to 1866

in about 150 Volumes. Fifth Series. Vice-Chancellor's Court.

(Now publishing.)

%* Full prospectus on application.

Everest and Strode's Law of Estoppel.— Second Edition. By
Lancelot Fieldinq Evehbst and Edkund Steodb, Esqrs., Barristers-

at-Law. {In preparation.)

Russell's Treatise on the Power and Duty of an Arbitrator,

and the Law of Submissions and Awards ; with an Appendix of

Forms, and of the Statutes relating to Arbitration. Ninth Edition.

By Edwaed Pollock, Esq. , an Official Referee of the Supreme Court

of Judicature. Royal 8vo. {Nearly ready.)

Smith's Compendium of Mercantile Law.—Eleventh Edition. By
EnwABD Louis DB Hakt and Ralph Iliff Siket, Esqrs., Barristers-

at-Law. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. {Nearly ready.)

Wills' Theory and Practice of the Law of Evidence.—Second
Edition. ByWm. Wills, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. {In preparation.)
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Eighth Edition. Roy. 8vo. 7900. Cloth, price Z2s.

PALMER'S COMPANY PRECEDENTS
FOB USE IN RFT.ATIOX TO

Companies subject to the Companies Acts, 1862 to 1898.

Part 11.

WINDING-UP FORMS AND PRACTICE,
ARRAIs'GED AS FOLLOWS :—

COMPULSOEY WINDING-UP. WINDING-UP UNDEE SUPEEVISION.
VOLUNTAEY WINDING-UP. AEEANGEMENTS AND COMPEOMISES.

A?VITH COPIOUS NOTES
AND AN

APPENDIX CONTAINING ACTS AND RULES.

^ig^tlb €Mtt0n

By FRANCIS BEAUFORT PALMER,
Of the Innfir Temple, Esq., Barristef-at-Zaw,

Assisted BY FRANK EVANS, of Lincoln^s Inn, Esq., Barristef-at-Zaw.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It is quite a pleasiu'e to pass from the conglomeration of cases, so often loosely strung together

and called a book on legal topic, to such a work as this .... Mr. Palmer reads his authorities, thinks

them over, brings a ripe experience to bear upon his work, and masters his subject The result

is a book of sterling worth Mr. Palmer's ' Company Precedents' is the book par excellence, for

practitioners. It is certain to be used alike by the Company draughtsmen, and by the liahitue of the

Court There is nothing we can think of which should be within the covers which we do not

find. It is needless to recommend Mr. Palmer's book to the profession, for it is already known and

appreciated. "We advise those who have any doubts to consult it, and they will be in agreement with

us."—iflir Journal.

" We had occasion recently, on the publication of the first volume of this edition, to state our

opinion of the services which Mr. Palmer had rendered to tlie profession by the careful and thorough

manner in which he had imdertaken the task of revision. The present volume calls for similar

acknowledgment The book will continue to be a safe and necessary guide in winding-up

practice."

—

Solicitors' Journal.

" The business of winding-up companies has increased so rapidly, that the author is obliged to

devote to it a separate volume of about 900 pages, and containing 844 forms. Not that the work is a

mere collection of forms. It contains also valuable notes and observations, so that the practitioner

gets both tlie forms and the pi-actioe together- Mr. Palmer's new volume is one which everv

one concerned in tlie winding-up of companies must have."

—

Imw Times.

" Not the least of Mr. Palmer's many merits is, th-.it he is eminently practical and to the point.

In his ' Company Precedents,' Part I., his aim is to see how what the commercial world wants can be

done, to put it into legal shape, and render it imjiregnable against the insidious attacks of the Court.

.... This excellent characteritstic of practicality is much in evidence in the present edition of

Winding-up Forms It is a striking testimony to the value as well as the variety of the forms,

that when tlie first edition appeared, about twenty years ago, it contained about fifty forms only

;

to-day it contains considerably over 600. The sapling has grown into a vigorous tree."

—

Law
Quarterly Review.

" It is simply invaluable not only to company lawyers, but to everyone connected with companies."
—Financial Setvs.

STEVENS & SONS, Ltd., 119 & 120, Chancery Lane, London.^
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PALMER'S COMPANY PRECEDENTS
FOE USE IN RELATION TO

Companies subject to the Companies Acts, 1862 to 1898.

DEBENTURES,
TRUST DEEDS,!
STOCK CERTI]
RESOLUTIONS]
PROSPECTUS,
WRITS,

University of Toronto

Library

" The reeult of much
legal advisers of such invi

" Embraces practical

take front rank among tl

PALMER'
THEIR FORMAYx^

Beinjj a Concise Popular Statement of the llode of Convt vtiiii^ a l!ii>ii:._>^ iui.. a I'l i\ati-

Company, and of Establishing and Workinjr Private Coinpanits and Syndicates for

Miscellaneous Purposes. Si.rteeuth Edition. By F. B.Palmek, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.

"Crammed from end to end with knowledge useful to the parties to whom it is specially

addressed."

—

Financial Times.

STEVENS & SONS, Ltd., 119 & 120, Chancery Lane, London.^
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